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Facebook vs. Reality: Who Needs to Get a Life?
I HAVE A Facebook problem. Specifi
cally a Facebook Scrabble problem. I've
loved the game since childhood, but
after finding it on Facebook, I was drawn
into a time-management vortex. I played
constantly, memorized the 'Q" words
that don't require a "U," and dreamed
about obscure seven-letter combos .
Since I have a life-with attendant
obligations-I've worked to control
my obsession. But while reading
Christopher Null 's "How to Live
Your Entire Life Through Facebook"
(page 88), I began to wonder: What
if life isn't as good as Facebook?
So in the spirit of a PC World
review, I decided to do a head-to
head comparison of the two.

The folks at Facebook (and third parties) have created reasonable
substitutes for most everyday human interactions.

L

MAKINO FRIENDS

Reallife: Tricky and time-consuming.
Facebook: Just click a button, mo11 ami.
Edge: Facebook, particularly if you cher
ish superficiality and raw numbers.

SLEEP

Real life: Sheer bliss, especially at the
end of a hard day.
Facebook: At best ignores and at
worst prohibits adequate attention
to t his essential physical need.
·Edge: Real life

GETTING DRESSED IN THE MORNING

Real life: Unless you' re a nudist ,
clothing is mandatory.
Facebook: Clothing optional. Even
the concept of morning loses its
imperative when friends happen to be
scattered across the glo be.
Edge: Facebook
HYGIENE/GROOMING

Real life: Stro ngly recommended.
Facebook: Optional, except when you
take your profile picture. Then again,
you could use any image. Plus, some
day a friend will post a picture of you
when you were younger, thinner, and
better looking-albeit with underwear
on yo ur head-and you can use that.
Edge: Facebook
PHYSICAL CONTACT

Real life: Unavoidable and potentially
painful (think bone-crushing hand
shakes, hearty backslaps, and bear
hugs) or even dangerous (achoo!) .
Facebook: Keyboard pounders may
break the.occasional nail, but that's it.
Edge: Facebook, again

tends to provide meaning, texture, and
essential emotional connections.
Facebook: The We're Related app is nice,
but family and Facebook shouldn't mix.
Your "friend " requests mortify your kids,
while you awkwardly juggle unrelat
ed spheres of your life: "Co-workers,
meet Aunt Caroline and her frighten
ingly cat-centric fashion sense."
Edge: Real life

MAKING CONVERSATION
WORK

Real life: Sometimes rewarding; other
times arduo us and tedious .
Facebook: Work?
Edge: On Facebook every day is a holi
day. Who can argue with that?

Real life: Requires engagement,
thought, and the occasional witty-or
at least coherent- comment.
Facebook: U there? Yo, wassup? LOL.
G2G . No need to strain the brain.
Edge: Facebook
LISTENING TO MUSIC

EATING ANO DRINKING

Real life: Delicious, though prep takes
effort and dining out is expensive.
Facebook: Your wine collection, as
recorded in Bottlenotes, may impress
your online friends, but it will merely
leave you parched. Worse, posting sta
tus updates about food just makes me
hungry. On the other hand, apps like
Local Picks offer advice on where to go
for great nonvirtual eats.
Edge: Real life, by a wide margin

Reallife: Live music often involves
sweat and too much alcohol, though it
may also have drawbacks. Groovi ng to
your iPod is hard to beat.
Facebook: Not a strong suit, though
iLike lets you play Rh apsody tunes.
Edge: Real life

And th e Winner I s ...

FAMILY

I admit that wasn't scientific-but by my
count Facebook wins overall. Now par
don me while I go update my Facebook
status. After all, I wouldn't want to keep
my legion of friends waiting. e

Real life: Fraught with complications,
obligations, and crises, though it also

Steve Fox is editorial director of PC World.
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THINGS YOU
S WILL DISCOVER

You Suspect It's Happening. Now Get the Proof You Need
and Put aStop to Huge Productivity Losses Once and for All
Spector 360 is the world's first monitoring solution that makes it easy
to detect inappropriate employee behavior. At the touch of a button,
you will see ALL PC & Internet activity for your entire company and
find out which employees are working, playing, doing their job
efficiently or putting your business at risk by engaging in illicit or
illegal behavior.

O

fj Which employees spend the most
time surfing web sites and see
EXACTLY what they do on them.

Spector 360 Records ALL Your Employees'
• Web Sites Visited
• Chats & Instant Messages
• Keystrokes Typed
• Network Traffic
• Google Searches
• Files Saved to Removable Media
••• and much mare!

PLUS:
Our Powerful Screen Snapshot Recorder
(a video surveillance-like recording tool
with easy-to-use VCR-style playback)
shows you in exact visual detail what an
employee does every step of the way.

Which employees spend the most
time worki ng and which spend the
most time goofing off.

Tom '

Pal
Sarah .
Brian
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James

Nancy '

Randy
Vic1or

Carol
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What employees search for on
Google, MSN, Yahoo and more.

0

Which employees are posting
resumes on Monster.

0

Who is leaking company
confidentia l information via 'chat,
web mail or removable media.

60
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PC Magazine
Editors'Choice

More than SO charts and reports allow you to
quickly and easily identify your top ac hievers,
productivity wasters, and anyone engaging in
inappropriate or potentially damaging conduct.
September, 2008

"Spector 360 is t he most
mature surveillance
offering for business use:'

Spector360

Stamp Out Internet Abuse Today!
Visit Spector360.com or call (888) 598-2788

SPECTOR 360°
Company-Wide Employee Monitoring

So~ware

PCWForum
Sometimes a relatively
short article draws
vehement responses.
Such was the case with
a brief piece on dealing
with e-mail while driving.
Though the article stressed a hands-free
approach, some letter writers questioned
the activity's safety. Post your thoughts
on this topic at find . pcworld.com / 62768 ~

and d riving, they forget that many
tasks , li ke eating, are almost rote and
require very little brain time. Thus driv
ing automatically gets the focus-until
the ketchup drips on your coat ...
Carol Ball, Kimrc/0111 New j ersey
Editor's response: Our article focused on
" Web-based voice services [that] let you man
age messages through spoken commands
while you keep your hands on the wheel. " At
this writing, hands-free cell phone use re
mains legal in all 50 states. For a summary of
cell phone laws throughout the United States,
browse to find.pcworld.corn/62766.
-Robert Strohmeyer

Online Sales Taxes
No E-Mailing While Driving!
I have to take PC World to task for the
Herc 's How article "Manage Your E-Mail
Safely While Driving" in the April issue.
Statistics show t hat acc idents caused
by distracted drivers have skyrocketed
over the pas t several years. I have per
sonally watched drivers run red lights ,
swerve into other lanes, slam on brakes
at the last second , barely avo id pedes
trians, and actually hit other drivers-all
because they were paying more atte n
tion to their phone call than to driving.
Advising readers on how to "safely "
manage e-mail while driving is condon
ing irresponsible drivi ng habits.
Several Canadian provinces have al
ready banned cell phone use by drivers
while the vehicle is in motion. Other
governments are following suit.
DaocQuinn, Guclplr, 011um·o
E-mailing or text messaging whi le driv
ing is extremely dangerous. As a pre
caution while doing so, drivers tend to
reduce speed to dangerously low levels.
A few of them doing 20 mph can easily
bring a six-lane highway to a crawl. For
thousands of people, this can make t he
morning commute a nightmare.
No phone calls, no e-mail, period!

George Pcrroo, Gairlrcrsburg, Maryland

Your full atte ntion should be on the
road, not on your cell phone! This is
just plai n old sa fety 101.
If you want to say in your defense,
"Well , whnt about drinking, eating,
smoking, tun ing the radio, talking to
passengers, and so on, whi le driving?" I
agree t hat all of these distract from
driving. But communicating in the
man ner this article describes is life
threatening and has bee n proved to
reduce reaction time to a level similar
to that of a drunk person driving.
j o11arlra11 Wells, Hong Kong
lhe human brain simply cannot multi
task. It swa ps tas ks very rapidly when
we are young and have nimble brains
(so it looks like multitasking- so und
fam iliar?), and more slowly as we age .
The ge neration growing up thinking it
can multitas k is truly fooling itself.
And th e tasks that we try to perform
simulta neous ly are not given eq ual
brain time. ll1e task that interests the
mind the most gets the most nano
seconds of focus: A juicy tale on the
cell pho ne (or a murder mystery on an
au diobook) will cause th e mind to give
less focus to the road and driving con
ditions . When people use the example
of eating and driving to excuse phoning

The March Forward item "Online Sales
Tax Survives Lat es t Legal Challenge"
reported a New York judge's ru ling th at
Amazon.com and Overstock.com, which
aren 't located in that state, must collect
sales tax from New York reside nts.
Both Amazon.com and Overstock.com
operate "affi liate programs" that pay
people to refer business to them . The
New York court ruled that because affil
iates were located in New York, Ama
zon.co m and Overstock.com had a
"physical presence " in the state, and so
must collect sales tax from residents.
This ruling does not change the 1992

You Left out the green benefits of
allowing telecommuting [see find .
pcworld .com/62756] . Letting
workers avoid the commute can
drastically reduce
em issions .
AnnaJaeger. PCWorld.com
comments

co2

U.S . Supreme Court decision that a state
cannot requ ire online and mail-order
businesses to collect sales tax if the busi
nesses lack a "physical presence" in the
state. The New York court's interpreta
tion that the affiliate programs are a
"physical presence" is what snared »
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Legal Notice

lf you purchased an ATI graphics card,
you could be entitled to benefits
under a class action settlement.
A proposed settlement of a class action lawsuit
may affec t you if. whi le residing in the United
States during the period January I, 2003 to
March 31. 2006, yo u purchased one of the A Tl
se ri es o f gra phics cards li ste d below for yo ur
own personal use and no t fo r resale:
Radcon® series 9550, 9800. x700. x800.
x850, x 1300. x 1600. x 1800orx1900: A ll-in
Wonder.B: series 9800. 2006. x600. x800.
x 1800or x1900: All FircGL® or All Fire 1V® .
To be el igible to submit a claim. you must have
purchased o ne or more cards that were bu ilt by
or for A Tl. not by or for a nother company suc h
as Asus, D ia mond, G igabyte. Palit. Sapp hire.
or VisionTck.
Please read this entire notice completely as
it affects your legal rights. The Cowt
a uthorized publ ication of this notice .
WHAT'S THIS ABOUT?
The plaintiffs in the lawsuit cla im that A Tl
advertised or marketed the graphics cards listed
above as being "HDCP ready." or otherwise
confonning to High-bandwidth Digi ta l Content
Protection (''l IDCP") specifications for transmission
of HDCP content. an attribute they . c la im the
cards did not or cou ld not ha ve possessed. AT I
de nies the a llegations a nd has asserted many
defe nses. T he Coult has not made any finding s
o n thi s issue and the settlement is not an
ad mi ssion of wrongdoing by any party.
WHAT DOES THE SETTI.EMENT PROVIDE?
For each authorized claim you submit. you will
n.-ccivc one new Radeon'i<J 4650 5 12MB PC I
express graphics card (if 55 .500 or !ewer autl10rized
clai ms arc submitted.): one new Radcon:sl 2400
256MB PCI express graphics card (if more tl1an
55.500 and less than 71.50 I autl1orized claims are
submitted); or a pro-rata share of SJ mil lion if more
than 71.500 authorized claims an: submitted. For
cxm11plc. if there are 7 1,50 I authorized claims, each
autl101izcd claimant will receive a chL-ck in tl1e
amount of $41.95 for each authorized claim he or
she submits.
WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?
Remain in the Class and sub mit a claim: For
a detailed notice and claim form package call toll
free 1-888-309-9567 or l!O to ATIClassAction.com
Your claim must be postmarked on or before
August 10. 2009. C lai m Form not 1miled by
this date wi ll be rejected.
Object to all or any portion of the proposed
settlement: The Court will hold a hearin g oi1
August 31. 2009. al 9:00 a.m. lO consider
(a) the fairness, reaso nableness and adequacy
of the proposed senk mcm: (bl the dismis al of
the case with prejudice as to all defendants and
the entry of a final judgment: and (c) whether
a n award of anomeys ' fees. costs and expenses
should be made 10 Class Counsel. Yo u may
appc;ir at the hearing. but yo u don ' t have to.
Any objections to the proposed settlement must
be submitted to the Coun and tl1c panics no later
1hm1 August 10, 2009. The dct ;1ilcd notice
explains mo re fully how to object to the
proposed sett lcmcnt.
Opt out from the Class: If ~ou want to be
excluded from the Class and the proposed
settlement. vou must submit to Class Counsel a
request to bC excluded postmarked by August I 0.
2009. lfyou exclude yourself from the Class. you
will not rccei ,·e any benefiLS of the settlement.
Do nothing: If you do nothing. you will still be
bound by the terms of the proposed settlement
and you won ' t be able to sue the defendants
abo ut the legal c laims in this case.
This is only a summary noti ce. To obtain a
detailed notice contai.nin!! additional infom1ation
on the proposed settleni'c111 and each of these
options. please call toll free 1- 88-309-9567 or
go to A T lClassAct.ion.com. You may also "Tite
10 Plaintiffs' Counsel:
con A. Kamber of
KamberEdelson LLC. 11 Broadway, 22nd Floor.
New York. NY 10004: or David C. Parisi.
Paris i & Havens LLP, 15233 Vallcvheart
Drive, Sherman Oaks. CA 91403 .
,

PCWForum
Amazon.com and Overstock.com.
Most states already require residents
to pay sales tax on online purchases;
that is , buyers are legally obliged to pay
sales tax on such purchases-not to the
company selling the goods, but directly
to the state where the buyer lives. Of
course, few buyers follow their state's
law, or even know about it.
The states, realizing the futility of try
ing to collect sales tax directly from buy
ers, continue to hunt for ways around
the 1992 Supreme Court ruling. New
York scored with the "affiliate pro
gram" case. Who knows what's next?

Bernard B. Kamorojf, Willirs, California

A Really Big Screen ...
I enjoyed "Downsize Your Tech Bud
get" [April] , especially point 28, "Get a
big picture without a big 'IV. " I have two
projection-based systems in my home.
Your article asked, "What would you
say to a screen that's nearly five times
larger but only half the price?" If you
compare a 65-inch-diagonal 1V screen
to a 300-inch-diagonal projection image,
the difference is actually a lot more than
nearly five times larger. Here 's why:
1. A 65-inch widescreen 'TV's dis play
is 56.6 inches wide and 31.9 inches tall,
or 1805 .5 square inches.
2. A 300-inch widescree n projection's
display is 261.4 inches wide and 147.1
inches tall , or 38,451.9 square inches.
That means the surface area of the
projection image is nearly 22 times
larger than the 1V screen 's!

jack Romimki, TltiefRioer Falls, Min11esora

you' ll be sorely annoyed-and pained
by the replacement's cost.

Ben Pca1111a11, Colorado Springs, Colorado

Hard-Disk Connections
In regard to April's Hands-On Adoice
item in Here 's How, "How to Install a
New Internal Hard Drive in Your Desk
top PC": With the relatively new SATA
hard drives, you must be exircme(y care
ful with the connectors! Formerly, one
could move the hard drive about while
the cable was attached if, for instance,
you needed to add a new drive in a spot
obstructed by the old one. Let's just
say I learned the hard way nor to do that
with a SATA cable attached!

Thomas Ogle, Su1rey, British Co/11111/Jia

What Is It With MP3s?
In ' Downsize Your Tech Budget," writer
Rick Broida states , "to my ears a 256
kbps MP3 sounds just as good as a CD."
Believe me, I'm no audiophile. I have a
20-year-old JVC receiver, to begin with.
I played MP3 CDs in my car's player.
Last year, after this player was stolen,
I reinstalled my old Sony cassette play
er. I put an old mix tape in the deck
and was immediately blown away by
the improvement in sound. I began to
weep as I thought of all I had missed.
MP3s are an abomination. Those
missing bits are important. How did we
ever accept such a step backward?

Carlcron Sousa, Sama Clara, Calffomia
PC World welcomes your feed bock. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments area

... And a Hidden Cost
I appreciate the article on saving money,
and specifically the item on using an
Epson PowerLite Home Cinema 1080
Projector for a home theater. But you
missed one huge point about using
projectors: bulb replacement costs .
My father owns one of the first Benq
high-def projectors for his home the
ater, and the bulbs set him back nearly
$400. The Epson 's bulbs start at around
$300. If yo u're watching a movie and
don 't have a replacement bulb on hand,
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under each story on our Web site. or visit our
forums (find .pcworld.com/ 55165). Send
e-mail to letters@pcworld.com. •

CORRECTION

IN MARCH'S "NEW TV Technolo
gies Taking It to the Living Room"
(Forward), the Sony HDTV that we
should have listed as a green or
power-saving TV is the KDL-46VE5.
PC World regrets the error.

People Search Engines Tell Your Secrets
Specialized search
engines ca n unearth
Lots of det ails about
you . What informa 
tion is out t here, and
w hat can you do to
prot ect yourself?
BY JR RAPHAEL
I KNOW THINGS about my
lawyer that I wasn 't meant
to know. He's SS years old,
listens to music of the band
Creed, and screams when
riding roller coasters. He
relaxes with New Age spa
treatments and is consider
ing buying an electronic
nose hair trimmer. And
that's just the start.
I've never spent a moment
outside the office with this
guy (and I'd rather not be
privy to ·his personal groom
ing habits) . I learned all of
these details by tracking his
social footprint across the
Web- and he probably has
no idea that he has left such
a vivid trail behind .
These days, we expect some
of our thoughts to become
public. But as we gradually
put more pieces of ourselves
online, specialized search
engines are making it easier

than ever to pull them to
gether into a highly detailed
(and potentially invasive)
profile of our virtual lives.
The result isn't always pret
ty. Even if no rap sheet turns
up, do you want the world
to know that you look at bad
breath cures online or post
awful SrarTrck fan fiction?

Deep-Web Diving
A lot of terms get bounced
around in describing this
new breed of search engines.
Some services call them
selves "social search" utili
ties, while others prefer the

phrase "people search. "
Many boast that they delve
into the "Deep Web" that
even Go'ogle doesn't touch .
"TI10ugh most people th ink
the size of the Web is basi
cally the Google crawl index,
there's actually a lot of infor
mation that Google doesn't
crawl ," says Harrison Tang,
founder and CEO of Spokeo,
which dubs itself a "social
people search engine" service.
Like its competitors Pip!
and CVG adget, Spokeo is
designed to help you dig up
information on friends, foes,
and anyone in between . But

Spokeo goes a step farther
than many of the other ser
vices, by importing your
entire e-mail address book.
For a few bucks a month ,
it continually mon itors your
contacts and lets you know
whenever anyone has done
anything new, anywhere
online. {The site's home
page promises to help you
"uncover personal photos,
videos, and secrets, " includ
ing "juicy" and "mouth
watering news about friends
and coworkers. ")
Each individual bit of
information may seem insig-

If you prefer to do the sleuthing yourself, rather than use a social
search engine to compile results for you, see "9 Sites That Find
People and Their 'Sensitive' Information" (find.pcworld.com/62863 ).
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nificant, but the cumula
Online Exposure
Uncover personal photos. videos,
tive effect of seeing it
Whether they target
and secrets... GUARANTEED
assembled in a neatly
businesses or individu
W10t to,.. _JU1<>>......- 
Yl'lhh .. 1 •-.!•-a.t*"""Orb to &td r:n..-ty mauth·
packaged portfolio is
als, the services have
W~l'l'IWS'flba&n~lnCf~
enough to give almost
one thing in common:
FIND OUT NOWI ' cw lft!llJll!U
anyone pause.
Unlike the public
"Aggregated identity
record-driven search
...
ll i<kr
i.
TnfO
· cbo
is actually a new type of
tools of the past, the
.....e:i ......o ,1,cJ,. r=:I 0 ,.,
identity," Tang says,
~
new people-tracking
~111~···
theorizing about why
utilities build a highly
some people use the
SPOKEO'S GUARANTEE THAT it will uncover personal photos, videos, and secrets
detailed dossier about
word "spooky" in de
makes a selUng point of the search service's ability to tum up " something juicy."
you solely from informa
scribing his service. He
tion that you published.
"It's pretty standard Web
adds, "A lot of people know
For Sale: Your Info
"What it does is make the
that they have a public My
ubiq uity of the Internet and
Other search services access
spidering," Jewitt says of
Rap leaf 's methodology. "We
Space page; a lot of people
the same data and then offer
the sheer openness of the
know that they have a public
re-create in an automatic
to sell the information under
world tangible, " says Inter
Twitter album. But when
way what someone from the
the banner of marketing re
net privacy expert Kevin B.
combined, it's not one plus
general public would be able
McDonald , executive vice
search. One highly visible
one equals two-you actual
to do if they were looking. "
example is Rapleaf, a compa
president of Alvaka Net- »
ly create a new identity."
ny that describes its services
as "data and peo ple look
How Spokeo Works
up." Clients pay thousands
STE VE FO X
Spokeo 's system uses your
of dollars to have detailed
contacts' e-mail addresses to
social profiles compiled of
NERDS DISSED: U. of Illinois study says
track their activity on services
individua ls in t heir own cus
"nerd" still has negative connotations. I'll
bet haters wou l d change their tune if they saw
ranging from basic biogs and
tomer databases. Like the
my amazing Star Trek action figures collection.
social networks to photo
data that Spokeo assembles,
and video-sharing sites. So
the information is publicly
BIGGER BANNERS: Advertisers want to re
random photos you posted
ava ilable-Rapleaf merely
on Flickr over the past dec
brings it together. "Things
place Web page banners with giant ads.
Animated dancers. flashing pop-ups. and "You're
ade will pop up right under
that people have posted are
a Winner" come-ons j ust aren 't annoying enough.
out there for anyone to come
your name, seconds after
someone searches for you.
and see, " says Joel Jewitt,
less obvious sources such
Rapleaf 's vice president of
0., IPHONE GETS THE SHAKES: You can shake
as Amazon Wis h Lists , Pan
business development. "As
~ the new iPhone 3.0 to get it to perform an
Undo or a Redo. Looks like Apple has given up on
dora playlists , and movie
long as you're not going
the lucrative heavy-drinker demographic.
rating sites provide colorful
beyond that, that's within
details- things like my law
the privacy norms today."
,,.-:, MOZILLA SKIPS THREE: Firefox jumps
yer's affin ity for New Age
Most of Rap leaf's clients,
~ three rev cycles, advancing from Firefox
jams and nasal mainte nance .
Jewitt says, are simply try ing
3.1 to 3.5 overnight. Microsoft should counter by
I found Mr. Attorney's age
to understand how to use
releasing Internet Exp lorer 17. That'll teach 'em.
social media more effectively
on an old MySpace profile
and his roller coaster behav
for marketing. A car manu
,,.-:, BANKING ON GAMES: The game Entropia
facturer, for example, might
ior on a personal YouTube
£NT-RO.Pl-Fl
~ Universe was recently approved as a
want to know which models
video; Pandora divulged his
Swedish bank. And I hear that Citibank 's stock
cravings for Creed and his
its customers arc discussing
ticker is being licensed as a roller coaster ride.
suggested uses for the "Spa
on social Internet services.
Radio" station he had creat
Using the company's list of
ed. As for the nose hair trim
customer e-mail addresses,
~ WOLFRAM ALPHA: New sea rch engine
~ claims that it can answer any fact-based
Rapleaf wou ld crawl the Web
mer, he can tha nk his Ama
question. Big deal ! My Magic 8 Ball has done it
and track down the informa
zon Wish List for send ing
for years; it can even predict hazy conditions.
tion, person by person.
that factoid my way.
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works, a network m anage
m ent firm . "It makes the
whole co ncept of the wo rld
shari ng of information and
t he ' no-walls' ap proach t hat

....... _...

Google

234000 .......
45100 .......
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the Intern et was d es igned
for very real to people."
That rea li ty can be chilling
if t he info rmation is going to
certain individuals- a curious
client, say, o r a boss big on
backgro und checks, or an
obsessive ex. A recent UK
study repo rted that half o f
all British Internet us ers sur
veyed said that they had u sed
the Internet to look up info r
matio n on a fo rmer fl ame.
" It is a little 'stalkery,"'
says Marc Ro tenberg, execu
tive director of t he Elect ron
ic Privacy Information Cen
ter. "If the informat ion is
distri buted , th at 's actu ally a
form of privacy. When it's

any perso n who knew where
to look-and had t im e to do
the loo king-could find . In

franklin

benjamln

105000 ...

DDCUHENTS
- c...,;1<

soo .......

facebook

IT'S ALL ABOUT BENJAMIN: CVGadget's ser vice present s its search
results in cat egories based on t he source w here It found each result.

gathered up in one place, it
crea tes so m e new risks. "
Rotenberg is no fa n of
co mpani es t hat have made
assembling nuggets o f per
sonal but public info rmation
a for-p ro fit business. "The
fa ct that someone's m ad e
something public do es n 't

t ive conse nt, if there' s goi ng
to be a market fo r personal
dat a, the u se r shou ld get
some p ercentage of whatev
er value the d ata has. "

stead o f ignor ing t he kin g
size fi le t hat m ay have bee n
collected o n yo u, Alvaka's
McDo nald sugges ts, you
sho uld t ry to use it as a t ool
t o understa nd and control
your online ident ity.
"I' ve co me to th e po int
w here rathe r than b e driven
by the Internet , I intend to
drive it to the degree that I
can ," McDo n ald says .
"All you can do is lea rn to
live w ith it, " he continues.
"That's th e co n fines o f th e
world t hat we live in."

Taking Con t rol
One impo rtant th ing to bear
in mi nd is t hat t hese serv ices

mean that som eone else ca n
seU it," he co ntends. " I

are not d oing anyth ing ille
gal. The info rmation that they

wo uld say even with affirm a

gather is informatio n that

For suggest ions on step s
you can t ake to reduce your
online expos ure, see " Peo
ple Sea rch Engi nes: Limit
t he In for mat io n TI1ey Ca n
Collect," b elow.

ONLINE PRIVACY

People Search Engines: Limit the Information They Can Collect
SPECIALIZED SEARCH ENGINES make it easy to assem ble a
highly detailed (and potentially invasive) profile of your virtua l life.

If you wa nt to try to remove info rmation about yourself that
a lready exists online, here are some options to conside r:

One way to take control is to use the new services to search
for informatio n on yourself. Spokeo lets you see a lim ited amount

I. Ra pleaf allows you to opt ou t of its services. By entering your
e-mail add ress on Rapleaf's opt-out page and then responding to

of data without subscribing; Pi pl and CVGadget are free; and
Rapleaf offe rs an open tool to ma nage you r Internet fo otprint.
"You can come in and sign up and see all the th ings that we
fo und about you." says Rapleaf's J oel Jewitt.

Rap leaf's confirma tion message. you ca n have your da ta perma
nently de leted from Raplea f's databa se. It's free.

_ , ____ , _ _

.......,_..

Ra pleaf Opt-Out
You <'TU.y c kt1 UI O(:ll·out: of P:.aeiot.ef a nd l\.a .. e
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PERMANENTLY REMOVE YOUR dat a from Rapleaf 's database, free
of char ge, by subm itting a simple opt-out request to the service.
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2. Many services update their caches based on your external set
tings. Spokeo and other services work the way a standard search
eng in e does: Whe n content disappea rs from the Web, it also dis
appea rs from sea rch results. Vi si t th e individ ual sites connected
to your e-mai l add ress, and adj ust the privacy settings in each
one. In a week or so, the in fo will s top s howing up in searches.
3. Most well-known sites give you the opt ion of making your data
private. People search engines glean materia l fro m a multi tude
of well-known sites. in cludin g Amazon.com, social network ing
sites such as Face boo k, and music sites such as Pandora. Alter
ing how these sites handle your data usua lly involves adjusting
the privacy options in each site's account configuration pages.
For specific advice on how to adjust the privacy level of your ac
cou nt information at Amazon, Face boo k, MySpace, and Pandora,
see our lengthier di scussion at fincl .pcworld.com/62856.
Ult imately, tile power to reclaim your privacy is in your ha nds.
It's just a matter of switching off autopilot and takin g control.

When You're Turned On,
So Are We.

fhere's no simpler way to protect your computer data than our online backup
Jecause our patented Continuous BackupTM system automatically saves
rour files whenever you're on line. And our bank-encrypted security means
tour data couldn't be more secure. Learn more about the no-brainer backup

l1),jl:l1Jjij1lill:l1}:i iJ

TM

So Simple, So Smart '"

;olution at datadepositbox.com/pcw or call toll free 1-866-430-2406.

Are You a Computer Consultant?

To learn more about our extremely rewarding reseller program,
give us a toll free call at 1-866-430-2406 x2

Forward
Browser Speed Showdown: Chrome Is Golden
Browser makers like
to say their product
is the fastest. PC
World did extensive
testing to find out
which one rea lly is.
LAST FALL, Google claimed
that its Chrome 2 Beta
browser was "many times
faster" than rival browsers at
running JavaScript. In Feb
ruary, Apple asserted that its
newly launched Safari 4 Beta
was the fastest browser in
the world. And this month,
Microsoft started marketing
Internet Explorer 8 with vid
eos purporting to prove that
it's faster than its rivals.
They can't all be right. To
see how quickly those three
browsers and Firefox 3.0.7
loaded a series or popular
Web sites, PC World under
took detailed real-world
tests. The results: Google
Chrome 2 Beta finished with
an average page-load speed
for our nine test sites or 1.30
seconds-0.50 second faster
than runner-up IE 8. Safari
and Firefox tied for third
with a 2.12-second average.
We saw the biggest differ
ences in average page-load
times with the home pages

and the beta of Safari 4. We
loaded nine popular Web
sites: Amazon, Apple, eBay,
Microsoft, MySpace, PC
World, \Vikipedia, Yahoo,
and YouTube. To ensure
accurate measurements, we
recorded our testing efforts
on video for review later on .
We performed all of our
tests on a Gateway P-7811 FX
laptop running a clean in
stallation of Windows Vista

of the English-language Wiki
pedia and of MySpace.
Chrome 2 Beta loaded \Vi
kipedia in 1.12 seconds; IE 8
completed the task in 2.24
seconds; and Firefox 3.0. 7
and Safari 4 Beta straggled
in at 3.31 seconds and 3.38
seconds, respectively.
Likewise, Chrome 2 load
ed the MySpace home page
in just 1.43 seconds, versus
IE S's 2.59 seconds, Firefox's

we threw out the two best
and the two worst scores for
each page-load test to reduce
the influence of fluctuations
for more-consistent results.
We didn't base our deter
mination of when a page was
loaded on the browser's
opinion. Instead we waited
until all visual elements of
the page were loaded and
ready to use. Thus , on Ap
ple's home page, we judged
the page to be ready when
all of its graphics and images
were loaded and its custom
search field was ready to use.

Meaningfully Faster?

Service Pack 1, and we rein
stalled the OS before testing
each browser. For each test
we cleared the browser's
cache and then loaded each
page in our test suite, repeat
ing the process ten times per
site per browser to ensure
accurate results, to factor
out fluctuations in network
traffic, and to build a suffi
ciently large sample size to
identify trends. In addition,

2.94 seconds , and Safari 's
4.20 unhurried seconds.
Safari's results disappoint
ed us , though it did load the
Amazon home page fastest.

Our Test Methodology
In our speed comparisons,
we pitted a near-final build
of IE 8 against Firefox 3.0. 7
(the current nonbeta version
of Mozilla's browser) , the
beta version of Chrome 2,

Many users won't notice any
performance difference in the
browsers we evaluated. With
fast broadband service, you
likely spend little time wait
ing for pages to load any
way, unless you 're stuck on
a slow connection, which a
fast browser can 't correct.
All four of the browsers
we tested are pretty fast , so
you should focus on which
one seems most compatible.
That said, it is encouraging
to see browser vendors com
peting to deliver the fastest
Web browsers they can .
-Nick Mcdiati

Battle of the Browsers: Chrome 2 Wins Big
GOOGLE CHROME 2 Beta outpaced its compet ition in co nvincing fashion in our brov1ser page-loa d t est ing.

Page load time

BROWSER

load time

Chrome 2 Beta

2.61

0.98

0.83

1.30

1.43

L36

Ll2

LOO

L09

L30

Firefox 3.0.7

2.54

2.03

L41

1.96

2.94

1.85

3.31

1.48

1.60

2.12

Internet Explorer 8

3.28

1.01

l.13

1.50

2.59

1.51

2.24

1.35

1.59

1.80

Safari 4 Beta

2.42

1.62

1.37

1.42

4.20

1.51

3.38

1.49

1.67

2.12

CHART NOTES: All times are in seconds. Bold text indicates the quickest load time for that site.
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Perf ormance you
may never have
t hought possible
f rom on ly two
speakers this sm al I.

The Bose Computer MusicMonitor41' was developed for
the growing number of people who use their computers
for personal entertainment, and want accurate sound
reproduction from a small and elegant system. According
to Rich Wa rren of the News-Gazette, "If you want a pair
of exceptionally small speakers w ith incredibly big sound
for any purpose, listen no further."

system to deliver fa ithfu l low note repro duction an d
musical accuracy, despite its sma ll size. Den nis Barker
says in Digital TV DesignLine that "after a listening test,
I was quite impressed with this tiny pair of spea kers. "

Our best two-piece computer sound system.

design and small size make the
MusicMon itor" system a welcome
addition to your desk or workspace .
Digital music and video fi les sound
more lifelike. And setup is simple.
It shou ld take you about as long to
conned this system as it takes to
remove it from the box.

Until now, the rich low tones necessary for high-quality
desktop sou nd have come only from large spea kers
or three-p iece syste ms with a bass module. The
MusicMonitor41' establishes for us a
new t hreshold in the accuracy of
music reprod uctio n. As Ar len
Schweiger of Electronic House
reports, " The folks at Bose
rea lly know how to shrink
a product w hile maintain
ing a big sound ." It is t he f irst t ime
we have been able to produce sou nd quality like this
with on ly two such small enclosures containing all the
elect ronics and speakers.

Proprietary Bose technologies. The unexpected
sound quality is made possible through a combination of
unique Bose technologies, including our dual internal
opposi ng passive radiators. Thi s invention all ows t he

1-800-407-2673, ext. CH421

Enjoy all your digital enter
tainment with the richness it
deserves. The contemporary metal

=
. '. i

:. <iO.l

FREE
Carrying Case
when you
order by
June 30, 2009.

Listen risk free for 30 days. The best way to judge
the performance of any sound system is in the unique
acoust ics of the environment w here you' ll use it. That's
why we invite you to try the MusicMonitor" risk free fo r
30 days. Order now and you' ll even
receive a free Carrying Case  a $59
va lue. Ask about using your own major
credit card to make 12 easy pay
ments, with no interest charges
from Bose.* Then listen, and discover
why Bose is the most respected name in sound.

www.Bose.com/CMM

· aosc payment plan available on onlers of S299·S1500 paid by major ci edit card. Separate financing oilers may be avaiable for select products. See website for details. Down payment is 1/ 12 tho product price plus applicable tax
and shipping charges. charged when \<)ur order is shipped. Then. your c1edit card will be billed tor 11 equal monthly installments beginning approximately ono month hom tho date \<)ur order is shipped, with 0% APA and no interest
cha1ges from Boso. Credit ca1d rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active financing p1ogram per mtomer. ©2909 Bose Cmporation. Patent 1ights issued and/or pending. Financing and hee Carrying Case offers
no! to be combinod with 01her offers or applied to previous pUJcha ses. and subject to change wi1hou t notice. If 1ho syst em is returned. the case mus! be re1umcd for a fu ll mfund. OUor is limi1ed 10 purchases made from Bose and
participatino autho1i10d dealers. Oller valid 5/1/09-6/30/09. Risk hee refers to 30·day trial only and doos nm include relurn shipping. Delivery is suhject to product availability. Ouores rep1intod with permission.
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New Chips for Ultrafast Lightweight Computing
HOW MUCH laptop power
can fit in a small, lightweight
chassis at a bargain price?
Recently Intel announced
its second-generation Atom
processor; Acer unveiled a
slew of new netbooks based
on nVidia's Ion platform; and
HP began shipping a laptop
(the Pavilion dv2, see page
52) equipped with AMD's
Neo chipset-another first.
As vendors debut tweener
laptops whose specs straddle
the line between "netbook"
and "ultraportable," compe
tition will only heat up. Here
is what's in the pipeline.
The new Intel Atom Z550
(one of two Atom processors
launched a year after the

first-gen Atom hit) is a 2GHz
CPU that incorporates Intel's
Hyperthreading technology
for improved multitasking
and graphics performance.
We expect to see Atom Z550
products later this year.
Intel also expects all of its
Atom processors to support
at least two of the many Mi
crosoft Windows 7 versions.
Acer's just-announced
AspireRevo mini-desktop is
the first product to use the
nVidia Ion platform, which
boasts superior graphics. The
AspireRevo pairs a 1.6GHz
Atom N230 CPU with nVid
ia's GeForce 9400M GPU and
CUDA graphics technology
to handle high-definition

THE ACER AsplreRevo mini
desktop PC incorporates nVldla's
new Ion graphics platform.

1080p video and DirectX 10
graphics . Acer hopes to ship
the PC by late this summer.
Meanwhile, AMO is posi
tioning its Athlon Neo plat
form as a step up from first
generation Atom chips . The
HP Pavilion dv2 ultraport
able (with its 1.6GHz Athlon

Neo MV-40 CPU) shows the
computing potential of this
latest AMO platform.
And as if the three-way bat
tle shaping up among AMO,
Intel, and nVidia weren't
enough, Via-which claims a
10 to 15 percent share of the
netbook market-is looking
for a piece of the ultraport
able pie, too. Via's 1.3GHz
Nano CPU will provide the
power for the soon-to-ship
Samsung NC20, which fea
tures a 12.1-inch display and
weighs just 3.3 pounds.
-Melissa]. Pcrwso11

Jinni: A Field Guide to Video

Producteev: Ta sk Management Inside the Box

If you like Pandora's taxonomic method of classifying music, you 'll

Producteev (free for a basic account. up to 579 per month for 100

love Jinni. This free video-recommendation service breaks down

users) is a little bit to-do list, a little bit collaboration tool. and a lit

movies, TV shows, and online shorts into their component parts.

tle bit Twitter. Getting started in Producteev is easy. You create a

The comedy Groundhog Doy, for instance, is described this way:

new box for a new project. and then start filling it with tasks. To

"Mood: Witty; Plot: Nothing Goes Right, Opposites Attract, Fall in

assign a task to a colleague, you drag it over the icon for that co

Love .. . Audience: Date Night" If you're a Netflix subscriber and the

worker. You can share files and send out quick status messages to

movie you're reading about is in Netflix's catalog (and really, what

colleagues. Applications can put Producteev information on your

title isn't ?), you can add it to your rental queue with one click- or

desktop or on your Windows Mobile or Nokia phone (iPhone and

start watching it if it's available for instant viewing. jinni.com

BlackBerry apps are in the works) . My two worries: If you have a
lot of projects to manage, the box approach could become unwieldy.
And there's no way to assign a deadline to a task-a crucial omis
sion, especially if you're assigning it to a coworker. producteev.com

PocketMeeting : Share Your Screen
Sometimes, you just want your colleague at the other end of the
phone line to be able to see your computer screen . You have no
wish to endure the hassle and expense of setting up a full-on Web
conference. If sending your screen long-distance is worth SS to
you, PocketMeeting could be a good option. For your Abraham Lin
coln, you'll be able to share your screen with up to ten people for 24
hours. All the participants need to do is accept a Java applet. And
JINN! IS A video-recommendation service that classifies movies and

if they come up with a great idea that they want to show off, you

TV shows by the characteristics of their plots, moods, and styles.

can reverse roles and start t o view their screen. pocketmeeting.com
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Forward
GEEKTECH
A Wonderland of Sounds, Sights, and Scents
MUXTAPE {find .pcworld.com/62852) was original
ly conceived as a place where music hipsters
could upload their favorite songs to create
streaming playlists for their friends. No more.

Blockbuster
Sets UpTiVo
Streaming
IN ITS CONTINUING strug
gle to remain relevant against
the behemoth that is Netflix,
Blockbuster has anno unced
a partnership with 11Vo for
video-on-demand. The new
service will resemble 11Vo's
existing Net!lix and Amazon
Video On Demand stream
ing services, and will be
avai lable on 11Vo's Series 2
and Series 3 DVRs starting
in the second half of 2009 .
Blockbuster plans to charge
about $4 for a 24-hour new
release rental, the same price
as Amazon Video On De
mand. The question is, why
should customers choose
Blockbuster over Amazon,
given that their content and
selection are so similar?
Blockbuster also plans to
sell 11Vo devices in its retail
stores, a move that speaks
volumes about the failure of
Blockbuster's own instant
streaming set-top box to win
approva l among consumers.
Blockbuster has promised
to spread its movies to many
digital devices, as Nedlix has
done. But with bankruptcy
rumors floating around, and
Net!lix's seemingly unerring
ability to crush competition,
the long-term future of Block
buster remains in doubt.
-Brt:n11011 Slauery
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These online mix tapes paved the way for a fun

MixTape mixes it up; an interactive
guide to building a PC; and in space
no one knows how you smell.

l

your own background with PC building. Visit

platform where bands of all genres and styles

find .pcworld.com/62826 to get started. Go for

can offer their music for listening and eventually

the full monty, or make your way piecemeal

sell tickets and merchandise through a mini

through your PC project at the pace you like!

malist Web interface. Nevertheless, I miss be
ing able to fire up random playlists on the fly.
A new site dubbed Mix Tape.me (find.pcworld.
· com/ 62851 ) is trying to fill the Muxtape 1.0 void.
Here's hoping it has a plan to counteract the

A Powerful Odor of Audacity
Space guys and gals: Ready to splash on some
thing a little more alluring than Eau de HAL?
Then you may be ready for Genki Wea r's new

RIAA's legal arguments, too-MixTape.me's fea

line of old- school Stor Trek

tures seem to invite conflict with the recording

themed fragrances {find.

industry just as its predecessor's did .

pcworld.com/62853).

Set up an account at the site, and you can start

Accord ing to Trekmovie.com,

creating an online music library within seconds.

the first scent, Tiberius, releases

You may interact with the service in two ways .

a medley of "sweet citron zest,

If you want to populate your on line playlist with

black pepper, and cedar" followed by base notes

your own content, you have to upload it some

of vanilla , white musk. and sa ndalwood. A pro

where on the Web and toss a link to Mix Tape.me,

vocatively glowering Captain James T. Kirk grac

which finds the file and adds it to your playlist.

es the Tiberius packaging- what. you thought

Alternatively, you can use MixTape.me's com

the T stood for Tinkerbell?-above the legend

munity features. Search for a song you want to

"Boldly go." Is it an invitation to step inside or

listen to, and if someone has linked a version,

an order to leave the premises? You decide.

you can drag and drop it right into your playlist.

Other scents include Red Shirt (may be best
for short-term relationships) and Pon Farr- a

PC-Building Made Easy

porfum forVulcanettes, with the slogan "Leave

Some people can't learn to build a PC simply

logic behind." Genki Wear can only hope ...

-David Murphy

by reading about it, even from a comprehensiv_
e

PC World article. Instead they need to see

Youlm ~

,_

someone doing it.
But the details that

-~

you want help with may
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that stymie someone
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else. That's why we
didn't merely create a
YouTube video demon
strating how to con
struct a PC; we also
split it into segments
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not be the same ones
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related to separate por
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t ions of the PC build.
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The result: You can
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guide yoursel f through

IF WE CAN do it, you can do it! Follow PC World's modular approach to

the experience based on

building a PC by examining our step-by-step series of YouTube videos.
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Most Internet security suites are designed to protect your computer and your
files. but you have to sacrifice too much speed for that protection. That's why we
created Webroot Internet Security Essentials. It's everything you want. and
nothing you don't.
With Webroot Internet Security Essentials you get antivirus. antispyware. and
protection from hackers - plus it guards your privacy and automatically backs up
your digital photos and other irreplaceable files. There are none of the confusing
features that slow you down and do little to protect you against today's most
common threats - which means you can move at the speed of the Internet and
still stay safe.

~ Webroot'

~ Internet Security

Essentla.!i..

Get the protection you need and the speed you demand. Start running

Webroot Internet Security Essentials today. Visit www.webroot.com/wise
or call 1.866.612.4268 today.

Web root"

The Best Security
in an Unsecured World '"

© 2008 Webroot Software. Inc. All ngl1ts reserved. Webroot is a registered trademark or trademark of Webroot Software. Inc. in the Umted States and other countries.

Forward
CTIA Wireless 2009: New
Cell Phones for Spring
Widgets and touch
screens highlight the
crop of cell phones
announced at CTIA.

l

CTIA (aka the Wireless Asso
ciation, aka the acronym that
lost its underlying name) held
its annual trade show and ex
hibition of wireless products
in early April in Las Vegas. As usual, great-looking handheld
devices flooded the convention floor, and cell phones were at
the center of the excitement. Here are seven of the coolest
models we saw. (For more details, see find.pcworld.com/62864 .)
-GimryMies •

THE SAMSUNG MONDI dazzled with a 4.3-inch LCD touchscreen, 4GB
of on-board memory, a hardware QWERTY keyboard, and WiMax sup
port. It runs Windows Mobile 6.1 and has a mounting kit for car use.

@ LG
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THE HTC SNAP'S headlining op

LG ELECTRONICS' Xenon offers

THE SAMSUNG Instinct S30 has

NOKIA'S E71X has a black steel

t lon is a new e-mail management

threaded messaging, a 2.8-inch

a slightly slimmer profile than

finish. It supports 3G and WI-Fi,

feature called Inner Circle. The

touch display, a 2-megapixel

its predecessor, comes preload-

car ries a 3.2-megapixel camera

camera, GPS integration, Blue-

ed with Calendar Sync and IM,

and integrated A-GPS, and runs

tooth 2.0, and WI-Fi connectivity.

and accepts 32GB of memory.

the Symbian S60 platform.

device also has 3G connectivity
and a 2-megapixel camera.
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THE LG ELECTRONICS Neon employs a partial-touch display with a

EQUIPPED WITH THE first commercially available AMOLED (active

navigation toggle beneath. It Incorporates a 2-megaplxel camer a,

matrix organic light-emitting diode) screen, the Samsung Impres

a microSD card slot, a music player, and stereo Bluetooth support.

sion conserves energy despite offering a bright, 3.2-inch screen.
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Making backup simple, easy and affordable

Their computer.
Your brain.
GoToAssist Express lets you view and control your
customer's computer online, so you can use your
expertise to fix the problem yourself. Resolve the issue,
keep your customer satisfied and move on to the next
task. Support smarter with GoToAssist Express.
Try it free for 30 days at gotoassist.com/pcw.

GoToAssist®
EXPRESS

Consumer Watch
Can You Trust iTunes App Store Reviews?
Apple's store isn't immune from the problems
currently plaguing other user-review sites.

L

BY JEFF BERTOLUCCI
BROWS ING APPLE'S APP Store in search of new applica
tions for your iPhone or iPod Touch, you find an interesting
program and start reading its user reviews. Many are over
whe lmingly upbeat, their word ing eerily similar.
Are they fake-written by the developer (and family
and friends)? For other programs, you may see a lot
of 1-star reviews that trash the app and laud a
competitor. Were those penned by a rival?
With more than 25 ,000 programs in the App
Store, at least some competitive shenanigans are
bound to happen-and a few developers have
already accused others of planting negative reviews.
Njection, the developer of the speed-trap-alert tool
NMobile, has accused competitor Trapster of posting
reviews that criticize NMobiie and praise Trapster.
When PC World contacted Trapster, a spokesperson,
who asked not to be identified, e-mailed: ' We don 't
have time to post petty slams against competitors,
nor respond to accusations that we do. "
Complaints are fly ing even over frivolous apps.
Air-0-Matic, maker of Pull My Finger, claims that Info
Media, which sells iFart Mobile, posted bogus com
ments . InfoMedia CEO Joel Comm says he sees
nothing wrong with a developer's posting an anon
ymous review of a rival. "If people purchase the app,
they can do whatever they want within the guide
lines of the iTunes review system," Comm
wrote via e-mail. "I see no reason to
disclose that you are a competitor. "

Reviews by Nonusers
Whether fake or biased app reviews are common is hard to
ascertain. Verifying a review's legitimacy is nearly impossible,
though we spotted more than a few suspicious items . We
also found that vis itors can easily review apps they haven't

used, despite Apple's recent efforts to curtail that practice.
(Apple didn 't respond to our inquiries for this story.)
Take Brick Breaker Revolution 3D, a $6 game from Digital
Chocolate. Within hours of its release, it had four 5-star re
views. No big deal. But one reviewer, "Snorkydog," had given
5 stars to six Digital Chocolate games , and just 2 stars to
another developer's title (the only other game he or she had
reviewed) . So was Snorkydog a plant? Or just a fan?
"Many reviews are pretty idiotic or hilarious or biased
in one direction or another, " Digital Chocolate CEO
Trip Hawkins wrote via e-mail. "It is like reading any
forum or chat log." But fakes, pro or con, don 't
invalidate the system, he says. "1he presence of
these ' lover' votes only seems to be enough to
offset the even more ridiculous hater votes."
Another review we found was by an em
ployee of the company selling the app. Reid
Carlberg, who works for Model Metrics,
gave 5 stars to its Search2GO for Salesforce
CRM . His original review didn't disclose his
employment; he added that detaiI later, after we
contacted him. He says that since he didn 't hide his
identity-his user name is "ReidCarlberg.com"-he wasn't
trying to deceive. But readers likely would not have
known t hat he worked for the company until he said so.

The 5-Star Nonreview
Many developers use the App Store review section to inter
act with users; they might, for example, announce upgrades
or address gripes. And many use the system to pad their app's
overall score. When Chris Meyer posted a rebuttal to a 2-star
review of his AirPhones audio-streaming tool, he gave the app
a 5-star rating. "Sure, I gave myself 5 stars,
buc that was in knowing that the average of
~
mine and the other 2 star [review] would be
reasonable, " Meyer told PC World by e-mail.
"Also, I only have one opportunity to tout my app, so if there
are dozens of comments, it won' t matter much. "
Meyer added that the app has several "harsh and unwar
»
ranted " 1-star ratings, some of which, he suspects, were

Though user reviews often provide insight, not all of them give real,
reliable advice. See find .pcworld .com/ 62801 to Learn how opinion
sites try to keep reviews honest-and how you can spot a shill.
JUN E 2009 PCWORLD . COM
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Consumer Watch
"intended to hurt the product." Still,
he sees the review process as a "wonder
fu l example of a democracy at work."
Recent news reports have said that
some developers are offering to pay for
positive reviews. In November 2008 ,
Wired ran a screenshot of an ad on
Amazon's Mechanical Turk job site
(later removed) that promised $4 to
any App Store user who wou ld post a
5-star review of the SantaLive app.
To find out if such a practice is com
mon, I searched 560 review-related
posts on Mechanical Turk. I saw only
one App Store developer offering to
pay for reviews. The fee: 30 cents for
any review, good or bad. I also searched
Craigslist posts for 25 U.S. cities, but I
didn't spot a single instance there.
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Not ALL Free Credit Reports Are Created Equal
ONE OF THE TV ad cam 
paigns I've noticed most
this year- possibly a sign
of the times-has been for

FreeCreditReport.com. The commercials

to put the parodies on TV, however, they
simply upload the videos to YouTube. You

and a cute lead singer crooning .catchy

can easily find them by doing a search.

jingles urging you to look after your credit
rating by obtaining reports from the site.
But FreeCreditReportcom isn't the place

Credit-Repair Rip-Offs
The FTC is also ta king a hard look at com ·

to go for the free reports that federal law

panies that promi se to help repa ir credit.

entitles you to get once a year from each of

Recently it filed charges in New Jersey

the three major credit-reporting compa

federal court against seven related firms ,

nies (Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion).

alleging among other things that they

AnnualCreditReport.com is. FreeCredit

charged up to $2000 (including 5300 in

Report.com will send you the reports, but

advance) for credit-repair service.

only after you sign up for a "free

Apple has taken steps to address the
problems . Now, only users who down
load an app can review it. Earlier this
year Apple deleted comments from cus
tomers who hadn' t used the programs
in question. And now reviews are sort
ed by version, so you have some con
text. While the measures have eliminat
ed many suspicious reviews, they have
not prevented users from reviewing
apps they have not tried-visitors need
only purchase and down load the app.
For customers, a healthy dose of
skepticism is a good thing. "I haven't
put much stock in the reviews from the
App Store, " wrote blogger Nick Santilli
in an e-mail interview with PC World.
SantHli, who has written about question
ab le App Store reviews for TheApple
Blog, would rather hear about apps
"from the Twitter cloud ," or by speak
ing with developers or fellow bloggers.
Despite the system 's flaws , App Store
reviews still have value. "Reading re
views on some of the apps I've used
personally, a random sampling seemed
spot on and generally fair, " wrote San
tilli. "People are so used to App le get
ting things right the first time ... when
every angle hasn ' t been considered
right out of the gate, the frustration is
made known from the rooftops."

trial membership" in its

J U N E 2 009
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all feature a band in oddball costumes

Still Too Easy to Cheat
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The FTC is producing video parodies to
counter FreeCreditReport.com ads. It's
pursuing credit-repair scam sites, too.

$15-a-month Triple
Advantage Credit
Monitoring ser vice.
The service prom
ises to alert you

The agency says promises to
remove negative information
(bankruptcies, liens,
judgments, late pay
ments) from a credit
report may well be
scams. especially if

about activity relat

up-front fees are in

ed to your credit rat

volved (it's illegal to

ing, including who has
been checking on it. For
most people, such a service
is overkill. While you can avoid
fees by canceling your membership within

charge for cred it repair
until it's performed ).
The FTC has a page (find.
pcwo rld.com/62796) that identifies
scams and offers advice. Some "repair"

a week of enrolling, it's a hassle you don't

tactics that scammers recommend could

need to endure just to get the reports

even land you in prison. If you think you

AnnualCreditReport.com offers for free.

have been victimized, file a compla int at

To be fair, FreeCreditReport.com (which

ftc.gov or by calling 877 / 382 -4357.

is owned by an Experian subsidiary) ac

Without paying a dime, you can dispute

knowledges on its home page that it is

mistakes or outdated items on your credit

not the government-mandated program,

report by contacting the report issuer, as

and the site even links to AnnualCredit

well as the company that provided the

Report.com. But the Federal Trade Com

info. You can at least ask that a statement

mission has embarked on an education

of your dispute be included in your file.

campaign that seeks to fight fire with fire,
producing its own videos spoofing the ads.
The FTC videos have a singing band too,
but in addition to recommend ing Annual

If you do use a credit-repair company,
ask it to give you a copy of your rights (it
must do so under federal law) and a writ
ten contract. At minimum the contract

CreditReport.com, they take swipes at the

shou ld specify the terms of payment.

compet ition. A sample: "Beware of the

details on the services to be performed,

others, there's always a catch: they claim

how long the ser vices will take, any guar

to be free, but strings are attached."

antees made in marketing materials, and

Because the feds don't have the budget

the firm 's full name and business address.

LAST YEAR I purchased a Samsung CLP-300N color laser printer that
came with a $150 mail-in rebate offer. The Samsung Rebate Center veri
fied receiving my rebate submission, but I've never received a check.
They keep giving me the runaround, saying that they ma iled the check at
least twice. Now it has gotten harder for me to contact the rebate center,
as the original phone number has been disconnected. I think that they're
hoping that eventually I'll give up. Can you please help?
Daoid Gcnz, Hailry, ldaho
OYS responds: After Gertz contacted us.
he got an e-mail from Samsung's claims
department stating that the company that
processed rebates for Samsung had filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.
Samsung confirmed that the company.
Continental Promotion Group, had misled
Samsung customers by telling them that
checks were being sent out when in fact
they were not. Many other retailers and
manufacturers use CPG's services, includ

Office Depot
Service-Plan
Scams Alleged
SOME OFFICE DEPOT managers en
courage sales associates to misrepre
sent prices or stock availability in order
to increase the percentage of sales that
include lucrative optional service plans ,
an investigation has found.
The allegations surfaced in online
articles by Laptop magazi ne (find .pcworld.
com/62792) . Based on interviews with
current and former Office Depot em
ployees, Lapr.op reported that some
workers alter clearance-product prices
(adding in the cost of the optional ser
vice plan) and that some routinely tell
customers who decline a service plan
that the product they want is out of

ing Adobe, Canon, Costco, Logitech, New
egg, Pentax, and Westinghouse Digital.
In a letter on its Web site (fi nd.pcworld.

Friend Finder. an application that scans a

com/62720), Samsung states that it is

member's e-mail account for contacts

"working through the details to ensure

who are either on Facebook or who

that all customers who currently have a

haven't signed up yet. (Alternatively, the

mail-in rebate claim for a printer will be

spokesperson said, White's friends were

paid in full." Any customer who has not

simply inviting him directly.) The repre

received a rebate should send a message

sentative says t hat if you get such notic

to claims@samsung.com . After we noti

es, you ca n stop them by clicking the link

fied S~msung of Gertz's issue, represen

in the disclaimer at the bottom of the

tatives assured us that they would send

e-mail. wh ich states: "This e-mail may

him his rebate within a couple of weeks.

contain promotional materials. If you do
not wish to receive future commercia l

Facebook Recruitm ent

mailings from Facebook, please opt out."

Kevin White of Willimantic, Connecticut,
contacted us because he kept receiving

Acer Desktop Recall

friend requests from Facebook even

Acer, in conjunction with the U.S. Con

though he doesn't have an account on the

sumer Product Safety Commission, ha s

social networking site. Frustrated, he

recalled approximately 215 Preda tor

e-mailed the company to find out how it

desktop gaming PCs (model s ASG7200

had obt ained his address and how he

and ASG7700) that are prone to over

could stop the messages from flooding

heating due to stripped or bent insulation

his inbox. Facebook sent him an automat

on internal wiring. Acer has received two

ed response instructing him to con firm

reports of PCs short-circuiting, resulting

that he was the owner of the account he

in melted internal components and exter

referenced-even though he had ex

nal casing. Though no injuries have been

plained that he didn't have an account.

reported , the computers pose a burn haz

A Facebook spokesperson confirmed

ard. Consumers shou ld immediately stop

our suspicion that th e service probably

using the PCs and call Acer to ll-free at

got White's e-ma il address through

866/695-2237 to schedule a free repai r.

service plans because those
sales would bring down the store's
average of upsells.
A subsequent article quoted staffers
as saying that they would keep the price
of a clearance item artificia lly high to
make it cover the cost of a service plan
(which they would tell the buyer was
free of charge) . Lapr.op said several em
ployees verified that such tactics had
the approval of store managers .
Office Depot has since issued an
internal memo instructing employees
not to lie about stock availability.
Other big-box stores have employed
questionable tactics to inflate the bot
tom line. In 2007 PC World reported
that some sales reps at Circuit City and
Best Buy pressured PC buyers to pay
extra for the stores to create recovery
discs that the buyers could easily make
themselves ( find.pcworld.corn/62797).
-JR Raphael •
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NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTP!

Synchronize
Your Life!

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
servers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.

GoodSync Version 7 will:

'1 Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.
'1 Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.
'1 Organize/transfer files between multiple devices.
'1 Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.
'1 Help you achieve complete peace of mind!
~

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

It's FREE!

-----.....

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

Business Center
Easily Control a Remote PC From Anywhere
BY ZACK STERN

In Vista, click Stan, right-click Com
pmcr, select Propcnics, and click RcmO/c
smi11gs in the left pane. Click the radio
button next to Allow co1111cctio11sji·om
compmcry running mry (lcn·io11 efRemotc

Connect to a PC With Built-In
Windows Remote Access

WANT TO CHECK up on a video file
Any version of Windows XP or Vista
that you left exporting to a different
can connect as a Remote Access client.
format at work overnight? Need to help
Here 's how to establish that connec
troubleshoot a distant employ
tion (with limited security) .
ee 's PC? Remote access lets
Use Windows Remote Access to monitor, con
In XP, click the Stan button
trol, and manage a distant PC-even one that
you assume control of the re
and select All Progra111s•Acccs
uses a different OS- from your desktop.
mote system as if you were
sorics•Commu11ications •Rcmotc
there. Your monitor shows a
Desktop Con11cction. Enter the
view of the far-away screen,
name of the computer (if it's
and your mouse controls the
listed on a local network) or
remote pointer. I' ll explain
its IP address (if it's in another
how to get started with tools
location). Click Co1111cct.
built into Windows.
In Vista, click Start and then
choose All Programs•Acccssories
Enable Built-In
Rcmorc Desktop Comuction . On a
Windows Remote
local network, enter the name
Access on a Host PC
of the PC or browse for its list
ing. If you're reaching across
Windows Remote Access lets
you connect to remote PCs
the Internet, enter the com
without installing additional
plete URL or IP address for the
software, but there's a catch:
remote system. Click Comrcct.
The tool lets you create a host
Enter your log-in name and
machine only in Windows XP
password, and click OK. If
Pro, Windows Vista Business,
you're connecting to a Win
and Windows Vista Ultimate.
dows XP-based computer, you
Any version of Windows XP or
may see a warning; click Yes to
Vista can connect as a client.
connect. Once you are con
As an administrator in Win
nected, the host PC will dis
dows XP, click Starr, right
play its log-in screen , while the
remote machine is under your control.
click My Computer, and select Properties;
Desktop. (If you're connecting exclusive
then click the Remote tab. Check the
Your local screen, keyboard, and
ly between Vista PCs, click the final
mouse will now behave as if they were
box next to Allow users to comrcct rcmotc(y
radio button for a more secure pro
connected to the remote PC. When you
to this computer. If you want to give peo
cess.) You 'll be ab le to connect from
want to end the connection , click the X
ple who aren' t privy to this information
another computer that you adminis
access, select Remote Users and click
at the top of the screen. To regain con
trate . To give other people access , click
Add. Enter the user name into the box,
trol of the local PC temporarily, enter a
Sc!ecr Users•Add, enter the user name,
and click OK. Click OK again to get
and click OK to permit that access.
windowed mode by clicking the frame
icon (or click the minimize icon) .
back to System Properties . Click Appry.
Click Appry in System Properties.
»

!

The Windows Remote Access tool can salvage your sanity, but dealing
with remote workers can drive you nuts. Learn how to manage tele
commuters without Losing your mind at find.pcworld.com/62817.
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Business Center
Set Wake-on -LAN
A PC has to be powered on to accept a
remote connection, but you don ' t have
to leave it running; Wake-on-LAN (a fea
ture t hat nearly all recent PCs support
in their ethernet hardware) listens for

Protect Your Network With OpenDNS
IF YOU DON'T already
use OpenONS to protect

a certain network request to rouse a

your small-business net

sleeping computer. Some systems can

work, you should take a

Use t he free service to strengthen your
business network's defenses against the
Conficker worm and other threats.

l

even boot from a mostly powered-off

few minutes now to set it up. The secu rity

state. In either situation , the network

benefits are well worth the time invest

ing system uses less power th an a wide

ment: OpenONS is free , it has contributed

change these settings to reflect the ONS

awake PC, but it does have to keep one

sig nifica ntly to com bat against the Con

servers at OpenDNS. This free service

eye open to be ready for reveille.

ficke r worm, and it will protect you from

makes its money by serving ads when a

In Windows XP, click Sum, right-click

cable or pho ne company's ONS servers.
I recommend, however, that you

any number of future attacks. As a bonus,

user types in a domain th at doesn 't exist.

My Network Places, and select Propcnics.

it may he lp your network's users experi

The OpenDNS Web site provides instruc

Right-click your network connection,

ence better browsing

choose Propcnics, and click Co11jig11re. In

performa nce.

DNS settings , based on

the Power Management tab , click Allow

Before I describe
how to do this, let's

the router that you use
on your network. The

review what the Do

whole process-from

this dw ice £0 b1i11g Eire compmerour efsra11d
by. Finish by clicking OK.

tions for a ltering your

In Vista , open the Network and Shar

main Name Sys te m is.

reading through the

ing Control Panel and click Manage ncr

Much as a phone book

instructions to imple

work co1111eaio11s. Right-click the connec

lets you look up peo

menting the changes

tion that puts you online, and then select

ple's phone numbers

should take you only a

by looking up their

couple of minutes.

Propcnics. Cli ck Comimie followed by
Co1ifig11rc. In the Power Management
tab, cl ick the check box next to Allow
rlris dw icc ro wake rhc comp11rer. Press OK.
You 'll need the IP and MAC address
es of the sleeping computer to wake it
up. You can easily get these off the PC,
but that won ' t work if you need to ac

names, the ONS pro

Us ing OpenDNS has

vides a unique-address reg istry for com

several benefits. First. you can set it up to

puters: Type in 'google.com ', and ONS

block objectiona ble domains, thereby

translates that name into a sequence of

protecting your bus iness from lawsuits.

four numbers called an IP address (for
google.com, it's 72.14.207.99 ).

Second, OpenONS blocks known exploit

In the overall Internet infrastructure,

dom ains, which helps you and your em
ployees avoid getting trapped by some

cess it remotely over the Internet and if

various public, semi public, and private

malicious hacker. You also get to enjoy

a router stands between the PC and the

providers maintain a series of master

superior DNS service thanks to Open

outside world. In that case, you will

phone books, or ONS root servers, at

ONS's servers, which re portedly return

need to know your router's IP and MAC

strategic places around the w?rld. The
root servers talk to each other regularly

OpenONS domains faster tha n ones for

addresses, found in its admin screen.
To locate your PC's IP and MAC ad
dresses, click Stan•Run, type cmd, and
press OK. Type ipconlig /all and p ress
Emcr. Scan the resu lts for an ethernet

the general Internet. And fi na lly the ser

to ensure that they remain in sync as

vice catches commo n typos in dom ai ns

users add new domains. If interested
parties want to "poison" an entry or mis

a big plus for people who make more

direct In ternet traffic to a phony doma in,

doma in names into their browsers.

than their share of mistakes when typing

' IP Addres s' listing and for a 'Physical

they can do so with the right amount of

Address ' (aka MAC address) listing.
Once you have those addresses in

subterfuge. Last year. for example. an

Adopting OpenDNS is just the first s te p
in fully securi ng your ONS resources. If

Inte rnet provider in Pakistan managed to

you 're interested in learni ng more about

hand , wa ke the remote PC with a visit

block access to all of YouTube when it
attempted to prevent Pakista ni citizens

how to strengthen your defenses, a good
place to start is with "Not a Guessing

to DSL Reports' Wake On LAN page
(dslreports.com/wakeup). If thi s doesn ' t
work with your router's ad dresses, con
sult the router's documentat ion for
instructions on how

to

open port 9.

For more rec/1 advice.fiw11 Zack Srcm, visir
his blog ar find.pcwo rld.com/62818.
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from viewing a video it deem ed offensive.

Game" by Pa ul Vixie (fin d.pcwo rld .co m/

Here's where OpenDNS comes into
play. Norma lly when you set up you r net

62789 ). Vixie has helped author numerous
requ ests for proposals (RFPs) and proto

work, you don 't give your ONS setting s

cols. He is currently engaged in a major

another thought. If you have a cable or

effort to create a new series of secure

DSL modem, you hook it up and it a uto

DNS protocol extens ions, a long with

matically gets its DNS settings fro m the

produ cts to support those extensions.

www.otherworldcomputing.com

' O\JC has the best service, sales and sopport that
a11~011e can dream of. On a scale of 1-10 and 10
be;119 t he best I rate O\JC an 11!\l!' - C i nd ~ L.
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Business Center
Expand Your Network
With an Ethernet Switch
MOST HOME OFFICE networks start
with a PC, a router, and a modem. But
when a small single-user network grows
into a larger multiuser network, your
original Wi-Fi router can run out of free
ethernet ports to connect various PCs,
networkable printers, small"business
servers, and other essential hardware.
That's when a switch comes in handy.
An ethernet switch is a simple box
that sits between your router and your
networked devices to control traffic flow
across your network. The devices come
in two basic types: unmanaged and
managed. With the former, you merely
plug in your devices and get back to
work. But managed switches provide
advanced features that prioritize data,
link ports for improved performance,

and enforce se
curity policies on
your network.
An appealing middle
ground for small businesses
is a manageable switch like Cis
co 's eight-port Linksys SLM2008 (find .
pcworld.com/62811), which offers some of
the robust trunking and data prioritiza
tion of a managed switch in a compact
package with a Web-based control inter
face that novices can manage easily.
The SLM2008 measures just over S
inches wide by S inches deep. Setting
up the basic features via the Web-based
interface takes only minutes , but there
are enough advanced security and data
routing options to satisfy nearly any
small-business need. Midrange small-

SLM2008 combines an
unmanaged switch's simplicity with a
managed switch's advanced features.

business switches like this one can be
the perfect choice for small-office/
home-office workers with robust VoIP
and videoconferencing demands .
Managed and managea ble switches
often duplicate (or surpass) the port
forwarding and port-linking features of
conventional Wi-Fi routers ; you may
have to disable the corresponding fea
tures in your router to avoid conflicts .
-Rohen Strohmeyer

Track Your Expenses While on the Go, With TextHog
WHEN YOU'RE on the
the date of a purchase 40
road, tracking expenses
years in the past- and
found no obvious way to
can be a time-consum
. . Tro~ocu~.• - - - 
retrieve or re-edit it. Nor
ing hassle. And as the
Scorch
is there a 'show all' option
receipts pile up in your
This Year's Spe nding
to display all transactions,
wallet, it gets harder
$->r· n.on.nl
regardless of when they
and harder to remem
purportedly took place.
ber how much you've
,.,,
°"TE
Date-editing blunders
spent, and on what.
CA""'°""
, ..,_
r 03(11.0Q OJ Oh m ,
aside,
it's pretty easy to
Enter TextHog, a free
,
..,..,..,
nQWSI
Ol'Ol....,
r
r
view
pie
charts ofyour
(for now) Web app
,.....,..,,
.,.,,.,,.,_,
'""
•,;
.
r
,....,..,,
f ' .J
01 )11111'\
r
to
recent
transactions
designed to simplify
,. l
r OlllJUll ot. 1....,,
r GloO.t.09 01 4&Pf" ,.,,
' 5'"' ..:.
monitor
your
budget.
You
tracking and analyzing
i.:1 1
r
todlvtcribr '°"
can also set custom bud- ·
business expenses
Mlea: M.tfa:
while you're in transit.
gets to help you spend
more effectively as you go.
Unlike most smart
TEXTHOG'S COMBINATION WEB app and record-keeping service lets you track
expenses by sending simple text messages from your cell phone as you travel.
TextHog exports reports
phone apps that track
and report expenses,
only as CSV files and lacks
a built-in way to transfer expenses to an
TextHog does a good job of logging
TextHog doesn' t live on your phone.
accounting app like QuickBooks.
Instead, as you incur expenses, you text
transactions that you send to it, but if
TextHog is no expense-tracking pana
(or e-mail) them to a private address on
you don't format your message precise
ly (using commas after keywords and a
TextHog. This generates a record of the
cea. But it's a fairly convenient way to
transaction on your TextHog account,
decimal point even on transactions that
keep an eye on expenses as you cram
have no pennies after them), it'll vanish
receipts into your wallet during a trip .
which you can later view, categorize,
As long as it's free, it's well worth a try.
into unknown crevices of the Internet.
edit, and ultimately output as a CSV file
Unfortunately, I inadvertently placed
with the other expenses from your trip.
-Robert Strohmeyer •
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Introducing
The Moneual Nettop Solution
Moneual Minew Nettops, with their vibrant colors, sleek outlines, and super small form factors,
are designed not only as a means of personal expression, but as quiet, space saving, energy efficient
mini-PCs for users of all ages. Easily enjoy Web browsing, online gaming, word processing, and
multimedia playback at 70% less power consumption than the standard desktop PC.
Minew 510

MONEUAL9n

The Moneual Lab Elite Fleet

Each powerful, hand-crafted Meneual Home Theater PC not enly includes a Siu-ray
read/write drive for storing discs, TV tuner cards for TV recording. and high speed Internet connectivity for downloads and onllne
gaming, but also up to 2TB of storage space to accommodate a massive collection of movies, music, photos, games. and more.

moneual.com

1.877.450.0105

8{!!!lJOn.com·

February 2009
Top Internet Security Suite
Score: 89 (of 1001
N0<1on ln lernel Security 2009

Sept.9, 2008
Norton Internet
Security 2009

Security Alert
How Losing Your Phone Could Cost You
of users didn't employ a password to lock their phones.)
For the iPhone, arguably the most popular mobile phone
today, you'll want to combine Auto-Lock, enabled by default
A LOST OR stolen smartphone is more than just an inconve
to tum off the screen-based keypad after a preset amount of
nience. It can lead to identity fraud or corporate es pionage,
time, with Passcode Lock, to turn the phone on manually. To
and even compromise the integrity of your medical records.
In March, Connecticut-based security vendor Credent
enable the latter, tap Smings, then General, then Passcode Lock.
Technologies reported that 80
Tap Tum Passcode 011, and then
Today's mobile phones store a whole lot of
percent of users store on their
enter a secure password.
your personal information . Here's what you
phones information needed for
For other phones, check the
need to do to protect the data on your phone.
identity fraud . Based on a sur
tools or settings section. On
vey of 600 commuters in Lon
the LG Dare, for example, it's
don ra ilway stations, the study
under 'Tools and Settings',
also found that 24 percent of
then Security. Once you set a
cell phone owners store PINs
password, practice locking and
and passwords on a handset,
unlocking the phone until it
11 percent store personal iden
becomes second nature.
tification info, and 10 percent
Protect Company Info
store credit card numbers.
If your mobile phone is sto
Many people also use mobile
len, the thief can do a reverse
phones for remote access to
lookup of your cell number to
their workplaces . Since nearly
half of mobile phone users
obtain your name and address .
don't lock or otherwise re
1l1at and a stored credit card
strict access, thieves may use
number can lead to "account
takeover, " where the thief
such a vulnerable stolen phone
to gain access to an employer's
changes an existing account's
internal network.
billing address. And unless
Security vendors such as
your card issuer calls you, the
Lumension now offer busi
absence of your monthly state
nesses an application down
ment might go unnoticed.
load (tind.pcworld.com/62755)
With such info, a thief could
that allows your employer to
also open new accounts using
your name. As you often wouldn' t know these accounts are
lock a lost phone or erase sensitive data remotely (currently
being opened, this problem can take much longer to resolve.
available only for Windows Mobile) ; for the iPhone, Apple
has a remote-wipe feature (ti nd.pcworld.com/62757).
And if you use your phone to access e-mail, a thief might too.
Another step to protect stored data is to disable Bluetooth.
Although it's a short-range signal, some malware uses Blue
Put Your Phone on Lockdown
tooth to suck data from your phone surreptitiously.
The best way to keep your e-mail acco unts secure is to lock
Also, while most mobile phones use cellular connections to
your mobile phone when you're not using it-a password
access the Internet, the iPhone has a Wi-Fi option for fast- »
lock, that is . (The Credent survey found that some 40 percent
BY ROBERT VAMOSI

I

Could recycling your PC put your personal data at risk? Find out at
find.pcworld.com/62754. Also, Learn how to securely erase a hard
drive you're no Longer using, at find .pcworld.com/62750 (video) .
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Security Alert
er, high-bandwidth applications like
streaming video. That opens up the
possibility of connecting to rogue Wi-Fi
networks full of keylogging malware.
To turn offWi-Fi or set a prompt for
each new connection, touch iPlro11e Set
ri11gs•Wi-Fi; then select accordingly.

BUGS & FIXES

ERIK LARKIN

IE 8: Its Security Is Worth the Download
MICROSOFT released Internet Explorer 8 in March, and

L Plus: ~ixes for F 1 r~fox and Opera, and
new risks from poisoned pictures.

whether to in stall it is likely
your biggest update decision right now.

Stop Mobile Bank Heists
Have you recently started using mobile
banking? 1he good news is that general
ly no personal banking data-such as
your account information-is kept on
the phone itself. However, a criminal
can still use your phone to access your
bank accounts directly.
Mobile banking sessions occur in one
of three ways: You download an app to
your phone; the bank exchanges en
ciypted SMS messages with your phone;
or the bank uses your phone's mobile
browser to show account information.
In any case, notify your bank-shortly
after you notify your cellular carrier-of
any lost or stolen phone. If the bank
uses a client-side application, it can re
motely disable it. If the bank uses the
interchange of SMS or a mobile brows
er connection, its device ID service can
block contact from the stolen phone.

Protect Your Health Records
The same safeguards apply to personal
health information accessed via mobile
phone. The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (aka "the
stimulus bill") includes a section on
digitizing personal health information.
Some hospitals are experimenting with
providing patient information over a
mobile phone, and the number doing
so should grow by the end of this year.
If you have such a service and your
phone is lost or stolen, contact your
health care provider right away so it
can block fraudulent access .
Mobile phones are now miniature
computers that manage our lives in
ways we might not fully rea lize. Think
of your cell phone as an electronic wal
let. If you lose it, take the appropriate
steps to contact your carrier and all of
the parties that may be affected.
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The browser has plenty of new security

viewing a specially crafted JPEG image
could open. Another fix closes a risk of

fea tures, such as expanded ph ishing-site

browser plug-in s launching data-stealing

blocking of known m alware distributors.

cross-domain-scripting attacks. See t he

IE 8 also highlights the domain name in

full list of cha nges at find.pcworld.com/

the URLs you visi t, making it easier to

627 46. Click Help ·Check for Updates to

recognize a phi shing scam.

make sure you have the latest Opera ver

New as well are a privat e browsing
mode (called InPrivate Browsing) and
behind -the-scenes tuning to help
neutralize attack code on

sion; if you don't, you must download and
manually install the new version- an
annoyance, but a worthwhile one.
Microsoft has fixed a simi
lar flaw in Windows. View-

poi soned Web sites. For
more details on the

ing a malicious Windows

enhanced security

Metafile (WMF) or En

in IE 8, see find.

hanced Metafile
(EMF) image on a

pcworld.com/62743.

Web site or in an

IE 8 isn't a silver

HTML e-mail could

bullet. but from a

have let a bad guy run

security standpoint

any command on a PC

the upgrade is a no
brainer. However, the new
browser may not display all

-a critica l risk for Windows
Vista, XP, 200 0, Server 2003,

sites correctly- even in its compatibility

and Server 2008. Get the fix via Automat

(with IE 7) mode. If IE 8 ca n't handle a

ic Updates or from find.pcworld.com/62747.

site you need to view, you can uninstall it
(via Add or Remove Programs) and revert

Adobe, Too

to the earlier browser. You ca n download

Crook s have ac tively targeted a hole in

IE 8 at find.pcworld.com/627 44.

Adobe Reader and Acrobat that victim s
can trigger by opening a malicious .pdf

Firefox, Opera Fixes
Firefox 3. 0.8 closes two security holes
that cou ld allow an attacker to use a poi

file di stribu ted as an e-mail attachment.
Reader 9.1 and Acrobat 9.1 fix the hole;
updates for the Windows, Macintosh, and

so ned Web site to take over a PC. Make

Unix versions of the software are avail 

sure you have the latest security plug s by

able. Adobe also released updates for

clicking Help·Check for Updates, or by

th ose stuck with older versions of tile

visiti ng getfirefox.com . More info on the

software- Acrobat and Reader version

flaws is at find .pcworld.com/62745.
The new Opera 9.64 fixes a number of
problems, including one critical hole that

8.1.4 and 7.1.1 contain the fix. Click the
usual Help ·Check for Updates. or down
load from fi nd.pcworld.com/62748.
Foxit Rea der, an alternative program

BUGGED?

for handling .pdf files, ha s its own vulner

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft

can pick up the patched Build 1506. and

abil ities to malicio us file s. Version 3 use rs
ware bug? Send an e-mail about

those on version 2.3 can get Build 3902,

it to bugs@pcworld.com .

by clicking Help·Check for Updates Now.
or by going to find.pcworld.com/627 49.

BUNDLE AND SAVE
Act now. Available through
IBM Business Partners.

IBM SYSTEM x3650"' M2 EXPRESS

IBM SYSTEM STORAGETM DS3200TM EXPRESS

$2,029.00

$4,495.00

OR $54/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS'

OR $119/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS '

PN: 7947E1U

PN: 172621X

Featuring up to 2 Intel Xeon 5500 processors with speeds up to
2.93 GHz/6.4 GT

External disk storage with 3 Gbps serial attached SCSI (SAS) interface
Easy to deploy and manage with the DS3000 Storage Manager

Energy-efficient design incorporating low 675 W and 92% efficient PS, 6
cooling fans, altimeter
Up to 128 GB via 16 DIMM slots (availability 20 2009) of DDR3 memory
with clock frequency up to 1333 MHz
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"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:
_.i

-----

./ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

./ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
./ Reduces your many passwords to just one .
./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
./ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

www.Roboforim.com/PCW

Security Alert

E-Mail Crooks Target Webmail Accounts
IMAGINE HAVING TO explain an
e-mail message that asks your
friends for money-a message sent
from your Webmail account. (Web

l

A w icked e-mail scheme uses
your Webmail address- and your
contact List- for scams.

mail refers to any e-mail service you use

In addition to hijacking an e-mail account

via a Web browser rather than through an

to send out messages, crooks can often

e-mail client.) That's exactly what's hap

glean information that helps them break

pening: Scammers are breaking into such

into a victim 's financial accounts.
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oday even the smallesl businesses generate enormous amounls
of data-business-critical producls, financial and cuslomer
information that mus! be shared by staff and secured against
loss.All too otten,such information resides on the disk drives
al individual computers. Not only does this inhibit collaboration
and productivity, but it also makes backup difficult and likely to be

I

neglected-a catastrophe waiting to happen if disaster strikes.
Now there's abetter way. thanks to the Seagate BlackArmor NAS 440/420.
By cen tralizing storage on the network for data sharing and easy management by
businesspeople. not engineers. this complete storage solution for small businesses
providesoptimum uptimeand data integrity to ensure business continuity for up to 50
worksta tions. Compatiblewith Windows®XP. Windows Vista®and Mac OS®X10.5, the
Seagate BlackArmor storageservers provide up to BTB of redundant storage at prices
small businessescan afford.
EASY TO SET UP ANDUSE. The four-drive Seagate BlackArmor NAS 440 comes preconfig
ured with RAID 5for immediate data protection. Nontechnical users report being up and

running In onlya short matter of time. One click. and automated backup for up to 50
connectedcomputers is provided by the Seagate BlackArmor Backup software.
EASY TO ACCESS. Centralized storage gives individual staffers and teams easy access to
the data they need. whether from the cubicle across the office or while traveling or
telecommuting. Even contractors. clients and vendors can be given secure access to
stored information via any popular webbrowser-no special software is required.
EASY TO BACK UP. SECURE ANO RECOVER. Once scheduled. it'seasy to automatically protect
business-critical datawith full-system backup and restore. as well as bare-metal restore of
PC workstationsin case of hardwarefailure. Encryption can be applied lo individual files as
well as to entire storage volumes to ensure that business-critical data is secure.

00¥ TO SCALE. Agrowingbusiness needs storage that can grow along with ii. The Seagate
BlackArmor NAS 420 comes standard with two Seagate SATA disk drives. leaving room
for two additional drives to be hot-swapped In. UsingSeagate drives of 1TB. 1.5TB or
2TB. capacities range from 2TB to BTB.
EASY TO TRUST. All four drives are easily serviceable without tools and hot-swappable
to optimize uptime and data availability. Dual network interfaces protect against net
work card failure. and the unit's external power supply is easily replaced by users.
All this is backed by a three-year limited warranty from Seagate. the world leader in
storage technology.

Perfect when you need to:

connectivity:

• Store and access files lrom acentral. secull! location

• Two Ethernet portsfor local netll'Ork connecllon. port

• Access and manage files remote~

failover and NAS-to-NAS replication

• Automatical~ performfull-system backups of

• Four USB 2.0 ports for external drives. printers and UPS

network-connected PCs

• Four internal SATA II ports

• Restore PC data and settings after ahardwall! lailull!
• Share a USB printerwithnetwork-connected PCs or Macs
• Encrypt indi~dual files towhole storage volumes
• Stream media with DLNA or iTunes®

To purchaseaSeagate8/ackArmor NAS storage server. or for more information.
visit www.seagale.com/pcworld.

Sponsored by
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Top 10 Unlocked Phones
Buying an unlocked
phone has numerous
advantages. Find the
right handset for your
needs here.
IN THE MARKET for a new

lifi.UJa
cell phone, but
J
unimpressed with

the models your GSM carrier
offers? Then consider buying
an unlocked phone-a GSM
phone not tied to a carrier.
Such GSM phones may cost
a bit more up front, but they
can save you a bundle in the
long run. Unlocked phones
don't work on CDMA-based
networks, like those operat
ed by Sprint and Verizon,
so, effectively, you must use
AT&T Wireless or T-Mobile
in the United States. All GSM
phones have a small, swap
pable card, called a SIM
(Subscriber Identity Mod
ule) . If you have an unlocked
phone, you can remove the
SIM and insert it into anoth
er unlocked phone without
losing your contacts or your
subscriber data.
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RIM'S BLACKBERRY BOLD
takes first place on our chart.

Going unlocked has a
number of advantages . You
can switch between GSM
carriers without having to
buy a new handset-a boon
if your carrier suddenly elects
to raise its rates or change
its coverage. You also have
freedom in your choice of
cell phone. Say you want a
multimedia and business
powerhouse such as the
Sony Ericsson Xperia Xl , or

a hip fashion phone like the
LG Prada II: Both are sold
unlocked (and are not of
fered by any U.S. carrier) . If
you're a world traveler, you
can scoop up an unlocked
phone that supports quad
band GSM (850, 900, 1800,
and 1900 bands) and that
will work in Europe, much
of Asia, and Africa.
Perhaps the biggest draw
back to unlocked phones is
cost. Some of those in our
Top 10 have manufacturer
suggested prices around
$800; some third-party re
tailers may offer prices that
are lower but still higher
than for a carrier-subsidized
phone. Even so, unlocked
units come at less of a premi
um now: The Nokia E63 , for
one, is close in price to some
smartphones from carriers.
All the phones in our chart
are quad-band GSM (the
Samsung lnnov8 doesn't
support 3G bands for data).
High-quality-camera phones
and business and multime
dia units are on our list too .

RIM BlackBerry Bold
T-Mobile customers can ex
perience the speed and so
phistication of Research in
Motion's BlackBerry Bold
9000 ($400, unlocked) , if
they buy it from third-party
vendors (AT&T sells the
handset at a subsidized
price) . The Bold boasts a
sleek design, a sharp display,
high-speed connectivity, and

•
NOKIA

Ill

•
NOKIA'S E71 OFFERS a sleek
design and lots of features.
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the corporate e-mail and
infrastructure-friendly char
acteristics t he BlackBerry
platform is known for. But it
fails to impress in other areas,
particularly its call quality (it
produced a background hiss
in calls to other cell phones)
and its camera's image quali
ty (partly owing to a poor
fl as h) . The Bold lacks a
touchscreen, Lhough thaL
feature appears on the Black
Berry Storm (find.pcworld.
corn/62859). It does have a
terrific keyboard and superi
or battery life. (In our tests,
its battery provided 7 hours,
56 minutes of talk time.)
'Tiie phone supports 3G,
tri-band HSDPA, and quad
band EDGE data connectivi
ty. On AT&T's 3G network,
Web pages loaded quickly.

Nokia E71
Nokia 's first 3G phone with
a full QWERTY keyboard,
the $422 E71 is an all-around
improvement on its prede
cessor, the E61. The unit has
not only a sleeker and more
MORE ONLINE

For more news and in -depth
reviews of cell phones, visit
PCW's Phones Product Center

at fi nd.pcworld.corn/62838.

Nokia N85

THE NOKIA NBS has a great OLEO display, but no QWERTY keyboard.

sophisticated design but
also a multirude or features
for business and personal
use. It's remarkab ly slim at
0.4 inch thick and weighs a
light 4.4 ounces.
In tests , the call quality on
my end was very good, but
some callers reported that
my voice sounded tinny.
In t he PC World Test Cen
ter's trials, the battery lasted
4 hours, 48 minutes-on a
par with the battery life of
other 3G smartphones.
Nokia has made the some
times confusing Symb ian
S60 platform more user
friendly by including cus
tomizable shortcut keys and
a standby screen. You can
access your home page, cal
endar, address book, and
e-mail from the keyboard's
dedicated shortcut keys.
The Web browser loads
quickly, and pages look sharp
on the 2.3-inch screen.
Setting up personal e-mail

is a snap, but business
e-mail requires your IT
department's help.
The Nokia Maps 2.0 fea
ture offers turn-by-turn
pedestrian and car naviga
tion, voice guidance, satel
lite maps, and multimedia
city guides. 111e phone's
3.2-megapixel camera was a
bit disappointing-pictures
came out grainy and. dark .

i
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111e Nokia N85 ($370, un
locked) comes with a gor
geous OLEO display that
suits the handset 's excellent
multimedia and camera fea
tures. You won't find a
touchscreen or QWERTY
keybo ard , however, so navi
gatio n and messaging can be
a pain . 111e plastic chassis
feels a bit cheap and flimsy,
but the N85 provided very
good call quality when we
us ed it over AT&T's 3G net
work. Voices sounded clear,
with no static or hiss .
Like other N-series phones,
the N85 has a dual-slider
design: Sliding the OLEO
screen up reveals a numeric
»
keypad, while slid ing it
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THE STYLISH LG Prada II has a QWERTY keyboard-but no GPS.
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down switches the display
and button orientation to
horizontal and uncovers
four multimedia-playback
buttons. In add ition, the
N85 is chock-full of great
multimedia features , as its
N-series siblings are. It sup
ports numerous video for
mats, and the music player is
eq ually impressive. The N85
also has an FM radio with a
built-in transmitter.
1l1e N85 has a 5-megapixel
camera but only 78MB of
internal memory; however,
you get an 8GB microSD
card in the box-not bad .
The handset comes pre
loaded with a variety of
apps, many of them for pro
ductivity, and it sup po rts
SMTP and POP3 e- mail
acco unts, as well as MM S
and SMS messaging.
I was disappointed with
how difficult it was to navi
gate through content and
messages. The N85 has nei
ther a touchscreen nor a
hardware QWERTY key
board ; navigation is via a
five-way pad and softkeys.

LG Prada II
111e LG Prada II ($500, un
locked) offers a physical
QWERTY keyboard , 3G net
work capability, and Wi-Fi
su pport. It's packed with
impressive specs, but it lacks
a vital (and increasingly
common) feature: G PS.
A 3-inch touchscreen
occup ies most of the face.
The sturdy slide-out key
board has backlit keys I
found comfortable to type
on, and the Prada Il 's re
sponsive multitouch inter
face was a pleasure to use.
Like the Apple iPhone 3G ,
the Prada II allows you to
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Nokia E63

THE NOKIA E63 provides fea
tures for business travelers.

pinch to zoom in on a Web
page, though the multitouch
capability is limited to the
browser, the image gallery,
and the document viewer.
Another nice addition in
this handset is an accelerom
eter, which helped produce
prompt, smooth transitions.
Setting up a POP3 or
IMAP e-mail accoun t is a
breeze. The size limit for
e-mail on the Prada II is
1MB, so you can't e-mail
most of the pictures you
take with its 5-megapixel
camera. But the camera isn't
all that impressive anyway
(though its colors were
good, some or my pictures
looked fu zzy) .
Though browsing the Web
is simple, I had to pinch
multiple times to zoom a
page. Connectivity could be
slow, too, over both AT&T's
3G network and Wi-Fi.
As fashion phones go, the
Prada II has a great feature
set and a user-friendly inter
face, but the lack of GPS is
disappointing. The Sony
Ericsson Xperia Xl is a more
business-focused phone.

The E63 lacks a G PS receiver
and preinstalled games, and
it has a downgraded camera
from the E71 's. But it has
the same excellent e-mail
and messaging capabilities
as other members of the
Nokia E-series, and it sells
for just $280 unlocked . The
E63's 2.4-inch 320-by-240
pixel QVGA display oc
cupi es about half of the
pho ne's landscape. The hand
set lacks a volume rocker;
instead you must use the
directional pad to adjust the
volume during calls and
media playback. Accessories
are skimpy-you get no data
cable or microSD Card in
the package even though the
un it has a slot for one.
Ca ll quality (over AT&T's
3G netwo rk) sounded good
for the most part. Setting up
personal e-ma il is a snap ,
but business e-mail requires
IT-department ass istance.
Web pages loaded quickly
over both AT&T's 3G net
work and the phone's inte
grated Wi-Fi . Video quality
was surpris ingly good, but
the 2-megapixel camera 's
photos were dark and grai ny.
The E63 isn't suited for
everyone. Consumers seek

ing strong multimedia fea
tures are better off with a
phone like the Nokia N96
(find .pcworld.com/62858).

Sony Ericsson
Xperia Xl
Sony Ericsson' s first Win
dows Mobile device, the
Xpe ria Xl, garnered a lot of
buzz last year for its slic k
and customiza ble software
interface and stylish design.
However, although the Xl
is feature-packed, well
designed, and an excellent
performer, it doesn ' t war
rant its sky-high price or
$800 (unlocked)-it can't
compete with subsidized
smartphones such as the
T-Mobile Gl or Apple
iPhone 3G, which offer the
sa me features if not more.
Still , its assets include a
brilliant 3-i nch VGA touch
scree n that takes up most of
the face. It also offers apps
like the Microsoft Mobile
Office Suite, Internet Ex
plorer, and Opera Mobile. I
browsed the Web on AT&T's
3G network and via the inte
grated Wi-Fi; the speed was
fine over both conn ections.
Call quality, at both ends,
was consistently good over
AT&T's 3G network.

SONY ERICSSON'S Xperia Xl is also business-oriented but pricey.

PALM'S TREO PRO offers Win
dows Mobile, Wi-Fi, and GPS.

My biggest issue with the
Xl 's Windows Mobile 6.1
imerface was its sluggish
ness. The phone never froze
up or crashed, however.
The X1 's multimedia play
er supports many video and
music formats and has an
FM radio, a streaming media
player, and podcast support.
lhe 3. 2-megapixel camera
has a few advanced features
(autofocus) and good image
quality. But I expected bet
ter specs for the price.

Oective touchscreen and a
physical QWERlY keyboard.
At 1. 7 inches, the display is
large enough for viewing a
long message comfortably,
but with video it felt a bit
cramped. The keyboard takes
some design cues from the
Palm Centro, as the keys
have a plastic veneer that
prevents finger slippage. I
found the keyboard 's keys a
bit too small for my liking; I
kept pressing the wrong one
accidentally. Typing out long
messages could be somewhat
arduous-not ideal for a
business-oriented phone.
Call quality over AT&T's
3G network was good,
though a hiss occurred dur
ing most of my calls .
The Treo Pro supports
Microsoft's Direct Push
Technology for real-time
e-mail delivery and automat
ic syncing with Outlook.
You can also set up POP3
and IMAP e-mail accounts .
TI1e handset comes with
Windows Media Player 10
Mobile. The 2-megapixel
camera is mediocre.

Palm Treo Pro
This smartphone will please
Windows Mobile fans with
its sleek design and business
friendly features. Sprint cus
tomers seeking more multi
media might want to hold
off, though, since the much
anticipated Palm Pre is
expected to launch soon
{find .pcworld.com/62857).
The unlocked Treo Pro
($549) has essentially the
same specs as Sprint's ver
sion : It runs on Windows
Mobile Professional 6.1 and
offers Wi-Fi connectivity and
GPS. A quad-band world
GSM phone, it has a trans-

THE HTC TOUCH Cruise comes
with an attractive user interface.

HTC Touch Cruise
The HTC Touch Cruise
($550, unlocked) has both
an eye-catching look and a
beautifully designed touch
interface, but like the other
HTC phones we've tested,
the Cruise suffers from slug
gish performance-a com
mon problem with Windows
Mobile touchscreen phones.
The Touch Cruise is thin
and lightweight, tipping the
sca les at a featherlight 3.6

6.1 operating system.
HTC preinstalls both In
ternet Explo rer Mobile and
Opera Mobile, plus Out
look , Microsoft Office, and
Adobe Acrobat capabilities.

HTC S740
TI1e HTC S740 ($550, un
locked) holds appeal for
those who prefer a physical
keyboard to a touchscreen.
Slim and eye-catching, it has
a clean interface, and the

THE HTC 5740 carries one of the best hardware keyboards.

ounces. A generous 2.8-inch
touchscreen with a gor
geous, bright 240-by-320
pixel resolution dominates
the face of the phone. Sit
ting below the display is a
cluster of navigational but
tons, consisting of four flush
buttons and a four-way navi
gational pad encircled by a
navi-wheel. TI1e navi-wheel
moves smoothly, and its
rubber coating makes it
comfortable to use.
Over T-Mobile 's 3G net
work, call quality was disap
pointing, due to an echo on
my end. But called parties
had no problem.
The Touch Cruise sports
the improved TouchFLO 30
interface, an HTC overlay
that runs atop the Windows

keyboard is spacious, mak
ing it one of the best Win
dows Mobile devices I've
used. But call quality and
camera quality were both
disappointing.
TI1e S740 runs Windows
Mobile 6.1 Standard. Navi
gating the interface was
straightforward. Standard
Windows Mobile apps,
including Microsoft Office
Mobile and Windows Media
Player, are preloaded on the
S740. I found the phone
responsive and didn' t expe
rience much sluggishness,
even while multitasking.
Also, the S740's keyboard
has some useful shortcut
keys for SMS/ MMS , e-mail,
and Internet Explorer.
Surfing the Web was ade-
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guate in the phone's default
browser, Internet Exp lorer
Mobile. The 5740 su pports
POP3 and IMAP e-mail as
well as Exchange push
e-ma il. The 3.2-megapixel
camera is decent.

Samsung Innov8
1he Samsung Innov8 ($930,
unlocked) innovates in sev
eral ways-most nota bly
with its 8-megapixel camera,
which has advanced photo
editing capabilities and de
livers terrific image guality.
And t he phone has versat ile

PC WORLD TOP 10 UNLOCKED CELL PHONES
Features and specifications

[]lll RIM Bl ackBerry
. _ Bold (unlocked}
$400
find .pcworld.com/61894

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 7:56
• BatteryUfescore:VeryGood
• Overall design:Very Good

•
II

• Form factor:Candy bar
• Weight 4.8 ounces
• Camera resolution:2.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: The BlackBerry Bold has a stunning desig n, but its call quality and camera could be better.

2

Nokia E71
$422
find .pcworl d.com/6 1031

Battery tife(hours:minutes):4:48
• Battery life score: Poor
• Overall design: Very Good

• Form factor. Candy bar
• Weight: 4.4 ounces
• Camera resolution: 3.2 megapi•els

BOTIOM LINE:The Nokia E71's sleek design and multitude of usefu l features make il ideal for both personal and business use.

3

Nokia NBS
$370

:I

find .pcworld.com/62844

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 4:40
• Battery tile score: Poor
• Overalldesign:VeryGood

• Form factor. Slide
• Weight 4.5 ounces
• Camera resolution:5.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: The NBS has great multimedia features ; navigation can be tricky with no QWERTY keyboard or touchscreen.

4

LG Prada II
$500
find .pcworld.com/62845

• Battery life(hours:minutes): 8:00
• Battery life score:Very Good
• Overall design: Very Good

• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: 4.5 ounces
• Camera resolution: 5.0 mega pixels

BOTIOM LINE: Though the stylish LG Prada II is a significant upgrade from its predecessor, it still lacks some key features.

5

Nokia E63
$280
fi nd.pcworld.com/62846

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 4:46
• Battery life score: Poor
• Overall design: Good

• Form factor. Candy bar
• Weight: 4.4 ounces
• Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

80TIOM LINE: The E63 has excellent business capabilities, but skimps on multimed ia and has no GP5 function.

6

Sony Ericsson Xperia Xl
$800
find .pcworld.com/6284 7

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 7:56
• Battery life score: Very Good
• Overall design:Very Good

• Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight 5.6 ounces
• Camero resolution: 3.2 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: Though the Xperia Xl is stylish and feature·packed, it can't compete with some less-expensive smartphones.

THE SAMSUNG INNOVS delivers

7

great, 8-megapixel photos.

multimedia features as we ll
as an easy-to-use interfoce .
The Innov8 has 16G B of
on-board storage. Video
qu ality was good, though I
noticed some pixelation.
The S60 Web browser is
easy to use, and pages loaded
quickly and correctly. In the
States , Web access is only via
Wi-Fi (the unit supports th e
European 3G bands for data).
O n T-Mobile's 3G net
work, I occasionally heard a
background hiss just lo ud
enough to be distract ing.
-Gi1111yMics
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Palm Treo Pro
5549
find .pcworld.com/61728

•Battery life (hours:minu tes):4:25
•Battery life score: Poor
•Overall design: Very Good

•Form factor. Candy bar
• Weight 4.7 ounces
•camera resolution: 2.0 mega pixels

BOTIOM LINE: Palm's sleek a nd well·connected Windows Mobile Treo is business-oriented but a tittle pricey.

8

HTC Touch Crui se
$550
fi nd.pcworld.com/62848

•Battery life (hours:minutes): 8:00
•Battery life score:Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• Form factor. Candy bar
•Weight 3.6 ounces
• Camera resolution:3.2 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: The HTC Touch Cruise has a featherlight desig n and an attractive use r interface; its performance can be slow.

9

HTCS740
$550
find.pcworld .com/628119

•Battery Life (hours:minutes): 8:00
•Battery life score:Very Good
• Overall design:Good

•Form factor. Slide
•Weight 4.9 ounces
• Camera resolution: 3.2 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE:The HTC 5740 has one of the best hardware keyboards we've seen, but uneven call quality holds it back.

Samsung lnnovB

10 $930

find .pcworld.com/62850

• Battery life (ho urs:minutes): 8:00
•Battery life score:Very Good
•Overall design:Good

•Form factor: Slide
•Weight 4.8 ounces
•Camera resolution:8.0 mega pixels

BOTIOM LINE: The Sams ung lnnovB delivers high-caliber photos; however, its call quality can be unreliable.
CHARTNOTE: Prices and ratings are as of 4/9/09.

Look for
Intel
Inside®

Reviews&Rankings
New Blu-ray Players Pack in Features, Cost Less
THE LATEST BLU-RAY Disc

l:Ili)'JIW players deliver a lot

-~--~
.......m
..._.:ll!ll.. for the money. We
recently tested models rrom
Panasonic, Philips , and Sam
sung. All offer BO-Live sup
port, and two stream Inter
net content. We found much
to like in these new models,
along with some missteps.

Panasonic DMP-BD60K

48

Panasonic's DMP-BD60K
costs about $50 more than
other top-tier 2009 Blu-ray
Disc players, but it combines
terrific design, an array of
features , and stellar images.
In our tests, the Panasonic
handled everything smoothly,
from bright colors in anima
tions to subtle shades of gray
in black-and-white scenes.
The player even upscaled reg
ular DVDs reasonably well.
The DMP-BD60K is shal
low, sleek, attractive to look
at, and quite compact. The
Power and Eject buttons ;ire
large, well placed, and easy
to hit when you need them.
TI1e remote isn't backlit,
but its playback buttons are
blue and thus stand out .
This player needed just over
a minute of prep time before
it began playing a disc. Once
the disc was going, skipping
chapters produced a notice
able but unobjectionable lag.
Pausing seemed immediate.

TI1e Philips BDPSOlO is fairly
typical of a brand-name Blu
ray player. But you can find
better models at its price.
In our image-quality tests,
the BDPSOlO often scored
just below our reference
Sony PlayStation 3. It did a
poor job of upconverting
standard DVDs , yielding
images that looked soft and
lost detail. Even Blu-ray discs
were disappointing for a
high-definition rendering.
The setup menu has a clean,
legible design, but some of
its on-screen explanations
are hardly models of clarity.

Though it delivers handsome
Blu-ray playback and a host
of multimedia goodies, the
Samsung BD-P1600 makes
some avoidable mistakes.
When used to play Blu-ray

BD-P1600 I Samsung

COMPACT AND FEATURE-RICH, the latest Blu-ray Disc players have a lot to offer video enthusiasts.
Shown top to bottom: the Samsung BD-Pl600, the Panasonic DMP-BD60K, and the Philips BDPSOlO.

On all counts, the Pana
sonic DMP-BD60K ranks as
one of the best Blu-ray play
ers you can buy today.

Philips BDP5010

On the remote, buttons
you 're likely to use often are
sensibly placed but small,
making them difficult to
press. The remote is neither
backlit nor programmable.
The BDPSOlO took a lei
surely 77 seconds to start
playing a disc. Once a film
began playing, it paused
without discernible lag, and
it delayed only slightly when
skipping chapters.
The Philips BDPSOlO is an
okay player with a moderate
price-but it's no bargain.

Sam sung BD-Pl600

DMP·BD60K ! Panasonic

BDP5010 I Philips

Superb image quality and intelli

Middle-of-the-road player is hob

A solid player for the price, despite

gent design justify its higher price.

bled by mediocre image quality.

a few bone-headed design choices.

Street: $300

Street: S250

Street: S250

find .pcworld.com/62830

find.pcworld.com/62833

find.pcworld.com/62835
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discs, it produced very good
high-def images, regularly
besting our reference Play
Station 3 by a slim margin.
The BD-P1600 fared less
well in upconverting regular
DVDs to 1080p. Images
were softer and less detailed
on it than on the PS3.
The unit has a USB 2.0 port
for accepting a lGB flash
drive, playing MP3 music,
and displaying JPEG photos .
Regrettably, Samsung put
a big flap over the front panel
of the player. The flap swings
open when you eject the
tray-and poses a scrape
hazard until you close it.
TI1e BD-P1600 gets a disc
up and running in just 42
seconds. You have to wait
briefly when skipping chap
ters, but not when pausing.
The programmable remote
isn't backlit, but a few essen
tial buttons glow in the dark.
The Samsung BD-P1600
produces very good images
swiftly (by Blu-ray standards).
But upscaling problems and
a few unwise design deci
sions keep it from greatness.
-Li11co/11 Spector

Now design server rooms efficiently,
based on $90 million in research.

Implementing
Energy Efficient
Data Centers

An Improved
Architecture for
High-Efficiency,
High-Density
Data Centers

The Advantages of Row
and Rack-Oriented
Cooling Architectures
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Deploying High-Density
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Data Center
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Download FREE APC White Papers to avoid
the most common mistakes in planning
IT power and cooling
Have a plan for you r data center.
We talked to thousands of customers from Baltimore to Beijing and saw the good ,
the bad, and the ugly measures customers took in their data center planning. In many
cases , turnover and budget cuts resulted in no plan at all.
Get the answers you need and avoid headaches tomorrow.
Do you and your staff know the top ten planning mistakes to avoid? The easiest way to
improve cooling without spending a dime? Find these answers and more - in our latest
selection of white papers. Take advantage of our valuable research today and save
yourself money and headaches tomorrow.
If you would like more information about APC's availability solutions visit us online at
www.apc. com.

Choose and download any 3 white papers
Time well spent... within
the next 90 days for FREE!
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Co de i393w • Call 888-289-APCC x8190 •Fax 401 -788-2797
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Bluetooth Headsets Let You Roam in Stereo
LOOKING FOR a luxurious
se t of wireless ste
.~.~
........~
..
_.:11![1., reo headphones
that fit your ears perfectly,
provide intuitive controls
and astounding audio quali
ty, and permit seamless
switching between music
and calls? Dream on. Our
tests of the latest crop of
products show that stereo
Bluetooth headsets have lots
of room for improvement.
Wireless headsets of this
kind generally come in two
styles: earbud-oriented units,
in which a narrow-gauge
wire connects the two buds ,
and headphone-style units ,
in which a band or stiffer
cord connects the earpieces .
All of the units on our cha rt

l:Ili)?l@ll'

STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSETS from (left to right) Altec Lansing, Motorola, Samsung, and Sony Ericsson.

are worn with the cord or
band behind the head.
I integrated each of these
stereo headphones into my
daily life, testing each for its
audio quality, range perfor
mance, comfort and fit, lay
out and button design, and
control intuitiveness . Every

product excelled in one or
two areas, but not in all. For
example, the $80 LG Elec
tronics HBS-250 earpads felt
cushy on my ears, but the
small controls were tricky to
access. And though I greatly
enjoyed the rich music that
played through Motorola's

PC WORLD TOP 5 STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSETS

lml Sony Ericsson Wireless Stereo
. _ Headphones HBH-ISSOO
$20 0
find .pcworld.com/62724

• Comfort: Good
• Style:Superior

• Music/talk/standby time:
4hours/5 hours/270 hours
• No music player adapter

BOTIOM LINE:Tiny, ultradainti stereo Blue tooth headphones are expensive but deliver very good sound fo r tunes and calls.
•Music quality/call quality: • 1.4 ounces
Good/Fair
•Music/talk/standby time:
•Comfort:Very Good
10 hours/10 hours/320• hours
•Style:Good
•No music player adapter
BOTIOM LINE: The earpads- noearbuds- on LG 's headphones feel comfy and relatively secure, and music sounds good, too.

2

3

LG Electronics HBS-250
$80
fi nd.pcworld .com/62725

Motorola MotoRokr S9-HO Wireless
Stereo Headphones
5120
fincl.pcworld .com/62726

• Music quality/call quality:
Superior/Good
•Comfort: Fair
•Style: Fair

• Less than Iounce
• Music/talk/standby time:
6 hours/7 hours/6 days
•Music player adapter

BOTIOM LINE: Motorola's S9·HO bundle includes a Blue tooth adapter for your iPod. Music quality was superb in our tests.

4

Allee Lansing BackBeat 906
$130
find .pcworld.com/62727

•Music quality/call quality:
Good/Good
•Comfort: Fair

• l.2 ounces

•Style: Fair

•Music player adapter

•Music/talk/standby time:
7hours/7 hours/7 days

BOTIOM LINE: If your music player lacks Bluetooth support. use the BackBeat 906's handy dongle for wire· free listening .

5

Samsung Stereo Headset SBH700
SIOO
find .pcwo rld .com/62728

•Music quality/ca ll qu ality:

• 1.35 ounces

Good/Good
•Comfort: Poor

•Music/talk/standby time:
7hours/9 hours/140 hours

•Style: Fair

•No music player adapter

BOTIOM LINE: You'll get decent audio quality, but these headphones lag behind the competition In comfort and usability.
CHART NOTES:Prices and ratings are as of 3/22/09. Music-time, talk·time. and standby·time fig ures are manufacturer-reported maximums.

MORE ONLINE
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MotoRokr 59-HD head
phones ($130), the device' s
head band and earpiece de
sign felt awkward after a
while. Even the superlight,
top-rated Sony Ericsson
HBH-15800 headset came up
short-it lacks volume con
trols and track skipping de
spite costing a hefty $200.
Before you buy, make sure
that the stereo Bluetooth
headphones you're consid
ering are compatible with
your Bluetooth cell phone.
Your phone must support
the Advanced Audio Distri
bution Profile (A2DP) and
the Audio/Video Remote
Control Profile (AVRCP).
The A2DP Bluetooth profile
enables your music source
and the Bluetooth headset
to stream music wirelessly in
stereo; the AVRCP Blue
tooth profile enables your
Bluetooth headset to wire
lessly control your music
source. Most stereo Blue
tooth headphones also sup
port the Handsfree and
Headset profiles , permitting
you to make and receive
phone calls with your stereo
Bluetooth headphones.
-Aoifa M. McEoiry

Visit find .pcworld .com/62828 for in -depth reviews. full test resu lts , and detailed specs for all stereo Bluetooth headsets .
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What we really
protect is your privacy

ESET Smart Secur·ty 4
The faster, lighter PC protection
Have you eve r 11nag111ed what would happen if al l the personal data .
stored on your computer was comprom ised?
Built on our awa rd-winni ng ESET NOD32 ' Antivirus. the latest generation
of ESET Smart Security" prov ides your computer with advanced protection
utili zing ou r unique ThreatSense" technology. ThreatSense disarms
Internet attacks as they are released. not after the fact . And version 4 is
our fastest solutio n ever. kee ping your data and identity sa fe, without
slowing you down whi le you work, or play.
Protects against malware
Gives no chance to hackers
Filters spam email

we protect vour digital worlds ..

{escfi I
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New HP Laptop Models: Loaded Versus Light
HEWLETT-PACKARD'S

l'.Iyt!Jll'

Pavilion dv2 and.
.~.~
...........
r:r,11
_.l!I.. dv3 aren't as s1m1
lar as their names might sug
gest. The dv3 is a loaded, all
purpose laptop, while the
dv2 is a lean-and-mean ultra
portable/netbook hybrid.
The price difference between
the two is only about $140,
though , so don 't let money
affect your choice between
ultrathin-and-light style and
and do-everything flexibility.

HP Pavilion dv2
The Pavilion dv2 defies sim
ple categorization. Its com
bination of processor, price
($749) , and small size splits
the difference between a
netbook and a full-fledged
ultraportable model. It's
also the first laptop we 've
seen that uses AMD's inex
pensive Athlon Neo 1.6GHz
MV-40 processor (formerly
code-named Yukon) .
The dv2 carries a 12.1-inch
display, a 320GB 5400-rpm
SATA hard drive, 4GB of
RAM, and a discrete AT!
Radeon HD 3410 GPU with
512MB of video memory,
yet it weighs just 3.8 pounds.
Video streamed from Hulu
looked crisp and clear. In
addition, I tried copying a
high-definition recording of
a half-hour (3.36GB) 1V
show from a Media Center

THE PAVILION dv2 (left) is not

much bigger than a netbook,
while the Pavilion dv3 is a full
fledged all-purpose laptop with
an impressive array of features.

PC and play
ing it back on the dv2 at full
screen. The show took a few
seconds to get up and run
ning, but it looked great
once it kicked into gear.
The dv2 uses a 92-percent
of-full-size keyboard, with
comfortably flat, wide keys.
Still, HP could have made
the keys-especially the
function keys-even bigger.
Meanwhile, the smooth,
respons ive, mirrored touch
pad allows uncramped desk
top navigation and comes
with long, wide, well-placed
selection buttons .
The Pavilion dv2 's 1280
by-800-pixel, LED-backli t
widescreen display looks
good. Its glossy coating
makes images pop but also
invites glare in sunlight.
The 11.5-by-9.45-by-1.29
inc h unit has HDMI and
VGA video outputs , three
USB 2.0 ports, a PC Express
Card slot, a flas h-card reader,
ethernet, and 802 .11 n Wi-Fi.

Pavilion dv2 I Hewlett-Packard

Pavilion dv3 I Hewlett-Packard

Part ultraportable, part netbook has

Slick, light. all-purpose portable

fair power for a moderate price.

delivers middling performance.

Street: S749

Street: S888

find.pcworld.com/62831

find.pcworld.com/62832
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For ultraportability and
reason able performance (45
on WorldBench 6), the HP
Pavi lion dv2 isn't a bad bet.

HP Pavilion dv3
The $888 Pavilion dv3 laptop
ships with AMD's 2.3G Hz
Turion X2 Ultra Dual-Core
Mobile ZM-84 CPU plus
4GB ofRAM. It earned a
mark of 68 on WorldBench
6, running 64-bit Windows
Vista Home Premium.
'TI1e laptop showed good
stamina, lasting an impres
sive 5 hours , 24 minutes o n
a single battery charge. Our
review unit's 9-cell battery
created a wedge underneath
that propped the notebook
at an ergonomic angle.
Like the dv2, the dv3 can
support a resolution of 1280
by 800 pixels; and it, too,
has a glossy coating that
en livens images and invites
sunlight-induced glare.
Features include HDMI and
VGA video outputs, two USB
2.0 ports, a hybrid USB and
eSATA port (perfect for high
speed data jockeys), a PC Ex
press Card slot, a flas h-card
reader, ethernet, Bluetooth ,
and Wi-Fi 802.lla/b/g/n on
board. Yet it has a fairly slim
12. 2-by-9-by-1-inch profile
and weighs 3.8 pounds .

The keyboard is great to
type on , thanks to a special
coating that helped my fin
gers feel as if they were danc
ing over the supple keys. You
get touch-inductive shortcut
buttons, too. But as on t he
dv2 , the diminutive function
keys are barely there.
The dv3's touchpad is quite
another story. In my han ds
on testing, it kept trying to
second-guess my moves,
sorely tempting me to dig
into the d rivers and try to
disable them or shut off the
built-in mouse altogether.
The front-firing speakers
from Altec-Lansing sounded
better than what you get
from many other low-cost
laptops, but hardly great.
Though the Pavilio n dv3's
performance seems lacklus
ter on paper, I didn ' t experi
ence any major holdups in
everyday use. Instead , what
got on my nerves was the
laptop's seemingly pos
sessed touchpad. The dv3
gets enough things right to
make it an option worth
cons idering, but I strongly
recommend that you to go
to the store and lay hands
on it yourself before buying.
- Darrc11 Gladsio11e
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Superguide .
Be an iPhone Pro
• Quickly master the basics of using your
iPhone or iPod touch

supergu\de

• Save time with clever shortcuts and a
myriad of hidden tricks
• Learn the best ways to sync your data and
media-including all types of video files
• Troubleshoot your iPhone without a Genius
• Find the coolest accessories and third
party apps to protect and enhance your
iPhone
Get the most out of your devices with
this 154 page book.
Staying true to our goal to offer you the most
comprehensive coverage of the most innovative
and exciting new products, we offer Macworld 's
iPhone Superguide - Second Edition . Th is book
is produced by the Macworld staff and is packed
with practical how-to's, in-depth features, tips
and tricks , and more.

-

,

$12.95
ORDER HANDY 154- PAGE BOOK FOR ONLY $19.95
DOWNLOAD INSTANTLY FOR ONLY

ORDER CD-ROM AND ALWAYS HAVE A BACK-UP FOR ONLY

$12.95

www.macworld.com/superguide/iphone
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Buying Guide:·Make Movies With a Digital Camcorder
DIGITAL CAMCORDERS
make shooting and editing
video a snap . And you can
output movies to tape or
DVD, or post them online.
MiniDV tape models are
growing scarce, but (for now)
they have the best video
quality, allow easy editing,
and usually cost less than
other types . DVD and hard
drive models are more com
mon. You can pop a Mini
DVD disc into a DVD playe r;
but if your laptop has a slot
loading drive , these smaller
discs might not fit. With a
hard-drive or flash-storage
model, you' ll need plenty of
PC storage space to offload
video. Consider a camcorder
that accepts SD Card or
SDHC ; you can then view
your video easily on HDTVs,
digital photo frames , and
entertainment components
with SD/ SDHC slots .

High-Def or Standard?
Though high-definition video
is gorgeous, HD camcorders
are pricey, and not all editing
software accepts HD footage.
Codecs are another issue :
Storage-based HD models
often use AVCHD (Advanced
Video Codec High Defini
tion) , which doesn't work
with all editing apps . HD
miniDV units normally use
the more-compatible HOV.
Both formats require a pow
erful PC to decode files , and
take hours to render. Also,
MORE ONLINE

For the latest camcorder news,
rev iews, and how-tos , visit our
Camcorders Product Cent er at
find .pcworld.com/ 62827 .
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even if your editing program
handles HD, it might bum
only a standard-def disc.

Key Features
Screen: An LCD lets you more
easily see your subject and
preview footage . Some LCDs
don't work well in bright
sunlight, however, and a
larger screen will take a toll
on battery life-so most
camcorders also have a view-

camcorder enlarges part of
the image to fill the screen.
This method leads to grainy
and pixelated footage .
Image stabilization: Worried
about jittery video caused by
shaky hands? With optical
stabilization , the lens mech
anism moves to compensate
for external movement. With
decrro11ic stabilization, the
captured image "floats " on
the CCD, and internal cir

PANASONIC'S HIGH-DEF HDC
TM300 has a widescreen
LCD for viewing

footage.

finder, giving you an option.
Widescreenshooting: Some
models can shoot in the 16:9
aspect ratio (which HDTVs
use) , even for standard-def
video. In such camcorders,
the CCD may have a native
16:9 orientation or a tradi
tional 4:3 orientation; in the
latter case the camcorder
uses only a portion of the
CCD for widescreen video.
Lens: All camcorders have a
zoom lens, but vendors don't
always distinguish between
optical and digital zoom. The
maximum oprical zoom is the
highest zoom the camcorder
can achieve by moving its
lens elements. Generally, a
10X optical zoom is more
than adequate. A digiral zoom
magnifies after the optical
zoom is fully extended; the

cuitry interprets the video .
Optical stabilization usually
provides better results.
Batteries: Most camcorders
should be able to record for
at least an hour with the
included battery. Higher
capacity batteries typically
cost from $50 to $100.
Microphone: Front-mounted
mies tend to produce better
sound than those positioned
on top . Some camcorders
have zoom mies t hat empha
size the subject's voice when
the zoom lens is used, and
some models let you plug in
an external microphone.
Still photography: Many
camcorders can save still
images to memory card or
tape. Some can save Images
at the same resolution as a
5-megapixel camera . But no

camcorder we've tested has
provided the same amount
of control or the same image
quality as a still camera.
Low-light modes: Many cam
corders can film in low light,
whether with the help of an
infrared light, a slow-shutter
mode that makes the most
of ambient lighting, or illu
minatio n from one or more
built-in LEDs. Some offer all
three. These modes can be
helpful, but the video won't
be as good as footage taken
in well-lit settings.
Ports: Most MiniDV cam
corders have Fire\Vire for
sending video to a PC; some
models will transfer video
via USB 2.0, as well. Almost
all models have S-Video-out
and/or composite-out for
viewing footage on a TV; but
some also have S-Video-in
and composite-in ports, al
lowing you to record from
other sources such as older
analog camcorders.

A Note About Weight
While a big LCD and lots of
extra features are worth a
higher price, ease of use and
overall size are also critical.
Weight may be an impor
tant enough concern to jus
tify trade-offs. A camcorder's
weight affects whether you
carry it along on outings .
But weight also affects the
price: Small models (con
sumer ones, at least) often
cost more. And frequent ly a
small camcorder has a less
capable lens, fewer fe atu res ,
and harder-to-use controls .
(Web-friendly pocket cam
corders , however, are a
growing niche; see page 81.)

-PC World Srajf
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AberNAS Network Attached Storage appliances feature:
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SCALABILITY
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400TB via XDAS and JBOD units

RELIABILITY
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Sony's DSC-G3 Offers
Web Browsing and Wi-Fi
THE 10-MEGAPIXEL Sony

lilBil

Cyber-shot DSC-G3
_....:..._...:. _ ($500) is the first
camera with a Web browser,
qu ick Wi-Fi photo up loads,
and 4GB of nash storage
(plus a Memory Stick slot) .
You can upload shots to
Daily Motion, Photobucket,

Cyber-shot OSC-G3 I Sony
Web- and Wi-Fi-enabled camera
still has some kinks to work out.
Street: 5500
find .pcworld.com/62706

Picasa, and Shutterfly, as
well as post videos to You
Tube, via dedicated menu
icons. You can access other
such sites via the browser, as
well; but 1 fou nd it limited in
several ways (its clumsy in
terface is a big hindrance).
The 3.5-inch touch screen
really shines when you en
able the camera 's slide-show
feature. The storage comes
in handy if you want your
tunes to acco mpany images.
Other features incl ude face
detection, a smile-triggered
shutter, and scene-mode op
tions. You can modify the
flash 's power, too, and select

white balance, ISO,
and exposure compensation.
In the PC World Test Cen
ter, the DSC-G3 earned an
overall image-quality score
of Good, with color accura
cy and low levels of distor
tion being its strongest suits.
Battery life left much to be
desired: It fired off 200 shots
on a batte ry charge, far short
of the 400-pl us-shot result
from many point-and-shoots.
The DSC-G3 also captures

THE FRONT OF the
DSC-63 slides to reveal the flash,
focus-assist strobe, and lens.

video , and allows zooming
throughout. Videos I made
during the day were good,
but, as is common with
point-and-shoot video, the
camera fa ltered when fi lming
indoors under incandescent
and nuorescent lighting.
-Karhleen Cu/Im

NOW AVAILABLE!

I

n

Superguide
Be an iPhone Pro
• Quickly master the basics of using your iPhone or iPod touch
• Save time with clever shortcuts and a myriad of hidden tricks
•Learn the best ways to sync your data and media-including all
types of video files
• Troubleshoot your iPhone without a Genius
• Find the coolest accessories and third-party apps to protect and
enhance your iPhone

Get the most out of your devices with this 154 page book.

ORDER
NOW!
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www.macworld.com/superguide/iphone
Macworld Superguides are available in 3 convenient formats: 1) Downloadable PDFs: Get immediate access. 2) Printed Book: Order a
handy, full-color printed book on high-quality paper. 3) PDF on CD-ROM: Don't want to download the PDF, get It on CD-ROM.

Nintendo Takes the DSi
Beyond Video Games
THE S170 NINTENDO DSi
tacks on extras while slim
ming down. It keeps roughly
the same dimensions as the
DS Lite while slightly in
creasing the screen size (to
1.96 by 2.59 inches). Inside
is (a meager) 256MB of stor
age for saving games, plus

DSi 1 Nintendo
Svelte game handheld gains media
features but loses some battery life.
List: $170
find.pcworld .com/62798

support for SDHC cards.
It can play AAC files, but if
you 're a budding DJ you 'll
really like the basic record
ing and mixing features . Two
tiny 0.3-mega pixe l cameras
(one faci ng outward, one
poi nting at the user) ca n
take pictures, and sofu'lare
lets you add effects and edit
images. The cameras do a
serviceable job, though the
lenses on $100 cell phones
have better resolution.
Nintend o's download
store for games, the DSi
Shop Channel , is accessible
on the device through any
wireless Internet connection.

you make creative tweaks.

However, games you buy and
download are linked to your
DSi, not to an accoun t. And
should you back up such soft
ware to an SD Card, it will
work only with that one DSi.
Another drawback is the
battery life: In forma l testing
shows that the DSi can hang
on for rough ly 4 ho urs at the
highest brightness (almost 3
hours less than the DS Lite

can). And unfortunately, you
can kiss backward compati
bility good-bye: The Game
Boy Advance slot is gone .
Nintendo is definitely on
the right track, but its wo rk
on the DSi feels like a series
of half-steps. The way I sec
it, the DSi is one big system
update shy of greatness .
-Dairw Gladsrouc
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Reviews
From the Creators of Foxit Reader-PC World's 101 Fabulous
Freebies In 2006 and 2008

0

Skype for iPhone Offers
Solid VoIP Calling

0

~ E>,sh.

,~~~
"rt-..,

Take along"~ ·
all your
~ ""
favorite books
with Foxit s
lightweight
/"> .

1

e Sllck Reader !
Save money to buy more e -books.

• Built-in MP3 Player
• Feels great in your ha nd - just 0.4" thin
• View your existing PDF files a nd use Foxit PDF Crea tor to
convert any printable document to PDF to view on the
eSlick.
• We ighs less tha n most pa perba ck books a nd reads like a
dream with outstanding cla rity a nd a djustable print size.
and zooming capabi l ~ie s.
• Comes with free softwa re and accessories:
Foxit Reader Pro Pack

AT LONG LAST, Skype has
made it to the iPhone . And
based on my tests, it was, I'm
glad to say, worth the wait.
Skype for iPhone looks good,
is easy to use, and offers ex
cellent voice quality.
Skype for iPhone has fea
tures similar to those in the
service' s other mobile ver
sions. It lets you see when
your Skype contacts are
online and available; make
free Skype-to-Skype calls;
use SkypeOut to call land
lines and cell phones; send
instant messages to Skype
contacts; and receive incom
ing calls via a Skypeln num
ber. You can't make video
calls or conference calls, as
you can with the desktop
version; but you can, report·
edly, accept an incoming
conference call (we weren't
able to test this feature).
Skype for iPhone requires
Wi-Fi to make voice calls .
Skype-to-Skype calls were
loud and clear, with better
quality than that of an aver
age cell phone call. Skype
Out calls to landlines and
cell phones weren't quite as
sharp, but they were still
very good, comparable to a
decent cell call . One time I
heard a noticeable and dis
tracting echo , but it lasted

Foxil PDF Creator
2GBSDcard
Earphones
Skype for iPhone I Skype
This mobile VoIP application for
iPhones delivers good voice quality.
Free (basic service)

find .pcworld.com/62784
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SKYPE FOR !PHONE'S Interface
is clean and straightforward.

less than a minute. The exist
ing SkypeOut rates , which
start at 2.1 cents per minute,
are the same on the iPhone.
Skype for iPhone is not
without flaws , though. It
showed one of my contacts
as offiine, even though he
was connected. (His status
changed only after he called
me .) And the app was occa
sionally slow to respond to
taps on the touchscreen.
You won't find a whole lot
of iPhone-only features . You
can use your iPhone camera
to take a picture for your
profile, or you can upload
one from your photo roll, but
that' s about it. Still, if you
need a solid mobile VoIP ser
vice for your iPhone, I heart
ily recommend Skype. Sure,
rivals have some features that
it lacks-such as the ability
to chat via third-party IM
services like AIM and Yahoo
Messenger. But Skype wins
the call-quality battle easily.

-Liane Cassa{)qy

Kubota Add-Ons Enhance
Photos With Pro Effects
PROFESSIONAL photofin
ishing usually involves lots
of time-consuming Adobe
Photoshop work. But pho
tographer Kevin Kubota has
lea rned to cut such effort by
tak ing advantage of Photo
shop's Actions- the ability

to program macros that turn
multistep processes into one
click, automated applica
tions . Kubota Artistic Tools
($179 each) give the res t of
us the power and creative
brilliance of his customized
Actions, adding a profession
al gloss to even average pho
tos. At present , KIT offers
fo ur Artistic Tools "paks. "
We tried Artistic Tools 3.
Installat ion of the add-on
is not intuitive, requ iring
that you fi nd the correct
Photosho p folder on your
compute r. A readme file
helps red uce t he confus ion .
The key component is the

Kubota Artistic Tools 3
Kubota Image Tools
Photoshop add-on simplifies apply
ing sophisticated effects to images.
List: Sl79
find .pcworld.com/62791

KUBOTA ARTISTIC TOOLS streamline multlstep editing processes.

Dashboard , where you can
access all the KIT tools you
have purchased (plus see the
ones you don 't yet have).
Each of the effects ini t iates
an Actio n on either your
whole photo or a portion,
app lying numerous edi ting
steps (such as a selection ,
color or exposure change, or
special effect) ; reeditable
layers build up on yo ur p ic
ture as a resu lt. Some too ls

also let you brush o n an
effect to specific parts. For
instance, with some of the
blurring tools you can restore
areas of sharpness, such as
on the eyes of a portrait.
Once you use one Kubota
Artistic Tools set, you're sure
to want to grab the others .
They' re va luable shortcuts to
pro-level photofinishing.

-Sally WimcrGroua
and Da11icl Grotra

{ Achieves Up To 4 Times*
~
Regular Page Yield!

~For

HP, Canon, Dell, Epson & others
Dramatically reduce cartridge waste
~Ideal for Corporate, Business and Home Users!
~

Save Money On Everything You Print!

Qi

Prints as many
pages as
~~

One (1) ECO HP 15

1 x $ 11 .99 =

~

$11.99

G7 Productivity Systems

877.872.1189

~
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~
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~
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Four (4) HP 15
4 x $ 29.99 = $119.96

Visit

eC04X.COm/pCW for details
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Xmarks
Enhances
Firefox
Browsing
XMARKS IS THE latest iter
ation of the Firefox add-on
Foxmarks, which syncs
bookmarks and passwords
across computers running
Firefox-even those on a dif
ferent operating system.
But Xmarks does far more.
When you do a Web search,
many sites in the results list
will have an Xmarks icon.
Click it, and you ' ll sec a pop
up with a thumbnail, a brief
description, the site' s popu
larity among Xmarks users,
and reviews . (Only sites
bookmarked and reviewed
by Xmarks users get the
icon.) You can click Ger Sire
Info for further details .
In addition , when you
bookmark a site in Firefox,
you'll see a comprehensive
list of suggested tags , which
can make searching through
your bookmarks easier.
You still can install Xmarks
if you already have Foxmarks
(it will upgrade your existing
version). The add-on will
continue to sync and back
up your bookmarks and
passwords , even with PCs
that use only Foxmarks.
-Prcsro11 Graf/a

DOWNLOAD THIS
Tools to Help Save Money, Time, and Lost Data
set it to start Internet Explorer when you hold

EVERYBODY LIKES TO save. and these three
freebies can hel p. First we have a recovery util

down the right mouse button and move the

ity that can rescue your lost data. Next is a tool

mouse left. then right. You can set up gestures

that harnesses your mouse to save you the fuss

that work with any application. and you can

of extra typing . Finally, we tried a Firefox add-on

also create a gesture that will function with a

that shields you from advertising networks on

specific program only.
Using mouse gestures can make working in

the Web. Since all of these programs are free,
you 'll save a pretty penny. That sa id, if you like

Windows a good deal faster, and MouseWran

the applications, you might consider donating

gler is a nice, no-cost way to use them for all of

to the authors and saving the day for them.

your programs. fi nd.pcworl d.com/6281 5

- En'k Larkin

DiskO igger
Cookies

DiskDigger is more than the usual
undelete utility offered grati s. This
convenient tool recovers lost data on

Search:
Thc following cookies arc stored on your computer.

a sector-by-sector basis from hard

Cookie Name

drives. USB thumb drives, and so on.
(Think of sectors as little boxes con
taining data that are arranged in
tracks or circles on your hard drive.)
DiskDigger couldn 't be easier to use:
Name.: <no conbe ~t'ltic1ed >

Just select a drive, choose the types

Content:
Host:
Path:
Se.nd For.
Expires:

of files to be recovered (JPEG, MP3,
documents. and the like), and then
click Next. I actually had a brand-new,
partition-trashed hard drive on hand to
test DiskDigger with-and to be hon

IBemove Cookies IRemove All Cookies

J

~lose

to even recognize the hard drive, let alone

THE TACO FIREFOX add-on f ights advertising

recover data from it. My bad. This is one mean

networ k cookies w ith its own cookies.

utility. I tested DiskDigger inside a VMWare vir
tual machine, and though it didn't recognize

TACO

the virtual ha rd drives. it did find the trashed

If you 're like most people, you 're not fond of

drive. What's more. it found files- and prom ptly

the idea that advertising networks may trac k

recovered them. find.pcworld.com/62812

your travels across the Web and potentially

-f011 l. Jacobi

build a profile of your likes and dislikes. This
free Firefox add-on keeps many such networks

MouseWra ngler

at bay. Targeted Advertising Cookie Opt-Out

MouseWrangler ropes your mouse into taking

(TACO) adds cookies to your hard drive that

on some of the work that your keyboard nor

stop 28 different ad networks from collecting

mally does. With thi s small, free utility, you can

information about you. As a result. advertisers

·do things like open a particular program or

won't be able to monitor your I nternet activity.

the right mouse button and movi ng the mouse.

Xmarks Xmarks

J

est, I wasn't expecting a free program

enter keystrokes (such as <Ctrl >-C ) by holding

Bookmark-sync add- on now offers

<no cooL:it selected>
<no cookie selected>
<no cookie selected>
<no cookie selected>
<no cookie selected

You might already be famili ar w ith using
mouse ge sture s w ithin th e Opera Web browser

Don 't expect to see an interfa ce for this add
on-ju st install the software, and it w ill place
its cookies on your hard drive. If you 're a Fire
fo x user. TACO is w orth a try: In thi s cookies

site reviews and useful tags, too.

or the FireGestures add-on for Firefox. Mouse 

versus-cookies battle, the TACO-flavored ones

Free

Wrangler works much t he sa me way. In the

are on your side. find .pcworld.corn/62814

fi nd.pcworld.corn/62799

program 's configuration, you can (for exa mple)
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Adver ti sement

I:lin!J Summer Gear &Gifts for Grads
Thousands of Movies.
One Little Box. Only $99!
Engadget's Home Entertainment Device of the Year, the Roku player is
the easiest. least expensive way to stream movies directly to any television .
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, HDMI and basic connections built-in. Connect to your
broadband, then watch movies and TV episodes - many in HD - instantly.
50,000+ choices from Netflix and Amazon.com.
Learn more at: www.roku.com/ pcw

What Every Dad Wants
and Every Grad Needs!
CarMD" is empowerment for car and truck owners. Determine why your
"Check Engine" light is on; double-check mechanic quotes, avoid used
car "lemons," reduce emissions output and more. Catch hidden engine
problems before your next road trip with this re-usable and updateable
handheld tool and software kit.

I

•

Order today at www.CarMD.com/PCWorld

Plextor, best known for the
highest quality optical drives!

With Plextor Internal and External Super Multi drives, you ca n
write to any DVD/C D media and no longer worry about compatibility!

PLEY..UTIL/TIES , an advanced application and diagnostic tool,
allows you to measure and control the burn quality of every disc
on a Windows" 'platform. This powerful software now comes with
all PC based optical drives to provide extra hardware support.
Plextor slim portable DVD writer is a truly self-powered writer
that does not require AC adapter.
Note: Ava ilable for PC or MAC.
Available at:

.,.,,,_. dH!lp
Vi sit www.plextor.com for more product information

[O)PLEXTOK
Neve r com prom ise.

.AMAZE YO
..
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Make Movies .••
With a Regular camera

As seen on the Internet!
Hours of fun!
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you often wish that your hardware

-. I

had superpowers or that you

II

could transform ordinary gear into some
thing really great-possibly for free? With
our amazing instructions, you can!

..

On the following pages are simple tips on

I• I

~I

getting the most out of hardware you may
already own. Many of the useful features
we describe are undocumented; others you
can enable with an extra tweak.
We'll show you how to transform your net
book into an e-book reader, how to use
body warmth to squeeze out one more
message from a dead cell phone battery,
how to use a game controller instead of a
mouse to run your PC, and much more! »
'

... ________ ________________________ _____________ __,
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Run Mac OS X.on Your Netbook!
In spite o( fans' pleas, Apple hasn't yet produced a miniature
MacBook. But a tiny fashion-oriented laptop would certainly
seem even more stylish if it could run the sleek Mac OS X.
Good news: Many of the newer netbooks can.
The upside is that you get a trendy OS X netbook that's
perfect for Web browsing, light e-mail, and other simple,
portable tasks. The downside? Certain hardware features
might not work, the installation ranges from annoying to
harrowing, and by making the switch you could possibly void
your warranty. Plus, you're wading into legal and ethical issues.
First of all, accepting Apple's EULA (end-user license agree
ment) means that you agree to use OS X only on Mac hard
ware. You break that agree~ent as soon as you install Apple's

software on a
non-Apple netbook.
Additionally, many of the netbook installation methods
discussed on the Internet rely on a pirated, hacked version of
Apple's OS with updated hardware drivers. It's illegal to
download OS X for this project-so
don't do it. Also, you should be uncom
fortable with the potential for surprises
lurking within pirated software. What's
to stop a nefarious hacker from insert
ing code to log your passwords?
You know that you can play music on your smartphone.
Using the Apple disc and a little minor
trickery, I was able to get my legally
or even on many generic handsets. But did you know that
if a phone has a storage area for music, you likely can
purchased copy of OS X to run on a
use that memory to stow PC files t oo? If your phone
Dell Mini 9 net.book whose original
has a microSD slot- included on nearly all music-playing
operating system was Ubuntu Linux.
devices- and a mini-USS port. this trick should work.
The general process, explained in detail
First, insert a flash -memory microSD card; the slot
at find.pcworld.com/62759, depends on a
bootloader disc or USB drive. The bootmay be behind the battery or otherwise hard to access.
Hook the phone to a PC with a mini-USS cable.
loader primes the system to recognize
The phone might ask to enter the USS disk mode;
the OS X installer, which runs from an
approve that, and the ca rd will show up on the
external USB or DVD drive.
PC as a drive. Some devices, such as BlackBerry
Depending on your specific netbook,
phones with built-in mem ory, w ill mount as two
the setup can be finicky. In attempting
drives if a card is inserted; otherwise the device memory will mount as the only drive.
the OS X-disc installation, .I experi
Just copy your files to the new drive. Unplug the phone. and when you get to work or
enced the most success with the Dell
to another PC, repeat the connection process to move your files to their destination.
Mini 9, which-does okay as long as it
has 8GB of memory. Most other net
books, however, would work only with
the pirated download. Even after a suc
you only your unread Gmail messages.
cessful installation, Wi-Fi, ethernet,
You'll also discover the formula for
audio-in/-out, sleep, and certain other
keyboard shortcuts that let you zoom
features might not work properly. (You
around Gmail, and how to skip opening
may want- or need-to replace certain
Gmail altogether by bookmarking spe
netbook parts to enable those features.)
cific messages for one-click access.
Consult the chart at find.pcworld.com/
PLUS: You can delve into Google Maps
62760 for additional details on specific
to calculate the distance of walks or
hardware-compatibility issues.
runs, estimate taxi fees before you get
All told, the installation process, not
Don't let the fun stop with hardware
in a cab, and locate a park or shop in an
to mention the uncertain results, are
tips. In our software tricks story, you'll
unfamiliar neighborhood. Read all this
quite un-Mac-like. But the lure of for
learn the secret code that will show
and more at find.pcworld.com/62837.
bidden fruit is hard to ignore.
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Use Your Smartphone to Transport
Files Among Your PCs!

.

I

'

Tricks You
Didn't Know

Your Software

Could Do!
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Geotag Your Photos Even If

Your Camera Can't!
• ,•
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These days. you can document your travels by sorting your dig
ital photos by location. Many cell phones and a few specialty
cameras can geotag your location, embedd ing the data in your
pies. If you don't have such a camera. you
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Among e-readers, the Kindle attracts
the most attention due to its connec
tion to Amazon and its easy-on-the
eyes E-lnk screen. But if you're already
packing an XP-based netbook, you can
get much of the same functionality
without toting another device around.
You'll need e-books a.nd an e-reader
application. Amazon's titles are readable
only on the Kindle and on the iPhone;
and at some other stores, t he
types of e-books can be
limited. eBooks.com and
the newly launched Short
covers.com, however, sell
many current titles, their
selections resembling those
sold in a real bookstore or
offered digitally on Amazon.
Project Gutenberg (www.
gutenberg.org), a public
domain site, has a treasure
trove of classics available for
free downloading. The titles
are saved in several unprotect
ed formats, including PDP,
HTML, and plain text. After

you download a book, you can read it
in a Web browser, Acrobat Reader, a
text editor, or any other application.
To read copy-protected books, use
either Microsoft Reader (www.microsoft.
com/readen) or Adobe Digital Editions
(fin d.pcworld.com/62762), both free .
Now wouldn 't it be great if you could
peruse the pages vertically instead of
scanning a squat, horizontal screen?

You can. Most netbooks have the Intel
GMA Driver for Mobile Control Panel.
If yours does, click the Display Settings
tab, check Enable Rotatio11, and click the
270° radio button. Click Apply. You
may be able to press <Ctrl>·<Alt>·<Rlght
Arrow> or <Ctrl>-<Alt>·<Up Arrow> to tog
gle between_ the two orientations. ·
If you don' t have that control panel
or if the key shortcuts don't work-they
didn't on my Acer Aspire
One-grab EeeRotate
(find.pcworld.com/62763).
This free tool toggles be
tween portrait and land
scape orientations, via
those same key shortcuts.
In the free Adobe Reader
(get.adobe.com/reade r) you
can have your PC read
aloud titles saved as PDFs.
The voice is a bit mechanical
and it occasionally stumbles
over less common words;
you're limited to public
domain material, too. Still
it1s pretty effective.
»
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Use Old Internal Drives for Free Storage!

iPhones don't need to have all the fun:
Your BlackBerry can tune in to many
sources of Internet radio . Just be sure
you have an unlimited data plan.
XM Radio Mobile on BlackBerry: The
mobile XM satellite radio offers 18
music and 2 comedy channels, for
which you must pay $8 a month. Not
all BlackBerry models are supported;
check the list at fi nd.pcworld.com/62774 .
Slacker Portable Radio App: A hybrid
of streaming and caching, this free
app (www.slaoker.com/mobile/blackberry)
not only can stream tunes but also can
save gigabytes of music
to a microSD card
inserted in your Black
Berry. You can store
favorite stations on
the card so that you
still have music when a
network connection is
limited or nonexistent,
such as on airplanes or
in tunnels.
Pandora Radio:
The free Pan
dora (www.pandora.
com/blackberry) gen
tly introduces you
to unfamiliar music
with similarities to your favorite songs.
You can rate favorites and skip disap
pointing picks to help the service fi ne
tune its recommendations.
FlyCast: The wide range of music
genres and talk stations available
on the free FlyCast (llnd.pcworld.com/
62777) echoes what you'd get with a
regular radio- if your radio could tune
in to stations from around the world.
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Have an unused internal hard drive sitting around? You can immediately put a lap
top or desktop internal drive back to work as extra, free storage.
• Inside a desktop PC:2.5-inch laptop and 3.5-inch desktop PC SATA drives use identi
cal connections. If you want to install a laptop drive in a desktop, position it so that
the airflow is unimpeded-stick it against the inside of the case or in a free drive bay.
Secure it with zip-ties or removable double-sided tape. Of course, you won't have
such trouble with a 3.5-inch SATA drive, which will fit in the regular screw mounts.
Connect the drive to a free SATA port on the motherboard (you'll likely need a
SATA cable) and to a plug leading from the power supply. You can
add an adapter if the only free plugs are older and are
too large to fit the SATA power port. If you
have no free power cables, add a Y-splitter to
branch off from an existing cable. All of these
parts are available for a few dollars.
An older ATA drive also will work. You
might have to adjust a jumper pin on both the
extra and current drives: check your PC's
instructions or browse online for help. A 2.5
inch ATA laptop drive needs a SlO adapter to
attach to a 3.5-inch drive's cable. Connect the
drive to a free power and data cable. If all the ATA interfaces
are filled, connect it in place of a floppy drive if that's an option.
•Outside any PC: To use an old drive as temporary storage, try a universal dock
ing station Like the Voyager S2 from NewerTechnology (find.pcworld.oom/62772).
Another easy option is to place the drive in an external case- as a bonus, you'll
then be able to tote the drive between PCs to ferry La rge files or to add storage to a
Laptop. Match the physical size and interface (ATA or SATA) of the drive with the
case's specifications. Double-check, as well, that the case matches your drive size
in gigabytes; an old case might not recognize all of the available storage in a newer
drive. Again, a SATA drive should work automatically, but you might have to adjust the
jumper pin on an ATA drive. The drive case instructions should show you how.

Lock Your PC With a

Hard-Drive
Password!
A user-account password is important,
but it's useless if your PC is Lost or sto
len: A thief could just install your drive
in another PC. To block access, add a
hard-disk password. This process is
simpler than encrypting the drive, but
it can't match that level of protection.
Think of it as adding another strong lock.
When prompted at boot, press the
key to enter your PC's BIOS (often it's

~:i

I

IP

11

<Esc> or a function key). The BIOS
menus and names will vary, but the
process will be similar. In the Phoenix
BIOS, use the arrow keys to navigate
to the Security tab. Highlight HOD
Password, and press <Enter>. Input
the password, remembering it or stor
ing it in a password utility. (If you lose
it, recovering the data could cost a Lot.)
Exit and save the changes. Now any
time you start the PC, it will prompt
you for the HOD Password. If you want
to remove the password Later, return to
the BIOS HOD Password setting; just
type the current password and leave
the new-password field blank.
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Make Info .on Yo_ur :

HomeNAS

II

Available Anywhere!

I•

Network-attached storage is great for sharing
files between connected PCs. But most NAS
devices let you access your files over
the Internet, as well. Some NAS deappear within the Windows deskvices use ITP for this purpose; othtop. First, make sure that your NAS
ers rely on a proprietary Web serhardware is running; if it isn't, folvice. And many offer both. A Web
low its standard setup process .
You'll be accessing the NAS in a
service is simpler to set up and use;
browser, so you need to know its IP
you download files through a designated Web site connected to the NAS . Check
address. If you know it, type it as a
URL, as in "http://1 92.168.0.100", into the
your documentation for help with this method;
browser. If you don't know it, visit your router's configuration
you'll likely need only to turn it on and make a log-in account.
Setting up an ITP server requires you to know networking
page by entering the router's IP address as a URL into the
basics, but anyone can connect through ITP to make the disk
browser. If you are unsure of that URL too, open your PC's Net
• - - ____ ________ ______ __ ________ ___ ___ - ---- - _ ______
work Connections control panel. Double-click the
,
'
:
'
current connection, and click the. Support tab. Your

:• Control 7Devices With an iPhone!

Perhaps you didn't know that your iPhone or iPod Touch can act as a
Wi-Fi remote for many hardware devices. You simply connect the iPhone
through Wi-Fi to the same loc;il network , though in many cases you'll
also have to install a PC utility (provided by the app developer) that
listens for instructions from your iPhone over the Wi-Fi network. Here
are my favorite tools for controlling PCs and other devices.
• DVR Remote ($3: find.pcworld.com/62769 ) lets the iPhone command
a Series 3 TiVo, with access to all of the buttons and features of the
innovative DVR. Best of all, you can tap text in with the iPhone keyboard
instead of pecking at the on-screen alphabet with the arrow buttons.
• i-Clickr PowerPoint Remote ($10; www.senstic.com ) manages presentations, even displaying your speaking notes or upcoming slides
on the iPhone. It's a great counterpoint to the remote available for
Apple's Mac-only Keynote tool in iWork.
• You can control many music devices, too. Sanos ow ners should get
the free Sonos Controller for iPhone (www.sonos.com ) for slick remote
functionality. Roku Soundbridge fans with should t ry the $3 RokuRemot e (find.pcwo rld .com/62770). And if you have a Logitech Squeeze
box device, try running it w ith the $10 iPeng (find.pcworld.com/62773).
• Sw itching to the topic of PC controllers, Air Mouse Pr o ($6; www.
mobileairmouse.com ) acts as a computer keyboard and mouse, so you
can command your system from across the room . Air Mouse Pro's
clean design and appli cat ion-specific functions m ake this utility stand
ou t among a crowd of App Store competitors.
• The App Store also sells many VNC (virtual network computing)
clients, which let your iPhone see and control the PC screen . Look to
those if you already have VNC se rver s o~ware runnin g on your PC
(see find .pcworld.com/62803 for more on VNC). Oth erw ise. I like the
$30 LogMeln Ignition (find .pcworld.com/62842 ) for its easy setup and
interface with LogMein remote-access softw are.
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router's IP address is the same as the Default Gateway.
In the router-configuration page, look for a table of
attached-device IP addresses. (For a Belkin Nl Vision,
for example, it's in the DHCP Client List tab.) Enter
the NAS IP address into a new browser window. In the
NAS-configuration page, you have to enable the ITP
server. Consult your documentation; on a Buffalo
Link Station, I found the setting on the Network tab.
Back on the router page, configure it to reserve the
same address for the NAS drive. Many routers allow
you to view a table of connected devices and click a
button there to reserve the address. In my case, I
clicked Lan Set11p •lan Settings and set the Lease Tline
to ForeQcr. (Even with a dozen devices on my network
and occasional visitors, I have ample free addresses.)
Now you need to set port forwarding. On the Bel
kin router I used, port forwarding was under Fimuall•
Virtual ScrQcn . ITP forwarding is a common preset; I
selected FTP Scrocr from a drop-down menu and en
tered the NAS internal IP address . When an Internet
PC tries to make an ITP connection to the router's
IP address, the router will send it to the NAS device.
When you're outside your network, use the home
router's IP address to connect. Open Srart•My Newark
Places. S.elect Add a 11erworlcplace. Click Next, and select
C!tooscanother network locario11. Click Next. Enter the
home network's IP address, in the format "ftp://ftp.
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx ". Finish the rest of the wizard's set
tings, including your ITP log-in and password, which
you can configure on the NAS device. Note: You'll
be making these connections without any encryp
tion, so be careful about what you transmit.
»
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Get High-Def, Time
~ .Lapse Video From a
Lowly Point-and-Shoot!
1lme-lapse video can create beautiful
scenes that condense hours or days
into mere seconds. Shadows drift
across skyscrapers at sunset, the moon
rises and sets, and morning crowds
cross a street en masse .
You could speed up video footage for
similar results-but don't accept that
substitute. Camcorder scenes are limit
ed to the length of a full tape, and they
lack much of the aesthetic charm you

.
II.

can create with
a well-placed
still camera.
First, pick a subject and plah the shot.
Consider different scenarios: flowers
opening, ice melting, a construction
project rising. Such examples will look
fluid, but you might also consider scenes
without any beginning or ending, like
cars alternating at an intersection, chil
dren running in a playground, or a snow-

Induce aCold, Dead Cell Phone
Battery to Send One Last Text Message!
Since many ski and snowboard mountains are covered by mobile networks. your
phone can be a handy communications tool on the slopes. I like sending text mes
sages to coordinate plans with friends. If you forget to charge your handset and it
runs out of juice, you still may be able to revive it and send one last text.
Frigid weather reduces a battery's charge. If your phone shut itself off due to the
cold, warm it up. Pop off the battery and put it next to any warm part of your skin
(against your head, under your arm). Once the battery is warmer, try powering the
phone back up; it might have just enough juice for you to send a quick text.

Navigate Your
TiVoWith

5Quick
Tricks!
.. 1

08

Your TiVo hardware is full of
shortcuts-the 30-second commercial
skip is just the beginning. (But be sure
to enable that time-saver on your box;
see find.pcworld com/62779.) Remember
that changes you make through the re
mote should not affect your warranty,
but they may vanish after a restart or
after your DVR gets a software upgrade.
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You probably know to push the TIVo
button to vault to the home screen. The
next button you press, however, will lead
to other destinations. Push the TIVo but
ton again to jump to Now Playing. Press
the 2 to see the recording To Do List
Push the 8 to see TiVo's Suggestions.
You can flip through TiVo menu lists
one page at a time with the Channel Up/
Down button. Toggle between the be
ginning and the end of most lists with
the Advance button (the one with an
arrow pointing to a vertical line).
When surfing live TV, press Enter to
go to the previously viewed channel.
And to delete a recording from Now
Playing instantly, use Clear.

storm swirling outside your window.
You'll shoot each frame of the video,
so use some simple math to make a plan.
It's a bit involved, but worthwhile.
For smooth motion, aim to capture
30 frames per second. Think about how
long you want the final shot to last, and
factor in the length of the event. For
example, if you want a 10-se.c ond video
at 30 frames per second, you 'll need to
take 300 frames. 1f the real-world scene
lasts 20 minutes, divide 20 minutes
into 300 frames to get the shooting rate
(in this case one photo per 0 .066 min
ute). Multiply by 60 to turn that rate
into one photo every 4 seconds.
Many cameras have a time-lapse mode
that shoots automatically on an interval.
Alternatively, you can manually fire the
shutter yourself. Just be sure to mount
the camera on a tripod, and position it
out of the way of the action that you' re
photographing- you don' t ever want
to have to move your camera during
the process. To save effort later, set the
camera to shoot JPEGs at a resolution
of about 1024 by 768 pixels.
Import the digital images to your
computer, and store them in a single
folder. Next, download and run the free
PhotoLapse 3 (find .pcworld.com/62778),
which creates .avi movies from collec
tions of .jpg files. Select your folder, and
click LoadJilesfivm c11rrcnifalder. After
the app finishes, set the FPS (frame
rate) to 30, and click CreateMovie.
At the Video Compression prompt,
leave the setting at Full Frames (U11co111
prcssed) ff you ' re going to import the
video into an editing program. Other
wise, you can reduce the final file here.
Click OK. Depending on the number of
frames and their sizes, the process
could take a few minutes to complete.

You're now able to make free
phone calls via the Internet on
Apple s iPhone using a new
Skype application (see page 58
for our review) . But if you own
a second-generation iPod Touch,
you can also make free calls, even though
the Touch technically isn't a phone.
Skype's iPhone app will runction with
any second-gen Touch as long as you use a
set of headphones with a microphone built
into the earphone cord. {Unfortunately, the
original Touch has no audio-in capability.)
Other than that, you'll need just a Wi-Fi net
work. The application allows you to make
free calls to other Skype users and paid calls
to non-Skype users. I like Skype's ubiq uity
and audio quality, but it has competitors;
if you want to experiment, you might try
Truphone (www.truphone.com) instead.

,,
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Use Your Nintendo Wii
Remote Without the wm

com/62781. To write a script. select the GUI tab, click Choose
Manually. and pick a fu nction. Click Detect Input, and press a
button on the connected Wii Remote. Alterna tively you can click
Edit Manually. select Wiimote from the In put Device
menu. and then choose a function from the 'Part of
device, or a numeric value, or expression' menu.
•Create a cheap interactive whiteboard: You can
make a computer-interface whiteboard using your
PC, a projector. and a homemade light pen (a ball
point-pen case quickly hacked with an IR LED and
a battery). Johnny Chung Lee explains the pro
cess at find.pcworld.com/62782. Basically. you
build the pen. turn on Bluetooth (as described
earlier on this page), and connect the Wii Re
.....
mote to your PC. Next you install Lee's free util
ity and position the Wii Remote to point at you r
PC's display projected on a wa ll or a projector
screen. The Wii Remote can then fo llow how
you write with the LEDpen on the projection.
The pen also lets you manipulate the PC
interface on the "whiteboard."
»
••

Nintendo's Wii Remote contains some sophisticated
hardware. The accelerometers sense motion on
several axes, and the infrared camera sensors see
IR light and can interface with a PC in complicated
ways. Here are two nongame uses for the device, one
simple and one more advanced.
•PC control: The Wii Remote can be a general PC
input device. On your PC. download the free GlovePIE
application at find.pcworld.coml62780 and install it.
Open the Bluetooth control panel. click Add. and hold
the 1 and 2 buttons on the Wii Remote. Follow the on
screen commands to search for a new device. Select the
Wii Remote, and don't use a passkey. Release the 1 and 2
buttons only after completing the connection .
In GlovePIE. you use scripts. which translate controller
movements into PC commands. Click File ·Open. pick a
script. and click Run. You can get scripts at find .pcworld.
/
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The Most BellutifU Gfi [Jn The Room]
Adit Of The Conchol'ds

·2:51

.. Album
LIFTED or The S
LIFTCD or The S
UFTCDcrTheS

0 L\>dat• Au!omalicoly
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UFTCD

I Gel L)'b

l'odcasts

°' The S

Rado

'

\
I

>

STORf
'-.

Video

rTuit!s Sto<e

II

Soi1in,. Op!Jons

Yeoh-ohh...
looltrl!l round the fOOm .
I con lell ihat you
he lhe most beautlul gu1 in lhe...room .
In the whole wide room
Oooh.
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Put Song 11~ics in

'.

•

iTunes and oniPods! , ~1.

iTunes can display song lyrics for music files , but ir doesn' t automatically slurp in
that data in the same way as it does album art. To grab lyrics, download the free
iTunes Lyrics Importer (find.pcworld.com/62785). Close iTunes first, and then install
'and launch Lyrics Importer. iTunes will also open.
You can obtain lyrics for specific runes by selecting one or many songs and then
clicking the Gee Lyrics button. Preview the details if you want, and click Update.
You can also update your full library in one swoop, without verifying each track.
Select the iTunes window, and select all music by pressing <Ctrl>·A. In the iTunes
Lyrics Importer window, click the Update A11eomatically check box, and then olick
Get qrics. The utility w:ill churn througn your library, taking several seconds per
track (which can add up for big libraries) . Clic OK when it finishes .
The program stores the lyrics within the song file . To see them so you can sing
along, right-click a track, select Get bifo, and choose the Ly rics tab. On an iPod,
press the center button several times to cycle to the lyrics screen. On an iPhone or
an iPod Touch, just tap the screen while the device is playing the song.
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Make aGeneric MP3 Player Cooperate
'

i

With iTunes!
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Love iTunes but hate the iPod? The free iTunes Sync application (find.poworlcl.com/
62776) can connect most non-Apple media players (other than the Mi crosoft Zune) to
iTunes by taking advantage of the devices' mass-storage modes. The program will
work even with music phones that mount as a disk.
Download and install the tool. and then open iTunes. Attach your media player. Right·
click the iTunes Sync taskbar icon, and pick Configure MP3 Players. Click Add. Type a
name for your own reference, and navigate to the music folder in the second field.
Select an option in the iTunes Playlist menu; this is the playlist that the software will
sync. (Create a new one in iTunes first if necessary.) Click OK.
Right-click the iTu nes Sync taskbar icon again, and choose Synchronize MP3 Player.
Select the device 1n the drop-down menu if necessary. Otherwise, simply click Sync
MP3 Player. and the program will update your player's music files .
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use LongjEl posumres
for Crazy Camera Effects!
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·:y~~. Draw Messages With Light

·onLive Photographs!

If your digital camera offers a
manual shutter speed, you
can use LEDs Qight-emitting
diodes) to write messages in
a long exposure. The whim
sical results have more per
sonality than Photoshop
tricks, and you can share them
instantly from the camera.
Because LEDs shine very
brightly, yet in a concentrat
ed area, they work better for
this trick than other light
sources- such as ordinary
flashlights or a cell phone.
Use a small LED flashlight
or buy LEDs from Radio
Shack and attach theµi to
3-volt disc batteries. Mount your camera on a tripod or a
steady table, and set it for a long exposure. Play with the set
tings: I got good results at f/20, with exposure times of 20
seconds or more. If there isn't much ambient light, don t
worry about leaving the shutter open too long; those lengths
just give you more time to draw. While the shutter is open,
sketch through the air with the LEDs. You can even fire the
camera's flash-or shoot with another flash , such as on a dif
ferent camera- to illuminate people in the foreground .

Stop shooting pictures that all look the same. You can set a lon
ger shutter time to control a photograph's final look.
• Nature scenes: Try this
trick when you're shoot
ing a waterfall, an ocean
beach, or even rustling
leaves. Mount the cam
era on a tripod or set it
on a stable surface. Put it
in shutter-priority mode,
and try a time of about 2
to 5 seconds . (Shutter
priority is often abbrevi
ated with Tv-literally,
"time value"- or S on a
camera mode dial. Check your camera's manual.) Use a re
mote to press the shutter button to avoid shaking the cam
era, or rely on the self-timer feature. Water, leaves, and other
moving objects will gently blur together.
•People or animals In motion: In another trick, tty a handheld
shot of a moving person or animal with a slightly longer shut
ter speed than normal. If you can match the subject by pivot
ing qr walking alongside them the background will blur, as
shown in the photo, but the foreground will stay in focus.
Use shutter-priority mode again, and try a shutter speed of
about 1/20 of a second. Mix in a burst of the flash-even in
daylight-to further sharpen the foreground subject.
I
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Troubleshoot Your
Stereo With aDigital Camera!

"

You're mashing buttons on your remote control. but the ste
reo ignores you. You replace t he batteries. Still no action. So
w hich is mal functio ning: The
re mote contro l or the st ereo?
Bel ieve it or not, you r digita l
camera ca n tell you the answer.
Most models ca n see well into
the infrared spectrum. which is
the region w here your remote
control operates. To trouble
shoot, point your remote control
into your camera lens and then
pu sh some buttons.
Now look at the camera's LCD screen (not at the optical
viewfinder). If the remote works. you'll see a flashing light
where the remote's infrared emitter is.

- Dave Johnson
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This is a bare bones advertisement
for TriSpecs Eyewear.

Some companies spend their money on marketing and design
Some companies spend their money on marketing and technology

We thought, why not spend our money on technology and design?

This is a bare bones ad for a product which is anything but.
We spent our money on research and development; producing a great looking pair
of shades that let you wirelessly stream music from your phone or MP3 player and
make hands-free phone calls using Bluetooth'" technology.

Hear the difference for yourself...
A radically new noise cancellation system featuring TWO microphones.

To learn more visit our on line store at www.TriSpecs.com
Enter in the code PCW with purchase for a free gift, wbile supplies last.
All Rtghu. Reserved. Copyrigh1

e

2009 Trl5p;>cs Inc.

Retractable earbuds
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Traveling ? JFK, ATL, CLT

A color Laser

page. High-yield 5000-page black cartridges
are $93 (1.9 cents per page); 4000-page color
cartridges run $130 (3.2 cents per color per
page) , or 12 cents for a full-color page.
Even with clear instructions, replacing
toner cartridges is a chore. And since the
bays are not keyed , you might insert the
wrong color cartridge in the wrong bay.
The MFC-94SOCDN 's speed, features ,
economy, and minor shortcomings make it
well worth considering for a small office that
doesn't need high-quality color graphics.

multifunction device may seem like
a big investment, but it can greatly
improve your office's print output.
Need to make professional-looking
brochures or flyers in-house? Need
to scan documents for sending or
archiving? A laser MFP can do all
that-and toner cartridges are a bet

Brother MFC-9440CN

ter deal per page than most inkjet
cartridges. Read on as we appraise
our favorite color laser models.

Brother MFC-9450CDN
Pros: Fast; low cost; has autoduplexing
Cons: Pale, yellowish color prints:
color scans lack detail
One of two color laser MFPs from Brother
at the top of our chart, the MFC-9450CDN
adroitly juggles speed, features , print quali
ty, and desig:i . A fine choice for most small
offices , it is likely to disappoint you only if
you need sophisticated color imaging.
This S6SO unit printed perfect-looking
black-and-white text at 20.4 pages per min
ute, but its color graphics performance was
much slower at 4.9 ppm, and print quality
wasn' t great: On plain paper, test photos
looked washed-out and blurry; on special
paper with optimized settings , they had a
yellow cast and exhibited moire patterns.
Scans and copies were a bit dark at times .
Among the MFC-94SOCDN's pluses are an
automatic duplexer and a USB/PictBridge
port. A 250-sheet main input tray and a 50
sheet multipurpose tray augment the unit's
35-sheet automatic document feeder (ADF)
for scan and copy input. An optional 500
sheet paper tray costs S2SO. Buttons for fax ,
scan, and copy functions aren't grouped on
the control panel , but are clearly labeled.
Standard-size 2500-page black toner car
tridges cost $60 (2.4 cents per page) , and
1500-page color cartridges-cyan, magenta,
and yellow-cost $70 each (4. 7 cents per
color per page) , or 16.4 cents per four-color
74 I PCWORLD . COM
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THE BROTHER
MFC-9450CDN pro
duces beautiful text
pages fast; replacement
toner cartridges are very
reasonably priced.

THE BROTHER
MFC-9440CN Is best
suited for an office that
does lots of text printing
and occasional graphics.

Pros: Text prints quickly and looks great
Cons:Yellowish, grainy photos; hefty toner rack
Brother's $600 MFC-9440CN incorpo
rates some compromises in design and
print quality, but it's a solid MFP overall.
The unit excels at printing text, churning
out 20.6 ppm in our tests and displaying
flawlessly crisp, black letters. Its graphics
printing topped out at 4.8 ppm, with jaun
diced and grainy color images , while gray
scale images were bluish and dark. Copy
and scan quality were good overall .
The machine has a 250-sheet input tray
and a SO-sheet multipurpose tray, plus a
35-sheet ADP. The scanner unit sits so low
over the 150-sheet output tray that you have
to lift it for easy access. An optional 500
sheet input tray costs 5250. The driver can
step you through manual duplexing, but
no automated method is available.
Control-panel buttons are grouped by
function . A two-line monochrome LCD
shows the status and menu listings , and
you use the arrow buttons to navigate.
Like the MFC-94SOCDN, this unit ships
with a 2500-page standard-size black car
tridge and three 1500-page color cartridges.
It also uses the same high-yield replacement
cartridges. To change toner, you must lift
and pull hard on a handle to slide out a rack.
The setup guide offers detailed instruc
t ions and helpful illustrations. Brother pro
vides its own scan and fax utilities, as well
as voluminous documentation for the unit.
Mainstream office users probably won't
mind the MFC-9440CN's grainy photo
quality; people seeking finer results might
consider one of the Xerox units here .

HP Color LaserJet
CM2320nf
Pro s: Low sticker price; easy maintenance
Cons: Expensive black toner, inconsistent scans

HP's compact, well-designed Color Laser
Jet CM2320nf would be a good choice for a
small office with a light workload. Its main
drawback is its high-priced black toner.
TI1is $599 MFP carries a 250-sheer main in
put tray and a SO-sheer multipurpose tray;
a 550-sheer extra tray costs $150. The ADF
holds 50 sheets for copying or scanning. The

HP'S COLOR Laser

Jet CM2320nf Is hurt
by high black toner costs.

unit has no automatic duplexing, bur on
screen prompts walk you through the man
ual process. Buttons are clearly labeled and
grouped, and a 2.4-inch, rilrable color LCD
shows menu options and status messages.
In our rests , this MFP printed text pages
at a pedestrian 17 ppm and color gra phics
at 4.1 ppm. Text output was outstanding:
Ornate fonts stood our sharply even when
printed at small point sizes. Color prints
often look oversarurared, though flesh tones
were realistic; color scans varied in satura- »

1EiJ Brother MFC-9450CON
~ $650 NEW
fi nd.pcworld.com/62437

Brother MFC-9440CN
S600

find .pcworld.com/59859
HP Color LaserJet CM2320nf
S599 NEW

Ii nd.pcwor l d.com/62301

this model a good small-office dea l, assuming
that your color needs are basic.

• Tested speed: 20.4 ppm textJ
4.9 ppm graphics

• 2400-by·BOO ·dpi maximum true

• Tex! quality: Superior

• 21ppm1ex1

Thou gh it offers margina l quality for photo

•Graphics quality: Fair

• 21 ppm graphics

prints. this efficient printer is a solid choice

•Tes l ed speed: 20.6 ppm textJ

• 2400-by-600·dpi max imum true

fo radding a little color to work documents.

4.8 ppm graphics

co lor resolution

color resolution

•Text quality: Superior

• 21 ppm !ext

The low-hassle design is nice; bu! if you print

•Graphics quality: Good

• 21 ppm graphics

•Tested speed: 17 ppm text/
4.t ppm graphics

• 600·by·600·dpl maximum !rue

a lot, you should look for a model with
chenperbl ack ton er.

•Text quality:Superior

co lorresolution

Dell Multifunction Color Laser
Printer 3115cn

•Graphic s quality: Fair

• 31ppm l ex !
• 17 ppm graphics

strengths, l argely making up for Its subpar

$899

• Tested speed: 24.2 ppm textJ

• 600·by·BOO -dpl maximum !rue

photos and de sign quirks.

find.pcworld .com/59860
Xerox Phaser 612BMFP
$599 NEW

fin d.pcworld.com/62455
Xerox Phaser 6180MFP
$999

find .pcworld.comJ59861
Konica Minolta
Magicolor 4695MF
S1299 NEW

fi nd.pcworld.com/62440
Lexmark X543dn
S599 NEW

find .pcworld.com/62436
Ricoh Aficio SP C232SF
S799 NEW

5.4 ppm graphics
•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed: 12.9 ppm textJ
3.5 ppm graphics
•Tex t quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed: 28.3 ppm iextJ

1. 7 ppm graphics
•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed: 20.9 ppm text/
3.4 ppm graphics

The print quality !hat this MFP sustains is

• 600·by·600·dpi max imum true
color resolution

set Is somewhat limited.

• 31 ppm texl

Thi shigh·end unit offers good performance

• 20 ppm graphics
• 600·by·600·dpi maxi mum !rue

not suitable for the budget-conscious.

• 25ppm !ext
• 25 ppm graphics
• 9BOO·by-600-dpl ma ximum tru e

Oki Printing Solutions C3530n

•Tex t quoll!y: Very Good
• Graphics quality: Fai r
•Tested speed: 20.3 ppm !extJ
4.5 ppm graphics

and features. but its pr ice tag means that it's

This !anklike multifunction printer can take a
beating, but Li's rough around the edges, espe·
cially when used to handle scanning.

color resolution

• 21 ppm graphics
• 1200·by·1200·d pl max imum !rue

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Good

gre o!, bu! toner is ex pensive, and the fea ture

color reso lu tion

• 21 ppm text

•Te.sled speed: 16.8 ppm 1ex!J
2.8 ppm graphics

find .pcworld.com/59863

• 18 ppm text
• 12 ppm graphics

•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tesled speed: 19.4 ppm tex t/

find .pcworld.com/62438

$599

color resolution

•Text quality: Very Good

2.7 ppm graphics

Speed and expandability are this model's

"" ·nark's color laser MFP performs pretty
well for !he most par!. but its high ton er costs

are an ongoing drawback.

color resolut ion
• 21 ppm lex!
• 21 ppm graphics
• 2400·by·600·dpl maximum true

Des pite so·so speed and less·than·great
output quality, th is average·priced MFP win s
on desig nand consumables costs.

color resolution
• 20ppm text

An office with low-volume print needs may·

• 16 ppm graphics
• l200·by·l200·dpi maximum true

tolerate the pricey ton er. but this MFP's
design could be a lot better.

color resolu tion

CHART NOTES: Prices are as of 4/6/09. ppm • pages per minu!e; dpi • do!s per inch. FOOTNOTE:' Vendor-supplied specifica tion s.
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Xerox Phaser 6128MFP

tion, and scans and copies of monochrome
graphics struggled with fine details.
Black toner costs $123 for a 3SOO-page
cartridge (3. S cents per page). Each 2800
page color cartridge costs $121 (4.3 cents
per page) , so a typical four-color page costs
16.S cents. And since the MFP ships with
1200-page starter cartridges , you'll need to
buy replacements sooner rather than later.
The HP Color LaserJet CM2320nf could
fit well in a small office with relatively light
printing and copying requirements.

Pros: High print quality: competitive price
Cons: Very slow at printing text ; pricey toner

Dell Multifunction Color
Laser Printer 3115cn
Pros: Fa st; very crisp text printing; good stan
dard paper handling and options

Cons: Expensive; photos lcok oversaturated
Priced at $899, this model costs $100 less
than the similar Xerox Phaser 61 SOMFP.
Though it delivers on speed and features,
its design and print quality fall a bit short.
The 311 Sen printed text pages at a swift
2'1.2 ppm, and it produced finely drawn let
terforms. Its graphics speed of S.4 ppm
was first-rate, too . Unfortunately, photos
appea red oversaturated and dark. Copy and
sca n quality were quite good overall.
Tall (nearly 29 inches with the scanner
closed) and bulky, the 311 Sen has a gener
ous standard feature set and room to grow.
Co mplementing the 2SO-s heet input tray
and 1 SO-sheet multipurpose tray is a 2SO
sheet output tray. Even the SO-sheet ADF is
roomy. Options include a SSO-sheet input
tray ($229) and a duplexer ($199).
Navigation buttons on the control panel
move through menus shown on the four
line monochrome LCD , but you can't scroll
forward to the beginning of the main menu .
The toner cartridges are easy to insert and
remove, but to reach them you must open a
large panel (to reveal the multipurpose tray)
and an even larger panel behind that one.
High-capacity, 8000-page toner cartridges
cost $110 for black (1.4 cents per page) and
$21S for eac h color (2.7 cents per page per
color) . The unit comes with a SOOO-page
black cartridge and 4000-page color ones.
\Veil designed for a busy small office, this
Dell MFP is a solid buy in most ways.
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THE DELL
Multifunction Color
Laser printed graphics
faster than any other
MFP on our chart.

XEROX'S PHASER
6128MFP produced

This MFP will appeal to low-volume users
who have exacting color needs. It sells for
SS99 and produces high-quality output.
but slowly and at a high consumables cost.
The Phaser 6128MFP produced attractive
scans and copies. Anything that used black
toner alone looked great: Printed text and
line art were perfectly formed, and a black
and-white photo showed depth and good
shading. Color images were accurate, with
realistic textures , contours, and details .
But when printing a straight edge in color
the side of a photograph or just a plain bar
of color-our unit made the edge wavy.
Xerox advised us to run a series of recali
brations, which did reduce the problem .
In our speed tests, the impressively quiet
Phaser 6128MFP managed 12.9 ppm for
text and 3.S ppm for graphics. Copy and
scan speeds were slower than average, too.
The main paper tray is limited (2SO-sheet
capacity) and feels slightly flimsy when ex
tended for legal paper. Instead of a multi
purpose tray, you get a manual-feed slot.
Duplexing is manual, too. The ADF can hold
up to 3S pages for copying or scanning.
The control panel has a four-line mono
chrome LCD, but buttons aren't segregat
ed by function . 111e toner cartridges come
out in a single, weighty stack that you must
lift over the exposed transfer belt.
The Phaser 6128MFP ships with rather
puny, 1000-page starter cartridges for black
and colors. A 3100-page black replacement
cartridge costs $100 (3.2 cents per page) ,
and the 2500-page color cartridges cost
$110 each (4.4 cents per color per page), so
a four-color page costs about 16.4 cents .
No color laser MFP in this model 's price
range can match its excellent output and
quiet operation , but its tone r is expensive.

clean, crisp text and
beautiful graphics, but at

Xerox Phaser 6180MFP

a rather slow pace.

Pros: Very fast text printing; good print quality
Cons: Expensive; slow at printing graphics

Xerox 's Phase r 6180MFP beats the simi
lar Dell Multifunction Color Laser Printer
31 1 Sen in overall design, text printing speed,
and graphics quality. On the other hand, it

also costs more to purchase and maintain.
The Phaser 6180MFP 's text speed in our
tests was a blistering 28.3 ppm, and the re
sults were lovely: deep blac k and precise.
The unit also copies and scans quickly, with
very nice output. On a high-resolution
color photo, this MFP pri nted at just 1.7
ppm-but the output was excellent: Colors
remained fairly true, and backgro und pat
terns (which often develop when a laser
tries to mix colors) were fa irly unobtrusive.
The MFP packs a 250-s heet input tray, a
300-s heet output tray, a 150-sheet multi
purpose tray, and a SO-sheet ADF. A 550
shcet optional tray ($499) includes a pedes
tal base so the entire assemblage can stand
on the floor. A duplexer costs $199 more.
111c layo ut and the control panel generally
make sense. A four-line monochrome LCD
shows toner levels, menu items, and status.
The Phaser 6180MFP's standard-size 3000
pagc black cartridge and 2000-page color
ones cost $90 apiece, or about 3 cents per
page for black and 4.5 cents per page for
each co lo r. A higher-yield 8000-page black
cartridge costs $190 (2. 3 cents per page);
6000-page color cartridges cost $186 each
(3 .3 cents per page per co lor).
The Phaser 6180MFP is well-designed but
has a rew shortcomings. Its best fit would
be with an office that needs to ge nerate a
moderate vo lume of high-quali ty graphics.

THE XEROX Phaser
6180MFP printed text
pages twice as fast as its
sibling, the Phaser
6128MFP, but graphics
pages much more slowly.

Lexmark X543dn

Konica Minolta
Magicolor 4695MF
Pros: Nice print quality; built for heavy use

Cons: Expensive; some awkward design ele
ments; Scanner st ruggles with some images

111e ex pandable but expensive ($1299)
Magicolor 4695MF is built for high-volume
use. The unit occupies roughly 2 cu bic feet
of space and weighs over 120 pounds. Its
protruding 250-sheet output tray increases
the unit's footprint, as does the 100-sheet
multipurpose tray. The main paper tray
holds 250 sheets of standard-size paper; an
optional 500-sheet paper tray ($299)
accepts both letter- and legal-size paper.
In our tests, the Magico lor 4695MF print
ed at 20.9 ppm (text) and 3.4 ppm (graph
ics). Per Konica Minolta, we used the Post-

Script driver; the Printer Control Language
(PCL) driver might yield speedier results.
Output quality was very good except for
scans. Black text was crisp but lacked deli
cacy. Color prints looked realistic-slightly
pinkish on fl esh tones, slightly yellowish
otherwise. Copies looked fine . Scans came
out speedily, but the images ' colors (es pe
cially flesh tones) looked strangely murky.
111e Magicolor 4695MF's printed guide
to hardware installation mixes wordless,
sometimes puzzling illustrations with a few
written instructions. The rest of the docu
mentation is thorough and well done.
Konica Minolta is generous with toner.
The starter sizes promise 3000 pages each,
and replacements are chea p: 4000-page car
tridges cost $90 for black (2 .2 cents per
page) and $130 for each color (3.2 cents
per color per page) . High-yield, 8000-page
supplies cost $109 for black (1.4 cents per
page) and $169 for each color (2 .7 cents
per color per page) . A fo ur-co lor page costs
12 cents with standard-size toner cartridg
es or just 8.4 cents with high-yield sizes .
111e Konica Minolta Magicolor 4695MF
goes big in price, size, expandability, and
toner savings. If you have the money, the
need, and the space, it's worth a look.

KONICA MINOLTA'S
Magicolor 4695MF
i s big and expensive, but
well designed for the
needs of a busy office.

Pros: Low purchase pri ce ; has an autoduplexer
Cons: Pricey toner; ca rtoonish scanner output
Lexmark's color laser MFP offers budgct
strappcd small offices or workgroups a few
nice fcatmes at a tempting starting price
($599) . Unfo rt unately, its expensive toner
makes it suitable for light-volume use only.
Pluses include an intuitive control panel,
automatic two-sided printing, and a versa
ti le main input tray that holds 250 sheets
of letter- or legal-size plain paper, or heavier
stock. A single-sheet manual feed slot occu
pies the bottom of the main paper tray.
Lexmark sells a combination 550-sheet
input tray and 100-s heet multipurpose
feeder as a $199 option. The standard 150
shcet output tray is a vertical plastic paper
catch that hooks onto the back of the unit
and snaps off when touched lightly.
In our tests, the X543dn's strongest suit
was its print quality. Plain, black text was »
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legible but lacked refinement in narrower
lines and curves. Color images were gener
ally good, though Lexmark's own photo
paper yielded a grainy, orange-tinged image.
Text pages exited at a rate of 19.4 ppm,
while graphics crawled at just 2.7 ppm. 1he
X543dn was especially slow to complete
our scan tests, and its scan output lacked
sharpness , depth, and color complexity.
1he X543dn 's toner prices are steep.
High-yield, return-program toner is $70 for
a 2500-page black cartridge (2.8 cents per
page) and $83 for a 2000-page color car
tridge (4.2 cents per color per page), for a
four-color page cost of 15.3 cents. Stan
dard replacement cartridges cost even more:
4.5 cents per page for black text and 22.2
cents per page for four-color output.
Lexmark's X543dn has a low enough
price to appeal to small offices and work
groups. But beware of its toner costs.

THE LEXMARK
X543dn did a nice job
wi th text pages; its low
purchase price Is undone
by high toner costs.

Cons: Slow; pricey

I PCWORLO.COM
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fast; very inexpensive to buy
controls; extremely costly toner
Oki's C3530n juggles the same res ponsi
bilities as its competitors do, but it drops
more of the balls. It has a low sticker price
but expens ive consumables. It prints fairly
quickly, bu t with subpar print qu ality. Its
construction didn't impress us much , either.
The control buttons lack word labels, in
stead depending on potentially ambiguous
ico ns . Few cues help you navigate the
menus via the monochrome five-line LCD.
The design has other Iimitations, too. 'TI1e
250-sheet main input tray feels flimsy, and
the tray in our unit squeaked horribly when
we moved it. No additional input trays are
available, nor is duplexing. The 50-s heet
ADF is roomy, however, and has a clever,
sealed feeder mechanism that may reduce
the risk of a jam on the scanner platen.
A 1500-page black cartridge and three
1000-pagc co lor cartridges ship with the
MFP . Oki charges $49 for a black rep lace
ment cartridge (3.2 cents per page) and S57
for each color (5 . 7 cents per page). A 2500
page black cartridge costs $70 (2 .8 cents
per page); 2000-page color cartridges cost
$100 (5 cents per page) each.
In our lab tests , the C3530n printed text
pages at 20.3 ppm, and gra phics at 4.5 ppm.
All of the o utput suffered from distracting
ly shiny toner. Text output looked pretty
good anyway, but photos printed on either
plain or special paper seemed dark and
slightly grainy. Scanned images suffered
from a foggy cast; copies looked faint.
The C3530n's hidden consumables costs
make it less of a bargain than it seems. •

Cons: Confusing

Pros: Economical
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Oki C3530n
Pros; Reasonably

Ricoh Aficio SP C232SF
high-yield toner; easy setup
standard -size black toner;
grainy color prints; variable scan quality
Ricoh 's MFP isn 't notab ly fast or skillful ,
and its price ($799) is fairly hi gh. But this
no-hass le unit is inexpensive to run.
The Aficio SP C232S F ships with skimpy,
1000-page black and color ton er cartridges;
but a high-yield , 6500-page black replace
ment cartridge is $126 (1.9 cents per page) ,
and 6000-page color su pplies cost $163
ap iece (2.7 cents per color per page). That
brings the price of a four-color page to a
dirt-cheap 10.1 cents . For standard-size,
2500-page toner supplies, black costs $83.50
(3.3 cents per page) , but each color costs
$108.50 (4. 3 cents per color per page). A
four-color page would cost 16.4 cents.
The Aficio SP C232SF's control panel is un
cluttered and easy to understand. The toner
cartridges occupy the center of the unit (ac
cessible through the o utput tray), and each
cartridge slot is keyed by co lor. The scanner
unit slides back a bit to make pulling print
ed pages from the o utput tray easier.
'TI1e automatic duplexer is a great feature.
But the 250-sheet main input tray flexes a
bit; has hard-to-read, sta mped-pl as tic in
structions; and offers only a manual feed

slot (no multipurpose tray). You can buy
an additional 500-sheet input for $149.
In our tests , the SP C232SF printed text
at 16.8 ppm and graphics at 2.8 ppm. Scan
and copy speeds were below average, too .
Printed text wasn't especially crisp; and
color prints so metimes showed graininess
or moire patterns . Black-and-white images
tended to look dark. Scans and copies had
better color accuracy than precision, too.
What this color laser MFP lacks in pizzazz,
it makes up for in design and economy.

RICOH'S AFICIO SP
C232SF has an auto
matic duplexer, a friendly
design, and moderate
consumables costs.

OKl'S C3530n has a
low sticker price but uses
relatively small (and
costly) toner cartridges.

RESTAURANT PRO EXPRESS,.
Point of Sale System for Restaurants

More Profit! •More Sales! •More Customers!
Save Time, Reduce Theft1 Speed Checkout, Increase Accuracy,
Reduce Costs, Make Better Business Decisions~ by Computerizing your Restaurant
The #1 Rated Restaurant Point of-sale
• Fine Dining, Table Service
• Quick Service, Fast Food
•Delivery,Takeout, Drive-Thru
• Cafeterias, Hotels, Gift Shops &:Retall Stores
• Rat~d # 1 for Ease of Use
• Rated # 1 for Restaurant Features
• Single or multi-user
• One restaurant or multiple restaurants

• Credit card authorization in 2-3 seconds
• Gift Cards &.Loyalty Cards
• Track your inventory and customers
• Detailed Sales Reports
• Rated # 1 in Customer· ~eryice
• FAST and EASY order-taking

~·· -

All-In-One Terminals~
_ _ ___, Posiflex, IBM

Touch Screen Monitors $489
ELO Flat Panel!..CRT

Credit & Debit _Card Processing $349
PC Charge
Credit Card Readers, Pin Pads, Signature Pads
Unltech, MagTek,Verifone, Topaz, HHP

~

Restaurant Pro EXpress sottWare-for Win"dows $ 795
Replace your Cash Register with Restaurant Pro Express In any type of restaurant With over 1,000 otthe.most desired
r~~taurant point of·sale features-, R_!!stauran!_Pro Express will help yo~ compete in a difficult restaurant env_ironment
by controlling your costs, reducing errors,.increaslng efficiency, increasing your profits and increasing your sales.
RestaurantPro Express provides fastercheckout, table seating, split checks, tip tracking, unlimited menu· items and
moQifiers, and THE FASTEST, MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO SERVICE YOUR CUSTOM_ERS.

Pocket HD Camcorders:

BY TIM MOYNIHAN AND NICK MEDIATI • PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT CARDIN

Pure Digital's Flip was a breakthrough product, but now
it has company. We tested four other YouTube-friendly
pocket camcorders-from Creative, Kodak, and Sony
against the Flip, and found a new champion.
>>
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They may be tiny, but pocket
camcorders are a gigantic force to be reck
oned w ith , thanks to the rapid growth in
popularity of Pure Oigital's Flip line of
video cameras. Nearly 1 million Flip cams
were sold in 2007, accord ing to IDC Re
search, and an NPD Research report
named Pure Digital's Flip Ultra the top
selling camcorder in the country last June.
Big-name companies are taking notice-Cisco ac
quired Pure Digital for $590 million in stock in March,
and major players are trotting out small , cell-phone
size pocket camcorders to chip away at the Flip's
PURE DIGITAL'S PIONEERING Flip MlnoHD is stlll great f or m any.
t hrone, armed with the same dead-s imple operation,
easy sharing features , and cross-generational appeal as
Pure Digital's pioneering moviemaking device .
camera (see our camcorder buying guide on page 54). But
These ultra portable camcorders make uploading and shar
you don ' t have to read a manual to use one, and all are built
ing videos very simple, usually with flip-out USB connectors
for quick-and-easy video sharing, are in the S200 price range,
and on-board sofrware. Though the clips lose a lot of quality
and are small enough to tuck into a bag, pocket, or purse.
once uploaded to the Web, the pocket camcorders tested
So can any of them beat the Flip Mino HD at its own game?
here are all high-definition models. That gives you greater
We tested competing high-definition pocket camcorders
flexib ility with the source video- you can choose to view it
from Creative Labs, Kodak, and Sony against the Flip to see
on an HDTV or upload it to an HD-friendly Web service.
which offered the best video quality, the most cinematic
None of these models can replace a full-on , $1000 HD video
footage, the nicest feature set, and the most colorful clips .

Pocket Camcorders: Creative's Vada HD Is King
MODEL

PCWRatlng

•

Creative Vado HD
S230
find.pcworld.com/62819

2

3

Pure Digital Flip MlnoHD
S230
find.pcwortd.com/62816

,,

Sony Webbie HD MHS-PMl
S170
find.pcworld .com/62821

Kodak Zxl Pocket Video Came ra
$150
find.pcworld.com/62823

CHART NOTE: Prices and ratingsare as of 4n7/09.
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• Low·light video: Fair
• Audio: Fair

Key specifications
• BGe flash drive
• Integrated use connector
• HO MI-out

Bottom line
, I t

I

1

footage we've seen: its microphone and low·lighl
performance are weak spots. however.

VERYGOOO

Kodak Zi6 Pocket Video Camera
4 Sl80
·. ffnd.pcworld.com/62822

5

89
88
83
83
82

Performance

•Video quallty, Ve_ry'GoC?d
• Low'llght vl_ ~·eo;: !iui>e.rlor
• Audio: Good

• 4Ge flash drive
' ~Integrated use connector
. • No replaceable battery

For cinematic video, low-light performance,
and.absol,ute ease of use. the ploneellng Flip
MlnoHD is still the one to beat.

VERYGOOO
• Video quality: Good
• Low-light video: Fair
• Audio: Very Good

• Memory Stick ca rd

• Separate use cable
• Swiveling lens

The sexy Webbie HO has great features, but til e
microphone can be oversensitive to move ment.
and its low-light video disappoints.

VERYGOOO
•Video quality: Good
• Low·Ught video: Good
• Audfo: Superior

• SOHCcard
• Integrated USB connector
• 30·fps and SU-fps
frame·rate modes

Agreat microphone and solid frame-rate
options partly make up for the 2i9's tendency to
oversaturate colors in its footage.

• Video quality: Good

• SOHCca rd
•Separate use cable
• 30·fps and 60·fps
frame· rate modes

The rugged Zxl comes with useful accessories
and is the best option for outdoorsy types. but
the subpar microphone is a drawback.

VERYGOOO

VERYGOOO

• Low·light video: Good
• Audio: Poor

In video quality, the Creative Vacio HD outshone the com
petition, and its wider-angle lens is a great touch; but its
microphone is one of the weakest. Flip's MinoHD is a great
low-light performer and captures filmlike footage, albeit with a
yellow tint; its rigid flip-out connector may not play well
with your PC's USB-port arrangement. Sony's Webbie HD
MHS-PMl has the best feature set-for a great price, too
but its video quality is middling. Kodak's Zi6 and Zxl offer
the best frame-rate options, but the Zi6 ofcen produced
oversaturated colors, and the Zxl has a weak microphone .
Visit find.pcworld .com/62854 to see side-by-side clips from
each camcorder to gauge each one's performance for yourself.

Best Video Quality: Creative Vada HD
Creative Labs' Vado HD, a $230 pocket camcorder that re
cords 720p high-def video, earns our Best Buy award thanks
chiefly to its solid video quality and wide
angle lens. The design may be somewhat
pedestrian, but this camera has a lot to like.
It's just a hair larger than the Flip MinoHD,
and the 2-inch-diagonal display does a
great job of previewing video , though
images can be a bit hard to see in sunlight.
The killer feature is the Vado HD's wide
angle lens. It captures more of.the scene
than the lenses of the other pocket cam
corders we evaluated for this roundup, and
its white balance avoids a yellow tint. In
well-lit scenes, the Vado HD handles mov
ing between different lighting conditions
nicely, ad justing in less than a second.
The Vado HD 's low-light performance,
though, was among the worst of the group;
and, like most of its competition, it has a
cho ppy, unremarkable 2X digital zoom.
But, like the Kodak Zxl , the unit can out
put directly to an HD1V via HDMl-it
comes with an HDMI cable (no RCA cable,
however). It has an integrated USB connec
tor for offioading footage and recharging.
Seven buttons control recording and playback; they're all
physical buttons, unlike the Flip MinoHD's touch-sensitive
controls . The four-way rocker button can be unresponsive.
The Vado HD records AVl video using the H.264 codec.
The camcorder works with Windows XP and Vista, and with
Mac OS X 10.4.11 or later. The integrated SGB of storage
holds up to 2 hours of 720p high-def video in HD+ mode (a
higher bit rate) , up to 4 hours of footage in HD mode (still
720p video , but at a lower bit rate) , and up to 8 hours of
standard-definition VGA (640 by 480 resolution) video.
While t he 2-hour battery life is a bit short considering the
Vado HD 's recording capacity, the battery is user-replaceable.
Creative bundles its VadoCentral application for transfer

ring and managing your videos , but the software is only for
Windows . Mac users must drag videos off the camcorder and
onto a hard drive manually, and must download a codec pack
for Quicklime to actually watch videos in AVI form at.
Offering best-in-show video quality, a user-replaceable bat
tery, and other niceties, the Vado HD is our top pick.

Best Low-Light Video: Pure Digital Flip MinoHD
111e $230 Flip MinoHD shoots 720p-resolution HD video. A
"shortcoming" is that colors are a bit subdued and washed
out, with a noticeable yellowish tint, but clips shot with the
Flip MinoHD do have a film like quality. The camcorder also
captured the smoothest footage we saw in this roundup , and
its low-light performance was at the head of the pack.
Using the MinoHD is ridiculously simple. Seven buttons
control it: Record, Play/ Pause, Delete Video , Volume up/

HO, with tQp video quality, is our new leader In pocket camcorders.

Zoom in, Volume down/Zoom out, Previous, and Next.
Except for Record , the buttons aren't really "buttons" but
touch-sensitive divots that can sometimes be too easy to
press accidentally. Luckily, you can lock the keys to prevent
accidental navigation. Also on board: integrated speakers, a
tripod mount, and a 1.5-inch display (the smallest here).
Because of that small screen, the MinoHD is the most com
pact model in this batch: 4 inches tall by 2 inches wide by
0.62 inches thick. Its plastic shell is a fingerprint magnet and
may be prone to scratches, but Pu re Digital includes a sofc
microfiber pouch . The camcorder comes in glossy black, and
you can create your own custom design at the Flip Web site.
111e Flip is called that for a reason: Flip a slider on the
»
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u nit's side, and out pops the USB connec
tor, switchblade-sty le . The connector is for
charging the battery and offloadi ng clips to
your PC. That can be a very convenient
touch, but the layout of the USB ports on
some compute rs may fo il those uses a bit.
Because the flip-out USB connector is a
rigid , hard-plastic piece, it works best with
laptops that have horizonta l USB ports on
their sides . Otherwise, t he camera can dan
gle awkwardly off the computer when con
nected, or it may block other ports.
Additionally, the MinoHD can output to a
television; it comes with a cable for linking
to a lV's composite video and audio jacks.
lhe Flip Mino HD stores up to 4GB of
video, which is enough for abo ut 1 hour of
recording. It has no media card slot, so you
can 't add more storage. The lithium ion bat
tery will power about 2 hours of use, ac
SONY'S WEBBIE HD MHS-PMl offers a well-rounded assortment of features.
cording to Pure Digital. (Unfortunately,
users can' t rep lace the battery themselves .)
lhe camcorder handles low-light and indoor situations well,
we sometimes had trouble launching it in our informal tests.
For Inte l-based mac hines, updating the video drivers to t he
shooting smooth video. But, as wit h other pocket units, its
latest ve rsions (at find.pcworld.com/62825) should fix the prob
2X zoom is weak, sometimes jumping between zoom points.
The Mino HD comes bundled with Fli pShare, an app for
lems. You can also drag and drop videos from your Fli p to
managing clips, making basic edits, and transferring videos to
your hard drive without using FlipShare at all.
your computer; plugging the camera into your Windows or
For a simple interface, good low-light performance , and
Mac OS X machine launches FlipShare automatically.
smooth , cinematic footage , the nod goes to the Flip MinoHD.
When it works , the FlipShare software is easy to use , but
If you like to tweak settings as you shoot, look elsewhere.

They Call This High-Def? When Small Means Less
NOT ALL HD footage is created equal. High-definition pocket cam
corders make compromises in video quality to shrink the cameras'
cost and size. Here's a rundown of the major limitations.
Lower-quality lenses: Tiny, simple lenses grab less light and
provide less light control than lenses on bigger HD camcorders.
Tiny imaging chips: Light gathered by the lens hits a single. tiny
(typically 1/4.5-inch) CMOS chip that packs many photosite sen
sors into a small area. Bigger HD camcorders usually have bigger
and/or multiple imaging chips. On pocket HD camcorders. fewer
photons hit each photosite sensor, resulting in compromised imag
es in low-light situations and other tricky conditions.
Fewer pixels: Pocket HD camcorders typically generate 1280
by-720-pixel images; the Sony Webbie HD can create 1440-by
1080-pixel images. Full-size HD models can capture 1920-by-1080
pixel footage, and those higher-resolution source images generate
better final images, even when delivered at lower resolutions.
Weaker image processing: Bigger camcorders are built with
intricate image-processing systems to control colors, reduce
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noise. and improve image quality under varying lighting conditions.
The image processors in pocket HD camcorders, on the other
hand. come with much more limited processing power.
More (and coarser) compression: Creating great-looking video
with the H.264 codec requires more processing and a higher bit
rate than minicamcorders can provide; most pocketable models
compress video at about a 9-MBps bit rate. Larger HD camcorders
use AVCHD compression (also a form of H.264), which provides
better. lighter compression. Their bit rates (and file sizes) can be
two to three times those of pocket HD camcorders.
Tough shooting conditions: The more complex the scene, the
greater the difference in image quality between pocketable and
full-size HD camcorders. Pocket models struggle to create good
video in conditions of low light. high contrast, and fast or extensive
motion (including motion that is introduced by unsteady hands).
When recording a well-lit scene without too much contrast or
movement. however, pocket HD camcorders generate decent video.

-Jim Faley

Best Feature Set: Sony Webbie HD MHS-PMl
The flashy, well-priced Sony Webbie HD MHS-PMl ($170)
may resemble a teen-oriented toy, but don' t let its basic
looks and controls fool you. For a pocket camcorder, the
\Vebbie has the most well-rounded feature set we've seen .
The PMl 's collection of features is head and shoulders above
the competition (aside from its slightly larger cousin, the
Webbie HD MHS-CMl, which adds a 5X optical zoom lens
for $30 more), and it sells at a recession-friendly price-both
the Flip MinoHD and the Creative Vado HD cost $60 more.
The Webbie HD MHS-PMl offers five different shooting
modes (Auto, Backlight, Low-Light, Sports , and Landscape).
You can choose from three resolution settings: VGA, 720p,
and 1440 by 1080, all in MPEG-4 format with the H.264 codec.
It also shoots decent 5-megapixel stills, complete with a self
timer and an on-screen histogram.
The unit's standard features-a choppy 2X digital zoom, a
rechargeable lithium ion battery, and a tripod mount-match
the competition's. The nifty swiveling lens is a nice touch.
The \Vebbie HD does have its drawbacks: It lacks an inte
grated USB connector (you must attach the included USB
cable to transfer clips to your computer) . Its low-light perfor
mance was among the worst of the pocket camcorders we
tested. Footage is very bright, but colors seem more muted
than they d.o with the Creative Vado HD and the Kodak Zi6,
and it lacks the cinematic look of the MinoHD's video .

You must remove the battery to charge it, and you must
buy, separately, Sony's proprietary Memory Stick card to
store footage (the PMl has no on-board storage). Its small
navigation joystick may be too tiny for some people.
The Webbie HD's microphone is sensitive almost to a fault:
It's excellent when the camcorder is on a tripod or held still,
but moving your hand on the chassis creates loud noises in
your recording. On the plus side , the microphone does a
great job at picking up audio from a distance .
Besides the upload-to-YouTube option, you can output
your footage directly from the Webbie HD to an HDTV. Flip
ping up a cover on the side reveals the USB port, a compo
nent A/V port for connecting the camcorder to an HDTV
(you can switch between NTSC and PAL output in the cam
era's menus, as well), and a DC power port.
Operating the camera is simple. Rotating the 270-degree
swivel lens turns the camcorder on (a dedicated power but
ton is on the side, also). Buttons for accessing the menu and
camcorder settings sit beneath the power button.
The 1.8-inch LCD screen on the back of the Webbie HD
looks great, but as with every pocket camcorder, footage ap
pears much better on the LCD than it does on your PC or on
YouTube. The LCD is larger than the Flip MinoHD's 1.5-inch
screen, and a bit smaller than the Vado HD's 2-inch screen.
The included Picture Motion Browser software-installed
via CD-is an XP- and Vista-only application; you can, how
ever, drag and drop video and image
files from the Webbie HD to a Mac.
The Sony \Vebbie HD MHS-PMl is,
Kodak
on paper, the most
versatile of these
pocket camcorders,
but we were disap
pointed in its low
light mode. Still, for a good price you
get nice control over your footage,
decent still-photo quality, a swiveling
lens, and even some fashionable looks.

•
•

Best Microphone: Kodak Zi6

KODAK'S ZIG HAS three video modes: It also provtdes the best audio reconHn_g In this group.

The Zi6 offers a flip-out USB connec
tor, dead-easy controls, and relatively
good video quality. A few extra tricks,
namely the best audio recording of
the bunch, an ability to toggle between
macro and landscape modes, three
video frame-ra te settings, a still-photo
mode, and the biggest LCD screen of
the group, give it a mark of distinction.
The three video modes all record as
H.264 .mov files. You can choose a
60-frames-per-second HD mode
»
(720p), a 30-fps HD mode (also
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720p) , or a standard-definition VGA mode that takes lower
resolution clips with a smaller file size. In still mode, the Zi6
captures 3-megapixel images with its CMOS sensor.
The Zi6 is slightly bigger than the other camcorders re
viewed here, but it is still pocketable. Though its body is all
plastic, it feels durable in the hand. All the ports, covers, and
doors on the device mean that it could be a bit more suscep
tible to damage when it's dropped, however.
In tests the Zi6 produced vibrant colors, but sometimes they
were oversaturated and the clips looked dark. White balance
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was olf, with a bluish hue cast over some white backgrounds.
Noise was visible when the player window was maximized .
In landscape-mode shooting with the Zi6, subjects closer
to the lens appeared a bit blurrier and more out-of-focus than
they were with the Flip MinoHD . Switching to macro mode
helped somewhat . But the Zi6 didn' t have the cleanest focus
for subjects situated between macro range and a few feet away.
Switching to 60 fps in HD mode improved matters a little.
You must store footage not in the camera but in a bring
your-own SDHC card (an appropriate slot is on the side of

the camcorder) . An SDHC card can store up
to 32GB of video, but you should factor in
the cost of purchasing such a high-capacity
card if yo u don't have one already.
A four-way minijoystick under the LCD
screen on the back activates various func
tions , such as the 2X zoom. A playback but
ton sits to the right of the joystick, and a
delete button sits to the left of it.
The top of the Zi6 houses the power
switch, while the left side of the device has
the landscape/macro switch, a covered
SDHC slot, and the door to the battery com
partment. On the right is the flip-out USB
connector, plus composite and component
ports to enable viewing high-def and stan
dard footage on your HDTV. The bottom has
both a tripod connector and a place to
attac h an included wrist strap.
The Zi6 runs on two AA-size batteries;
two rechargeable nickel-metal hydride bat
teries and a charger (a bulky wall-socket
unit) come wit h the videocam. You must
KODAK'S ZXl IS a durable mlnlcamcorder that's built for the outdoors.
take out the batteries to recharge.
The Z i6's 2.4-inch-diagonal LCD screen makes framing your
the Zxl wasn't as sharp as with the Creative Vado HD, and
shots and playing them back a more pleasurable experience.
footage looked a bit darker than that produced by most other
Eve ry other pocket camcorder we've tried has a noticea bly
pocket HD camcorders. The Zxl performed better in low
smaller screen. The Zi6's bigger display is bright and crisp
light than the Zi6 did , but its footage wasn' t as smooth .
enough to see straight-on in bright sunlight.
The Zxl offers the same not-so-wide-angle lens as the Zi6
and rivals such as the Flip Mino HD, but fa lls well short of the
1he Kodak Zi6 is a good option for people who want more
comparatively super-wide-angle Creative Vado HD.
control over their video tha n what the Flip offers, as well as
Probab ly the most noticeable difference when compared
those who like using removable storage. While it is cheaper
than the Flip or the Vado HD , you should remember to con
with the Zi6- and with every other pocket camcorder-is the
Zxl 's weak microphone. The mic had trouble picking up
sider the cost of a high-capacity SDHC card , as well.
softer sounds in our standardized aud io tes ting, perhaps
because it's on the top of the device rat her than on the front .
Toug hest Pocket Camcorder: Kodak Zxl
The Sl 50 Kodak Zxl is a pocketable HD camcorder for the
The Zxl is far less bulky than the Zi6, with a hard plastic
front and a slick, brushed-metal back. (You can buy t he Zxl
snowboarder set, with a slick, durable design to go along
in red, blue, pink, yellow, or black.) Under its 2-inch LCD
with its decent performance. It offers a lot of what we like
screen (which handled all lighting conditions well) are con
about its Zi6 sibling: It can shoot 720p high-def video at
trol buttons: a record button in the center, a four-way direc
either 30 or 60 frames per second, can take 3-megapixel stills,
tional pad for its 2X digital zoo m and frame-rate options, and
provides an SDHC card slot, and can switch between those
30-fps and 60-fps rates. It records video as H.264-encoded
four dedicated buttons for dele ting clips, starting and stop
ping playback, and returning to recording mode .
. mov files, and feels comfortable in the hand.
What's more, you can swap out the Zxl 's facep late with a
Missing is the Zi6's flip-out USB connector (it would prob
second "designer" battery cover included with the camcord
ably break off in your first snowboarding wipeout, anyway) .
er. Also in the box are several accessories: an HDMI cable, a
Yo u must attach an included USB cable to offioad videos
onto you r computer. Also absent is the toggle for switching
USB cable for offi oading yo ur clips to a computer, a plug-i n
battery charger (with two rechargeable AA Ni-MH batteries) ,
between landscape and macro modes.
a wrist strap, and a soft carrying pouch.
One bright addition is the Zxl 's HDMI-out port and cable.
At $150, the Zxl is a worthy sub-$200 competitor to the
Also , the Zxl has better white balance than the Zi6, and in
Sony Webbie HD MHS-PMl and Kodak's own Zi6-and it
this model Kodak seems to have fixed the color-oversaturation
problems we sometimes saw in the Zi6. Still , video shot with
makes a nice option for outdoorsy videographers . •
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How to Live Your Entire Life Through Facebook
With th ese 13 apps
for Facebook , you
can do just about
anything-for work
or play- without ever
logging out of your
favorite social site.
BY CHRISTOPHER NULL
WE'LL CONCEDE THAT the
average Facebook user is
doing nothi ng productive
with their day, li kely burn
ing ho urs on end playi ng
Mob Wars o r agonizing over
the finer points of a "25
More Things You Didn't
Know About Me" note. Or
perhaps goading colleagues
into fritter ing away precious
time in end less rounds of
online Scrabble.
But it turns out that the
iiberpopular social network
ing site is .good for more
than just fooling around. In

fact , many Facebook app lica
tions can be so surpris ingly
productive and usefu l that
you might not ever have to
leave its environs during
your Web-browsing day.
Dare we suggest you might
even be able to get honest
to-goodness work done
using Facebook? Here are
some of our favorite Face
book ap ps for thos e of you
who are tru ly obsessed.

Zoho Online Office
This is about as close as you
can get to doing actual work
usi ng Facebook. Zoho has
ported a hefry chunk of its
popular Web-based Zoho
Online Office app lication
suite (fin d.pcworld.com/62729)
to work within the network
ing site . When you sign up,
you can link your Facebook
account with an existing
Zoho log-in (or you can set
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THE WEB-BASED ZOHO Online Office application suite allows you to
share your business documents with your colleagues on Face book.
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one up on the fly) , and you ' ll
find all of your saved and
shared documents available
for browsing-and for shar
ing with other Facebook
plus-Zoho users. Editing
files opens a new window on
the Zoho site (they're not
hosted within the Facebook
app directly, un like what
happens with the other apps
here) ; but rest assured, you
can hust le back to your safe
zo ne once work is done.

rants covered in its recom
mendation utility for Face
book; yo u can read millions
of reviews and add your own.
An easy map-and-zoom sys
tem helps you locate the
noshes nea rest yo ur inter
section. You can also com
pare your ratings with those
of friends-and find out who
among your Facebook circle
has a "dining compatibi lity"
th at 's similar to yours.

Local Picks

Nothing else quite goes with
the Facebook experience as
drinking copious amounts
of wine. And true to form,
several Facebook ap ps are
designed to appeal to your
inner wino . Bo ttlenotes
(find.pcworld.com/62730) is
largely self-explanatory: It

Bottlenotes
( ) I Zoll o Chat
~ Qudgeu> l:Nt

_!!)~a.~

Ratings for i..a Corneta Taquer la - Glen Park

Just because yo u' re a shut-in
who never logs off of Face
book doesn't mean you
don 't need to eat once in a
while. The TripAdvisor
developed Local Picks ap p
(fin d.pcworld.com/62731 ) has
more than 530,000 restau
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Made USlng tnldibonal dry wine produang
methods, the frutt for this wine is harvested at
the peak of rpeness , crushed for its S'""'et
juices, fermented 4t low temperatures tJ>
preserve the fruit fl4vors , and then 40ed in
French oak barr~s for nine months. It tS an

WITH BOTTLENOTES, YOU can track your wine collection while you

MEETUP ON FACEBOOK helps like-minded people get together to

chat with on line pals, and compare notes with other connoisseurs.

share their interests. (You'll have to leave the house-or just browse.)

lets you archive personal
tasti ng notes and o pinions
regarding everything yo u
drink. Just type in the name
of the wine, some com
ments, and a star rating, and
Bottlenotes archives the
memo for posterity. Natural
ly, you can compare notes
with friends and also add a
"wish list" of wines that
you'd like to buy (or receive
as a gift-hint, hint) .

Meetup
What's going on in the real
world? 111ese days , "meet
ups " {lind.pcworld.com/62733)
are becoming an increasingly
popular way for li ke-minded
folks to get together and
expound o n thei r love for
beer, board games, Presi
de nt Obama, or jusl abo uL
anything else. Attending a
meetup does require leaving
yo ur house, so if that's too
much trouble, you can just
browse the application to
see exactly how far out some
of the meetups can be. It
turns out that peo ple will
meet in real life to talk about
anything-but some of us
knew that already.

Dynamite Webcam

surprised, though, if most
people you see are sitting at
the ir desks looking unfath
omably bored, li ke you .

No need to deal with a
stand-alone video messaging
cl ie nt to get your live pie up
on your Facebook page.
Dynamite Webcam {find .
pcworld.com/62734) can pull in
any Webcam feed and popu
late your profile with the lat
est picture you've snapped.
The setup process isn't the
easiest, but ge nera lly it works
as·advertised. If none of your
friends are updating their
cam pies, just browse the
gallery and get a peek at the
rest of the world . Don 't be

Web Presence
Web Presence {find .pcworld.
com/62735) can be a great
help for your legio ns of fans
and friends. It 's a blogroll of
sorts , all about you: Just
punch in the URLs for your
Flickr, Linkedin, MySpace,
Twitter, YouTube, and other
social net\.,,orking accounts ,
and Web Presence gathers
them all up , adding the
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THE ULTIMATE GENEALOGY program for Facebook, We're Related
allows you to connect directly with your family members online.

appropriate icon for each
site into its convenient box.
You aren 't limited to the
major social networking
sites, either; you can add
links to your own blog or to
any Web site, mak ing the
app no t only a handy direc
tory of yo ur Web presence,
but a place to drop your
favor ite bookmarks, too.

Simplaris Blogcast
What a pain: After you spend
all your time writing a blog
post, you still have to manu
ally add it as a li nk in your
feed using Face book's "Post
Link" feature. Automate the
job by using Simplaris Blog
cast (lind.pcworld.com/62736).
You simply pas te in the URL
fo r your biog's XML or RSS
feed; then, like an RSS read
er, Blogcast pulls in the most
recen t headlines and a d igest
(you decide how long) once
a day (or immediately, de
pending on your blogging
software) . The URL doesn' t
even have to be that of your
own blog: Blogcast works
with any feed you give it.
Alas, you can bring in only
one feed at a time.
»
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Here'·s How
We're Related
Social networks should be
heaven for maniacal genealo
gists. Here they can combine
their need to document the
name and whereabouts of
every relative they have with
their love of status upd ates
and SuperPokes. Family
Link.com's We' re Related
application (lind.pcworld.corn/
62732) is probably the best
ancestry tool currently avail
able for Facebook. With this
app, you can add your Face
bookin ' relatives to an easily
navigable tree or list view.
With more and more older
users getting into the Face
book game, such genealogi
cal trees are expanding more
rapidly than you might ex
pect. Even if you can't con
vince Grandpa Walter's ghost
to register for the site, you
can still add his info (and
that of other Facebookless
heathens) manually.

Picn ik
Everyone dumps their photo
library into Facebook, but
then what happens? As ide
from pithy comments about
your hairline or your 'do
from your so-called friends ,
basically nothing. Picnik
(lind.pcworld.corn/62737) puts
a full-featured photo editor
at your disposal so you can
turn a lifeless shot into some
thing far more interesting.
It has all the usual tools-a
red-eye zapper, a color tweak
er, an exposure adjuster, and
an edge sharpener, as well as
resize, crop, and rotate
capabilities. You can even
add stickers and speech
bubbles , all without ever
leaving your Facebook pro
file . A premium version (S25
per year) adds extra goodies.
90 I PCWORLD . COM
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IMPORT YOUR ENTIRE iTunes collection into Facebook with lllke.

ilike
The Internet isn't exactly
desperate for more music
focused applications, but if
you 're on Faccbook, your
options here are actually
rather limited. Probably the
best way to spin tunes with
in the site is through iLike
(lind.pcworld.corn/62739). This
music app has a partnership
with Rhapsody that lets you
play up to 25 complete
songs, not just clips, directly
from Facebook, and if you
use the iTunes plug-in (avail
able on the ilike.com Web
site) , you can automatically
import your entire music
library, complete with play
lists, to the service.
Additional social network
ing features enable you to
share all of this with your
friends; plus, you get up
coming album info, concert

dates , top-track charts, and
quizzes ...enough, rea lly, to
eat up your entire day in a
Blondie-fueled haze.

Calendar
Keeping your schedule
together is a critical part of
the life any well-tempered
computer user, and the
bluntly named Calendar
{lind.pcwo rld.com/62738), from
30 Boxes , is the best tool for
that purpose available on
Facebook. Click the self
explanatory calendar boxes
for the upcoming days, and
typ e in what you have to do .
· The system defaults to "all
day" events; click again, and
you can set start and ·end
times and invite other peo
ple to group meetings (you
will need a 30boxes .com
account to do the latter). All
superhandy, and you can
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View Find

drop a digested version onto
your profile page. But we
remain at a loss to explain
why the app won't accept
events that begin with t he
word "malt" (no joke).
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FACEBOOK QUICKLY BECOMES a much more practical site when you
can use it to track your schedule via the Calendar application.

What to do about all the
book,marks that you've ar
chived on Delicious.com
(formerly del.icio.us)? Bring
'em into Facebook in a box
of their own. Several apps
related to Delicious are
ava ilable, but the one we've
found that works best is My
del.icio .us (fi nd.pcworld.com/
62741), which lets you im
port up to 2 5 of your most
recent bookmarks, complete
with notes and tags. You can
also limit the app to show
only the links wit h a tag yo u
specify (say, "face book").
The box automatically up
dates every 30 to 45 minutes,
pulling in your latest picks
for all your friends to see .

YouTube+
Yo, dawg, I heard you like
Web videos, so I put a Web
video viewer in yo ur Face
book page so yo u can watch
videos while you do your
Facebooking!
That's right, this app,
ca lled YouTube+ (fi nd.
pcworld.co rn/62740), shrinks
down not just YouTube but
Revver and Metacafe too,
bringing you just about all
of the features of those sites
right inside Facebook's envi
ronment. Search for clips
and watch and rate videos
you can do it all without
having to leave your Face
book session. And whenever
you mark a video as a favor
ite, t he application automat
ically adds a link to the video
to your profile feed.

Buy Music Unfettered by Digjtal Rights Management
BY ZACK STERN
DIGITAL RIGHTS manage
ment (ORM) music restric
tions are finally on their way
out. Apple, which accounts
for most U.S . music sales,
released its 10-million-track
catalog from those limita
tions in April (see find.pcwortd.
corn/62793). ORM constraints
have restricted the number
of PCs th at can play songs
and even the kinds of devi c
es that can read the files .
With t he res trictions lifted,
you can buy music for use
however you want.
Millions of ORM-free files
are available from Amazon ,
eM usic, Napster, Rhapsody,
and Zune, as well as from
iTunes . But each store varies
in its pricing, file quality,
selection, and other quirks.
Here's how they stack up .

iTunes
Apple's music store (find .
pcwortd.com/62794) requires
you to shop through iTunes
software and is designed to
work with iPods, but you
can move purchased songs
into Windows Media Player,

l

Although restrictions are easing , ORM can still
be problematic for digital music lovers. Here's
where and how to buy unrestricted tunes.

$0.99 per song; however, the
company is now introducing
$0.69 and $1.29 prices for
some tracks . Album pricing
will vary more, wo, although
$9.99 will remain typical.

Amazo n MP3 Store
Amazon (fin d.pcwortd.com/
62411 ) regularly offers sale
prices-and is now under
cutting iTunes on some top
selling music. (Nonsale prices
are about $9 apiece for new
albu ms; less for older titles.)
You can sort offerings by
price, genre, and other stan
dards, and Amazon's recom
mendations bounce you to
new songs you might like.
For single tracks, you won't
have to install additional
software. Album purchases
require Amazon's download
utility. Most of the music
Amazon offers is encoded as
256-k bps MP3 files . Its 7
million songs are aimed at a
mainstream, pop audience.
Tracks cost $0.79 to $0. 99 .

AT THE ITUNES Store, you can discover music through many points
of entry, but the search bar takes you directly to results, too.

with a caveat: iTunes doesn 't
actually sell MP3 files.
Its iTunes Plus tracks-the
ORM-free ones-are MC
(advanced audio codec) files .
Aside from playi ng on iPods,
ORM-free MC tracks work
on nearly all music players ,
including the Zune and even
many mobile phones. Just
be sure to buy the iTunes
Plus songs and not the
Apple-only ORM tracks until
the transition is finalized.

Now~ Wh•t1•1"the.Hiddk

amazonmp3·

by Th<lllnlMdThellee

You can upgrade previous
ly purchased restricted songs
to open files for 30 cents per
track or $3 per al bum. Apple
says that all of its ORM-free
MC tracks are encoded at
256 kbps at a variable bit
rate. Although MC is very
widespread , MP3 is still
more-commonly supported.
The strong iTunes store in
terface is an easy pick if you
use Apple's iPod or iPhone.
Previously, Apple charged

eMusic
eMusic (emusic.corn) mixes
ORM-fre e MP3 downloads
with a subscription service. »
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AMAZON'S SIMPLE MP3 Oownloader utility for albums from Its

EMUSIC'S OPTIONAL TOOLBAR adds more ways to search for tracks

music store usually runs unobtrusively in the background.

and hear new music; the site itself offers lots of help to music fans.
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A monthly fee brings a fixed
number of tracks. Often,
you' ll end up with a few
credits to spend one track at
a time, instead of on a whole
album. Low prices offset
these annoyances . Monthly
plans vary, but one option is
a 100-song, $25 plan where
songs cost $0.25 each.
eMusic's 5 mill ion tracks
are 192-kbps, variable-bit
rate MP3s- not quite as
good as most competitors '
content, but okay. eMusic 's
catalog favors smaller, more
independent record labels
rather than the big names.
Lots of editorial content
helps subscribers navigate
the lesser-known music.
Top-selling and theme-based
lists aid beginners. Social
networking features allow
you to see what songs other,
similar users or friends ike.
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NAPSTER SOFTWARE MANAGES and plays your tracks, but it offers
few features beyond the sim ilar-looking Napster Web interface.

Napst er
TI1e current Napster (napster.
com) invites you to choose
between a ORM-restricted
subscription and ORM-free
MP3 downloads, so look for
the MP3 icon before buying.
A big catalog of 7 million
MP3 tracks gives Napster a
wide reach. A spokesperson

for Napster reports that the
"vast majority" of tracks are
variable-bit-rate at 256 kbps,
while a "handfu l" are sold at
128 kbps. (111e sho pping
card says which one you 'll
get just before you buy.)
The Web interface feels
cl unky and is best suited to
finding music you already
want, not for making new
discoveries. Its optional
software works slightly bet
ter, though the look is nearly
the same. And you can 't see
prices until you ' re almost
ready to buy, which makes
bargain hunting difficult.

Rhapsody
Rhapsody has a Web-on ly
interface for browsing its 7
million songs (rhapsody.com).
The service is split between

subscription and ORM-free
MP3s, so surf the MP3 list
to get the ORM-free songs.
TI1e weak interface forces
users to browse by search
ing. You have li ttle power to
resort lists, and sometimes
the store sells albums only
as $0.99 individual tracks
annoying if they have many
short songs. Album prices
are often about $10 or less.
Rhapsody's strong pre
view system lets you sample
track before buying.
the
But unless you purchase the
ORM-laden, unlimited ser
vice, you can hear only 25
tracks each month. Its 256
kbps MP3 fi les have good
qua li ty, and you can down
load tracks as zip fil es if you
don ' t want to install Rhap
sody's downlo ad utility.
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Before downloading from
the Zune marketplace (zune.
net), you' ll need Microsoft' s
Zune marketplace software
(a stand-alone download).
The tool serves mostly as a
Zune-oriented replacement
for Windows Media Player.
But if you use a different
MP3 device, the software
plays nicely with WMP.
The catalog offers a mix
ture of ORM-free MP3
tracks and ORM-restricted
songs (you may find a re
stricted track on an other
wise open-MP3 album).
Look for the MP3 icon.
TI1e 5 million tracks cover
most mainstream favorites.
They usually cost $0.99 each,
but you have to buy with
Microsoft's points currency,
common on t he Xbox 360.
Music is encoded at either
256 kbps for the major rec
ord labels or an impressive
320 kbps for the indie labels .
For Zune users, Microsoft
offers an all-you-can-down
load monthly service with
typica l ORM restrictions for
$15. But each mo nth, you
can also download and keep
ten ORM-free tracks as MP3
files for use anywhere.
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RHAPSODY'S SPARSE INTERFACE may look like a pl aceholder- you

A WELL-DESIGNED, all-in-one music app, Microsoft's Zune software

have to browse by searching- but it lets you preview full tracks.

manages your tunes even if you don't own the Zune MP3 player.
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Convert YouTube Music
Videos to MP3 Files

@ J\arlophone

OKAY, I MIGHT as well con
fess: I' m an avid fa n of Brit
pop superstar Lily Allen.
Recently, Allen performed
a nifty acoustic cover of Brit
ney Spears's "Womani zer."
Alas , Allen's version is not
available on iTunes , Ama
zonMP3, or any other online
store that I'm awa re of (see
"Buy Music Unfettered by
Digital Rights Management"
on page 91) . The only place
to hear the track is YouTube.
That doesn't suit my mo
bile, iPhone-driven lifestyle.
So until Lily's people see fit
to let me buy the track, I'm
"borrowing" it from You
Tube. The site t hat makes
this possible? Video 2mp3
(video2mp3.net), which con
verts any video into an MP3
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file (the service, its home
page says, is sti ll in beta) .
Just copy and paste the
URL from the video's You
Tube page to Video2mp3
and click Co110e11. Then be
prepared to wait a fe w min
uces. Resist the urge to click
that big, inviting Download
button while you' re waiting;
it's part of an advertisement
for a different pro duct.
When Video2mp3 is done
with the convers ion, you'll
see a link to the fi le. Right
click it and choose the ap
propri ate download option
for your browser. Then add
the MP3 to iTunes or your
music manager of choice.
Note to Firefox users: A
handy Video2mp3 extension
(find .pcworld.com/62790) called

!
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Conversion successfu lly completed!
Title :

Liiy All en - Womanizer

Length :

00 : 00

Fiie Size: 3.35 MB
Down load : Liiy Allen - Womanlur.mp3
COPY ANY VIDEO 'S UR L from the ori ginal YouTube page and paste it
into Video2mp3's Convert f ield to save the MP3 to your hard drive.

YouTube 2 MP3 adds a down
load lin k to each Yo uTube
video page, so you don't have
to copy and pas te the URL.
And a fin al, extremely im
porta nt note for everyo ne:

Be awa re that this little trick
is legally dubious and could
get yo u into trou ble with
the RIAA. lhi s means that
yo u try it at yo ur own ri sk.

-Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD . COM

Now that my TV has gone digital,
how do I get more channels?
- Jo Meininger. via e-mail
YOUR CONVERTER BOXneeds to scan fo r channels in order to de
termine what it can get. Check the box's instructions and scan. (In
fact. rescan every few months- especially during the tra nsition.)
Also, make sure your antenna supports UHF. TV broadcasts come
in VHF (channels 2 to 13) and UH F (14 and above). Your ante nna
needs to pick up both. On rabbit-ear antennas. the two rods that
inspire the name are the VH F antenna; the UHF antenna is a circle.
Digital broadcast signals are more directional tha n analog ones.
Try moving the an tenna around- or ra ising it- then scanning again.
If you're still not satisfied with the available channels. you 'll
probably have to buy a new antenna. Here are some guidelines:
· Go outdoors, if possible. Outdoor antennas greatly im prove
your odds of getting more stations. They're hig her, and the signal
doesn't have to contend with your home's walls and electron ics.
· Bigger is usually better.
· In any antenna you're considering, check the spec for gain,
ex pressed in dB (for decibels). The higher this number. the better.
Again of 13dB. fo r example. is much better than a gai n of 6dB.
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Maxi m ize you r television receptio n
The Anten aWeb.org mapping progra m, provided by t he Consumer
Bectronics Associa tion (CEA) ana t he
a ·onal Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), locates the proper outdoor'• antenna to
receive your local tele ·sion broadcast cha nnels.
Based on Qe~raph o cal m aps and signal StN!ngths, An tennaWetl
locat es the best antenna for you - w ether t he anten na is or use
with a home satellite system, high -d efinit ion t elev islon (HDTV) or a
tradit ional analOQ set .

Get Sta ed!

Chaos~ an Oll\tt.nnil

I

ANTENNAWEB.ORG IS AN excellent r esource for choosing a digital
antenna, w ith t ip s on how to get the best r eception in your location.

One other option: Sit sti ll and keep your fingers crossed. Some
stations may boost their digital strength after the transition.
Finally, visit AntennaWeb.org to see what stations you could be
getting. Enter your address. and the site will list your local sta
tions, give yo u their compass direction (remember, digital broad
casts are more di rectional), and tell you how far away they are.
-Li11coln Spector
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Here's How
Make Photos Jump Off the Page With Drop Shadows
IF YOUR PHOTOS live
mainly on yo ur comput
er, you might not traffic
much in real frames any
more. But the virtual
frame of a drop shadow
that is, the hint of a
"shadow" under your
image-can add an inter
esting touch to pictures
that you share online.
And in Adobe Photoshop
Elements 6 or later, yo u
can introduce th is effect
with only a few clicks.
CHOOSE 'LAYER STYLES' and then 'Drop Shadows' from the Effects palette
To get started, open a
to add the subtle but attractive touch of a drop shadow to your picture.
photo in Elements. Be
cause the drop-shadow
drop shadows . But before
effect is designed to work on
Notice that your image is
you do that, you need to ex
a layer, you need to promote
now a layer, as indicated by
pand the canvas around the
your photo to layer status .
the name Layer 0 in the Lay
edges of the photo . Other
Find the Layers palette-it's
ers palette. (You can change
wise, your drop shadow will
on the right-hand side of the
the name of the layer if you
have nowhere to go.
screen-and double-click
want to, but since Laye r 0 is
the image, which should be
In the menu, click Image•
the only layer you'll be work
identified as "Background. "
Rcsizc•CanvasSizc. You 'll
ing with in this project , that
111e New Layer dialog box
step is really not necessary.)
want to make the canvas a
will appear. Click OK.
little bigger-by 10 percent,
You're alm ost ready to add
ANSWER LINE

i:::;i

say. just switch the unit
of measure from inches
to percent, and then en
ter 110 for both height
and widt h. Click OK.
You should sec that the
canvas has expanded by
10 percent, and there
should be a transparent
border around the edges
of your photo.
Now it's time to experi
ment with drop shadows.
In the Effects palette
located on the ri ght side
of the screen, click the
Layer Sryles button and
then choose Drop Shadows from the menu . You can
drag any of the drop-shadow
presets from the palette to
you r photo. If you don 't like
the one you dragged, simply
rep lace it with another.
When you find a preset
that suits your image, save
your finished product.
-Dave jolr11son

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD.COM

Why doesn't my PC see my new

1-1 hard drive?

l'le

-Bobby, via the forums

Action
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Help
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Select

Start • Run (i n Vi sta, ju st cl ick Start) . Type diskmgmt.msc

sq uare that represents the new drive. Right-click it and select For

mat. The rest of the procedure is pretty obvious from there .
If you don't find the drive in Disk Management, you may need to
make an adjustment in your hardware setting s (aka your BIOS).
Reboot your compute r and look for a message (it should be one of

Ll6GB

15 %

CllfS

6M8

OM8

0%

FAT32

tion is easy to fix by taking the following steps:
and press <ENTER> for the Disk Management tool. You' ll find a

~•m

19.99 GB
SS .llllGB
7.62 GB

NTFS

CHANCES ARE YOUR new drive hasn't been formatted . That situa

37 ~,

1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·

"8Dl•k I

R&m0vabie
).64 G8
Onb

i5'Dl•k 2
Basic

55.99 G8
Orb

·PriMfy

,CRUZERBGB
7.64 GB FAT 32
He>tlly

-

CMS60GB (G:)

SS.89 G8 FAT32

the fi rst things that comes up on you r screen) saying something

THE WINDOWS DISK Management utility should show you any drives

like 'Press XX key for setup'. Immediately press w hatever key it

that are connected to your PC, even if the drlve's data is unreadable.

tells you to, and then search the menus for hard-drive options.
Alternatively, the hard drive may not be properly installed. Open
up yo ur PC again and check the connections.
Note: Don't use an internal hard drive for backup. That leaves
your data vulnerable to problems a backup is supposed to protect
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agains t in th e first place. including malwa re. fire, and simple theft.
Thanks to PC World Forum members ARock8 4. crazy4laptops .
and rgreen4 (see forums.pcworld.com/message/184947).

-Li11co/11 Spccror

Smooth the Move to Office 2007 With These Annoyance Busters
can take a while. Obviously the biggest change involves the Ribbon,

L

which can be daunting at first but has some genuine benefits. It's

pears when you highlight some text and then move your mouse up.

IF YOU ARE a recent convert to Microsoft Office 2007, you 've
probably discovered that learning your way around the interface

really just a smarter way of organizing various features. This

Access favorite features quickly: ban an irritating
toolbar; make Outlook check your spelling.

Admittedly, this new feature is a handy addition, but as someone

month I have several tips for customizing Office 2007-namely,

who has literally spent 20 years mousing his way to the top of the

making additions to the Quick Access Toolbar, getting rid of the

screen for font selection. highlighting tools. and the like, the Mini

annoying Mini Toolbar, and setting up Outlook's spelling checker.

Toolbar strikes me as a Maxi Annoyance.

Add Features to
the Quick Access
Toolbar
I miss certain icons
from the old Office 2003

Customize Quick Access Toolbar

2. Clear the check box for Show Mini Tool bar on selection.

New

3. Click OK. and you're done.

Open
./

To restore the toolbar, you just recheck that check box. (But you

Save

didn't need me to tell you that, did you? )

toolbar, such as Print

E-mail

and Open-icons that I

Quick Print

used constantly. Office

Print Preview

2007 instead forces me

Spelling & Grammar

to click the big Office

one whole extra click!
But it's easy to add
just about any Office
feature to the Quick
Access Toolbar, at the
top of the screen next to

Make Outlook Automatically Check the Spelling
in Your E-Mail Before You Send It
I'm kind of a spelling snob. I take pains to make sure that I spell
everything correctly in my messages, so it bugs me a little bit

Undo

when I see that others haven't done the same (their e-mail con

button to access such
basic functions. That's

If you agree with me, it's easy, fortunately, to turn off:
1. Click the Office button and then choose Word Options.

Redo

tains spelling mistakes- sometimes egregious ones).

Draw Table
_More Commands ...
~how

Below the Ribbon

Well, okay. I cheat a little: I use Outlook 2007's spelling checker
to give my outbound mail the once-over before sending. You can do
the same-without having to remember to click the Spelling but
ton every time- by tweaking Outlook's checker. Here's how:

Minimize the Ribbon
ADD FEATURES TO the Quick Access

the Office button. By

Toolbar by checking those commands

default. the toolbar

Quick Print, say-that you would

sports Save. Undo, and

always like to have at the ready.

1. Select Taol s·Options.
2. Choose the Spelling tab.
3. Tick the box marked Always check spelling before sending.
4. Click OK.
Now, when you click Send, Outlook's spelling checker will imme

Redo icons, but you can

diately appear, giving you an opportunity to fix those "Hey, Rick, you

custom ize it as you see fit. (I'm thinking specifically of Word 2007;

are so stoopid" kinds of mistakes.

the process. however, is the same for Excel and PowerPoint.)
For starters, click the little down arrow on the right edge of the

Of course, by default, Outlook uses squiggly red lines to indicate
misspellings as you type-giving you the chance to pause and

toolbar. You'll see a list of popular commands such as Open, Quick

make corrections-but I know many folks who prefer to just bang

Print. and Spelling & Grammar. Click any of them to add the corre

away at th e keys and only afterward fi x the errors.

sponding icon to the Quick Access Toolbar. (Likewise, click any

Read all my Hassle-Free PC posts at find .pcworld.com/628 02.•

already-checked item to remove it from the toolbar.)
What if you want to add a feature that doesn't appear on this

Options

list? Simple: You can right-click almost any icon on the Ribbon (or
Other

in the Office menu) and choose Add to Quick Access Toolbor. Also.

Pref'erenc:es

to remove one of these custom jobs, just right-click its icon and

General options - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - 

choose Remove from Quick Access Toolbor.

Kick Word 2007's Mini Toolbar to th e Curb
As much as I like Office 2007 (for the most part). a few of its fea

AB<;.-

V

~ Always check spelling before sending

~ Ignore original message text in reply or forward
[ Spellrn and Autx>Correc:ti0f1...

tures seem hell-bent on annoying me. One of them is Word 2007's
little on-the-spot editing toolbar, which is officially known as the

OUTLOOK CAN AUTOMATICALLY proofread your e-mail for spelling

Mini Toolbar. Perhaps you've encountered it: The darn thing ap-

errors before you embarrass yourself In front of your boss.
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The most
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standard image
AdobeorWtx0mP<Jtrhase! paint ing so ftware
editing software
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for print and Web. ·
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the ink & toner supersite.™

SRP $999
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Organize and protect your copies of PC World. Sl ipases
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• Photo shop CS4 Ext.
• lllusrrator CS4
· In Design CS4
• Acrobat Pro 9
• Drea mweaver CS4
• Flash Pro CS4
• Fireworks CS4

Vi sTablet I 2x 10 inch
tablet allows you to
explore th e internet.
draw, pau1t, write.
highlight and do
professional or
home photo editing.

SRP S1799

SRPS 129
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Back up today ·
or call us tomorrow
The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard dri ve to flash memory-will
fail. When this happens there are only two th ings
you can do:
1. Restore your data from yo ur back up system
2. Call Dri veSavers 800.440.1904 (24/7)
At DriveSavers, "We can save it!" is not only
our slogan, it 's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We 've invested over 20 years developing
proprietary techniques and millions of do ll ars
creati ng an advanced fac ility to
save the most valuab le data in
the world-Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won' t find a better one.
Take our Virtual Tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com

Take our Virtual Tour at drivesavers.com

NOTICE TO PERSONS WHO PURCHASED
AN ONLINE UPGRADE TO A SYMANTEC SUBSCRIPTION
PRODUCT BEFORE THE EXPIRATION OF THEIR PRIOR
PRODUCT'S SUBSCRIPTION
This notice is to inform you about a proposed settlement of a consolida ted class
action lawsu it entitled Bruce Heverly v. Symantec Corporation. Santa Clara
Superior Court. Case No. 1-05-CV-053711-(consolidated with Case No. 1-06
CV-073770; together. the "Action "). and of a hearing to consider the settlement.
The Action concerns Plaintitts' allegation that Symantec has an unlawful
policy of terminating subscription time of certain customers who purchased
upgrades. without providing a credit or refund lor unused subscription time,
and that Symantec fails to disclose this policy. Symantec denies th e claims
made In this Action and denies that anyone has been harmed or should receive
compensation in relation to the claims. The Court has not made a decision on
the merits, i.e. the Court has not decided who wins and who loses.
You are a member of the class the Court has certified in this Action if you
resided in the United States of America during the period of time from and
including December 5, 2001 up to and including April 11. 2008. and wi thin
this period purchased onllne a Symantec Subscription Product wi th a Stock
Keeping Unit that designates the product as an upgrade, the installation of
which resulted in the uninstallation of another Symantec Subscription Product
prior lo the expiration of that product's subscription . Symantec Subscription
Product means any antivirus. internet security. internet safety and other software
product sold by or on behalf of Symantec wi th a subscription for protection
updates. conten t updates and/or other updates, including Norton AntiVirus,
Norton Internet Security. Norton Personal Firewall, Norton SystemWorks,
Norton Confidential and Norton 360. Excluded from the class are all persons
and entities who purchased upgrades through Symantec's Online Store. Also
excluded are defendant. its agents and affiliates. any government entities. and
any persons and entities for whom Symantec added back the subscription
time upon request.
Under th e terms of the settlement. Settlement Class Members who submit by
mail a valid claim form before the deadline will receive either a fifteen dollar
($15 .00) certificate. redeemable for one (1) year, toward s the purchase of any
product(s) or services available at the Symantec Online Store Q[ a $2.50 cash
payment. You are not a member of the Plaintiff Settlement Class if you have
previously opted -out (i.e. excluded yourselQ from this Action. Please see the
complete notice and Claim Form at www.heverly-nortoncase. com for details
regarding the settlement, the requirements for submitting a claim, and how to
submit a claim. If you wish to submit a claim, you must do so by mall by
September 9, 2009.
If the settl ement is approved. certain settlement class representatives will

apply for an incentive award of $5,000 each and plaintiffs' counsel will apply
tor an award of fees and expenses in the sum of S2 .275.000. Neither award
will reduce the relief available to Settlement Class Members. If the settlement
is approved . all claims of the Settlement Class Members which were or could
have been asserted in the Action, based upon the facts alleged In the Action .
will be released.
If you wish to remain in the Plaintiff Settlement Class you need not do anything.
However. if you wish to receive the certificate or cash payment described above.
you must submit a claim by mail. If you do not wish to remain in the Plaintitt
Settlement Class. you must exclude yourself by malling an exclusion request
to the Settlement Administrator at: Heverly-Norton Settlement Administrator,
clo Rust Consulting, Inc .. P.O. Box 1181, Minneapolis. MN 55440-1181 . If you
exclude yourself, you may pursue an individual claim , but you will not receive
any of the benefits of the class settl ement. and cannot object to th e settlement.
If you wish to object to the settlement. you must mail your objection to the
Court for filing at the following address: Clerk of the Court. Superior Court of
the State of California. Santa Clara County, 191 N. First Street. San Jose, CA
95113. and serve it by mail on the parties' counsel: Gary Graifman, Kantrowitz
Goldhamer & Graifman , 210 Summit Ave .. Montvale. NJ 07645 and Robert B.
Hawk. Hogan & Hartson LLP, 525 University Avenue. 4th Floor. Palo Alto, CA
94301. If you wish to intervene. you must mail a request to intervene to the
Court at th e above address and serve it by mail on the parties' counsel. To
properly exclude yourself. object or request to intervene. you must follow the
instructions set forth in the Long Form Settlement Not ice and the Settlement
Agreement available at www.heverl y-nortoncase.com.
All requests for exclusion must be mailed to the Settlement Administrator
and all objections and requests to Intervene must be mailed to the Court
and the parties' counsel no later than July 27, 2009.
The Court will hold a hearing to consider whether to approve the settlement
on August 28, 2009 at 9 a.m .. before Judge Jack Komar, Department 17 of the
Superior Court of th e State of California. Santa Clara County. The hearing will
be held at 91 N. First Street. San Jose. CA 95 113.
DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT OR SYMANTEC CONCERNING THIS
NOTICE OR THE LAWSUIT. If you would like more information about
this notice or thi s case, you may view this notice. the complete Long Form
Settlement Notice. th e Settlement Agreement. th e Court's order granting
Preliminary Approval and the Claim Form at www.heverly-nortoncase.com.
If you do not have internet access and you desire printed copies, contact
Heverly-Norton Settlement Administrator. c/o Rust Consulting , Inc., P.O. Box
1181. Minneapolis. MN 55440-1181.
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THIN AND SLIM
We don't want a thick or space-wasting frame
around our HDTV. Our slim, LED-backlit set
features a thin bezel, like the one
on Toshiba's 42-inch

The Ideal HDTV:
Web-Ready, Plus

TOUCHSCREEN REMOTE
The remote control is a critical
component. Our remote has
a touchscreen and an acceler
ometer. The context-sensitive
screen changes depending on
what mode you're in; it also
automatically rotates so you
can hold the remote vertically
or horizontally. The built-in
slide-out keyboard works for
chat a.nd for Web navigation .

100

sion leaps ahead: We have built-in Web portalS,

A slot-loading BO-Live Blu-ray

including Yahoo TV widgets for checking news,

player is mounted along the side

weather, and related information; accessing

spine; just below and above the

Web content sites like Flickr, Netflix, Pandora

disc slot are the accessible ports

HDMI ports and two USB

Internet Radio, and YouTube; and interacting

(two

via chat. The TV also has a gigabit ethernet

2.0 ports), and a memory card

port on the back, plus 802.lln wireless.

slot to accommodate SD Cards.

LC-32BD60U Sharp

Gl T-Mobile

Regza 46RF350U Toshiba

LG 42LH50 LG Electronics

What we took: This 32-inch

What we took: This phone

What we took: This HOTV's

What we took: This LG model

Sharp set features an integrated

packs fluid touchscreen naviga

"Super Narrow· bezel measures

will be among the first to ship

Blu-ray Disc player.

tion plus a usable keyboard.

less than 1 inch thick.

using Yahoo's TV widgets.

find.pcworld.corn/6284 1

fi nd.pcworld.com/62099

fin d.pcworld.co m/62839
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ALTERNATIVE THINKING ABOUT SERVER ECONOMICS :

•
Now more than ever, you need your money to work harder. With the new generation
of HP Proliant G6 Servers w ith Intel"' Xeon"' processor 5500 series you dramatically
improve energy efficiency, flexibility and performance. And more reliability in each
system means you can reduce business risk as you increase your productivity.
Decrease your IT support costs to an absolute minimum . HP Insight Control Suite !ICE)
will help you to reduce operational expenses by up to $48,380 per 100 users.*
For total peace of mind, HP Care Pack Services deliver industry leading automated
24X7 system monitoring, diagnosis and fault notification to protect your investment.
Making you and your business shine.
Technology for better business outcomes.

lr.J THE CDW TECHNOLOGY
~STIMULUS PACKAGE

EVEN THOUGH YOUR
BUDGETS ARE SHRINKING,
YOUR OPTIONS DON'T HAVE TO.
$50

$100

$200

INSTANT SAVINGS

INSTANT SAVINGS-'

INSTANT SAVINGS
CDW EXCLUSIVE
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